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IND~ SCIENTISTS 

LQ s a companion volume to the lives of many~ eminent 
~ Indians hithertQ published by Messrs. G. A. Natesall 
& Co., Madras, the sketches of distinguished Indian 
l"cientiats collected hi this volume (Price Rs. 3) will be 
Hpecially welcome. These include .Dr. Mahendralal Sircar, 
perhaps the greatest pioneer of Medical Science In India, 
Sir J. C. Bose, the celebrated plan~physiologist, Sir P. C. 
P.ay, the ChemJst, and Sir C. V. Raman the Physicist, 
together with an account of their researches, discoveries 
11nd inventions. An attempt is also made to record the 
athievements of their pupils as well, a record which 
amply demonstrates that "the Indian youths have as much 
aptitude for, and love of, Science as the youth ot any 
other country in the world". The lives of Prof. Rama
t•handra and Ramanujan-the Mathematicians-prove 
the heights to which speculation in the field of abstract 
l'cience has reached in India. The sketches are all written 
1\·ith the special view to interest lay readers, and as such, 
this collection will be greatly valued not only by students 
of Science and Mathematics but also by the general 
reader. The book which is handsomely bound in cloth 
contains the portraits of the Indian Scientists. 
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SIR JAG~DISH CHUNDER BOSE 
HIS LIFE, DISCOVERIES AND WRITINGS 

'*'HE matter of this volume has bee•t carefully 
4lW> selected and arranged under three headings, 
Educational, General, Science. The book is pre
fixed with au exhaustive account of the life 
and achievements of the great Indian scientist. 

· Price Rs. Three 
To Subscribers of the "Indian Review". Rs. !1-8. 

DR. SIR P. C. R4. Y 
HIS ESSAYS AND DISCOURSES 

!ffi3ESIDES purely scientific discourses andre
~ searches in Chemistry, the volume contains 
Sir P. C. Ray's speeches and writings on histori
cal, social and educational subjects. There is also a 
list ot original contributions by Dr. Ray and his 
pupils, besidt:s a lengthy biographical sketch. 

' Price Rs. Thre ... 
To Subscribers of the" Indian Review". Rs. 2-8. 

G. A. Natesan & Co., Publishers, Madraa. 
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UliiFOBH WITH THill VOLliliE 

INDIAN STATESMEN 
DEWANS AND PRIME MINISTERS 

~OW that the question of the future of Indian 
~b~ States and their place in the Constitution of 
,the ·count.ry are being widely discussed, this 
volume of Indian Statesmen is of more thaa ordi
nary interest to politicians and laymen alike. In 
this new publication we have sketches of Eminent 
Indian Statesmen,. notably those who haTe been 
Dewans or Prime Miniaters of Indian States. 

EMINENT MUSSALMANS 
~GES, POLITICIANS, REFO&."\IERS 

~;t.oHIS book is a welcome addition to the hio
f/l\0 gt:aphical literature now extant in· India 

'touching the lives and achievements of many 
· Mussalman patriots · who have in recen• years 
contributed to the intellectual and Rocial advance
ment of their countrymen. Among such ·leaders 
have been reformers, statesmen, judges, education
ists, lawyers and politicians. Commencing from Sir 
Syed 'Ahmed, the story is brought down to this day. 

INDIAN CHRISTIANS 
'POETS, PUBLICISTS AND MINISTERS 

1,_Q N attempt is he.re made to record the lives and 
~ achievements of some Indian Christians 
who have contributed their bit to the making of 
Modem India in their capacity as poets, publicists, 
reformers, and Ministers of the Church in India. 

lb. Thr~e each. 
To Subscribers of" Indian Review", Rs. 2-8. 

G.A.NATESAN & Co., PUBLISHERS, MADRAS. 



-PUBLISH~RS' NOTE 

;~HE publish~rs venture to_ thu;k tpat. as a. 
-~ companion volume to the lives of the 

many eminent Indians hitherto publi!!hed by 
-the~, this volume ~ontaining the , sketches of 
-distinguished Indian Scientists will be specially_ 
welcome. For the story qf the lives and 
.achievements of the famous savants of Science 
r-recorded in these pages is proof, if proof 
were wanted, that "_we are of -a na_tion nl)t 

·slow and dull, but of_ a_ quick,- ingenious and 
piercing spirit, acute to invent, s\lbtle and 

-sinewy to discourse, not beneath the reach of 
any point the highest the human C;:tpacity can 

·soar to". What is m<;)re, modern .Indian 

-scientists, brought '!lP in, the experimental 

methods of the West are provjng to- the world 

·that,they could, "p11rsue !;cience not only for. 
itselfbut for its applicl)tion to the benefit of 

;mankind." 

: Dr. Mahendr~lal Sircar, pet haps_ the greatest 

1promoler of !icientifi_c .~n_quiry, in. thi! ,_co an-
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try, and in some respects, the pioneer oF 
Medical Science in India, proved the effi.:... 
cacy of Science in the art of healing. 
" A Sovereign in the realm of Homreopathy" ,.. 
he laboured for the prevention of diseases. 
and demonstrated " that it is through· the
laboratories that starvation may be ultimately 
turned into plenty." Sir J. ·C. Bose has, by
his totally unexpected revelations in plant and> 
animal physiology, created the widest interest: 
in scientific circles. He has thrice astonished 
the world with the results of his discoveries> 
" first 011 the property of invisible electric· 
waves, then in revealing the inner and invisi- · 
ble activities of plant life, and thirdly, in esta
blishing the unique generalizations of the unity
of all life". European savants have not been 

'slow to recognize that in his investigations 
on the borderland between physics and' 
physiology "Europe has been left behind by
India to which country they would now have
to come for.inspiration." Indeed, in Sir Jaga
dish, as has been observed by an English
writer, "the culture of thirty centuries has 
blossomed into .a scientifie brain of an order 
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which we can not duplicat~ in the west." 
:Sir P. C. Ray's researches have fructified in 

·" an interesting series of compounds" of great 

-commercial value. A Chemist with a consider
able record of discoveries to his credit, he may 

.be called a captain of industry as well, as is evi
,denced by the foundation and growth of the 

Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical works . 
. Sir C. V. Raman's recent researches in 

.colours and X-rays are fraught with ·great 

•possibilities in the realm of practical life. 

·Physicists throughout the world are deeply 
interested in the discovery of what is aptly 

called the Raman-effect which is characteris
-ed as " a surprising and brilliant discovery 
with immense potentialities.'' 

These distinguished Indian scientists have 
.not been content with their own original 

.reiearches but have created. facilities for 

the continuance of their work. Indeed Sir 

J. C. Bose, Sir P. C. Ray and Sir 

C. V. Raman have been prouder still of 
the achievements of their pupils who have 

·demonstrated that " the Indian youth have as 

much aptitude for, and love of, Science 
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as the youth of any country in the world;',.. 
Like the true gurus they are, they deem 
these young workers in the cause of science
"the richest legacy to bequeath to this country 
and the world.'' 

The lives of Prof; Ramachandn.. and Rama
nujan-the !Jlathematicians-show the heights; 
to which ~eculation in the field of abstract 
science can be reached in India. For as 
early as in the middle of the last century, 
the late Prof. Ramachandra won the re
cognition of the Universities of Europe by his 
famous mathem~tical work on " Problems of

Maxima an <I llfinima" and only quite recently, 
Srinivasa Ramanujan, at the early age of 
27, developad theories and problems "which 
it has taken the finest mathematicians of" 
Europe a hundred years to solve, and of which. 
tlie solution ii3 incomplete to the present day'•. 
The story of this infant prodigy and his brilliant 
achievements reads like a thrilling romance.. 



Dr. MAHENDRALAL SIRCAR 

INTRODUCTION 

J•T was about the year 1848. There was a:• 
1 young lad of· fourteen. or fifteen whose· 
poverty and merit had secured ;for him ~ fr~e
scholarship in the Hare Sch?ol, .Calcutta .. He· 
had an infinite thirst for kno'w:ledge and truth, .. 
and this inclined him to the' study of scientific 
books. One day, "}Vhile reading Milner's. 
Tour, through Creation, he came across the· 
discovery of Sir WilliamHerschell-that the 
sun was no fixed b9dY in space; but, with his;· 
planets and satellites, was in motion and pro
bably around some larger sun.· This fragmen~ 
of truth, grand ana #astounding as it should! 
bpve been to the little school lad, immediately · 

'drove him out of his study into the long and: . . 
noisy street where he pacpd for some time to· 
and fro, observing the heavens with the 
enthusiasm of a .rese~rch scholar in his
labor~tory. The fire of enthusiasm for un~avel-
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lling the mysteries of nature 'and the laws of 
, Creation ~as kindled 'in bis mind at that 

' . . 
moment. It, was not an evanescent· emotion, 

t· ·- ·. . . . ,. ' -

-so natural to the soil of his province~ It per-

-sisted throughout his long lire of -seveaty-one 

)'ears. It n{ade him ,d~dicate his life to the teach-~ 
4ng. of the importance of scientific knowledge to 

• his .People. It had convi~eed him .that. science 
was an •elevating,· · regerierat1ng 'subject and 

hence a predo~ina~t .factor in any scheme of 
'· . . . . '. 

lndian revival. It enthused him to devote his . \ . ' 

ll.ife to the noble object of creating the neces-

·sary facilities for scientific studies in ~ country 
,gtricken _with the curse of apathy and.· in;

-diff~rence to all mblunary cQDcems. :This 
·lad --~vhen h~ had4 g,.o-\vn: .to' manhood was 

kn'own as Dr. Mahendralal Slrcar, M.D., C.I.E., 

D.L; In the following' pages, it is- propose'd 

1~ iiiv~ a sket<;~ of th~ life ~nd career of this\ 

igreat man .• 
BIRTH A.·•m PARENTAGE 

. Paikp~ra, · a village situated in the out

-skirts of Howrah, is the birth-place of. 
Dr. JY!ahendralal Sircar. Perliaps no other 
event associates· this village with p_u~liC. 
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•·memory. The IMPER.IAL Gi).ZETTEE~;as well 
:~~ the HOWRAH DISTRICT;> GAZETTEER have 
not taken even a ~assing riotite of thi~· sl!l:all 
village. Equally insigniii.cant was the p'ai-e~t:,; . . . 

. age of,: Dr. Sircar~ He was born in.~ family 
of actual tillers of the soil. ': ~here w~~. ~oth~ng' 

·•·ernarkable about the family. We do not get 
.any referenee to the parents of Dr .. Sircar' 

• " •, 1!1 

.. either in his' writings· or ' in ,. 'his speeches . 
. Even in later life, when he 'was creati~g gre~t 
·institutions and' ·founding :,'scholarship:; and 
professorships, he had not been kno~n td hav~ 

·expressed, any desire to pe,petuate the memory 
of h~s .. father or mother •. ·This was p~rqaps 

--due to the fact .that having lost his parents at 
~ very early age, be.h~ no' ~ivid recollection~' 

. of either of them. · But some peculiar featu~e!(· 
·may be noticed about tJie- authors of his being. , . . . . 
The fa the~> was hardly two or three years. older. 

·than his wife ;: the latter bore 'her first child 
·nam'ely •. Dr. Sircar, when she was past twenty
four. Thes; are rather unusual circui:nst1mc~s 
in a Hindu family and .especially 'in Bengai ·of 
~that time where infant marriage and ~arty 
111otherhood were common features. 
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, Born on the. 2nd day of November 1833,. 
Sirc~u lQ~t:,. )lis, .f3;ther at the early age ~r 
five an~ his ~otb~r four y~ar~ after. Thus he 
was left an orphan when hi was hardly nine. 

years okl. He began to live, u.nder the roof of" 
... hls maternal uncles at Neb~tola_ in Calcutta. 
~here be .wC~-s ·brought by his .mother soon-
. . 
after the death and Sradh ceremony of his; 
father at PaikJ;?ara. •Throvghout his -life, he
cherished with deep ~motion· this 1ocality. · 
endeafed by, ·the' _early associat~ns- of his: 

. '?~yhood. · 
Ef..RL Y EDUCATION 

In ac,cordance with_tb~. Hindu custom, th~ 

young lad. was put under the .care of a . Gum . 
: Mahasay in a. priv~te sc~ool to learn the rudi-: 
ments of Bengal~. By diligent application, he
soon began to impro\·e·in his studies with asto
;,ish~ng rapidity. He displayed such interest 
in W,s books .tliat he attracted the attention or 

' . ' . . . 

hls guardians. who were encouraged to give-
him the benefit of English ed~cation. The 
se(vices .of. Bal:m ;Thakumath Dey were soli~ 
cited to teach hi:m the alphabet of the Englis.h 
tongue.· .Thi~. circumstance was indeed . . . 
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:godsend. This gentleman who had charg·e·or 
:Sircar in the most pliant and · formative 
:years of his life. was no ordin~ry man. He 
had st~mped his personality on the· heart of his 

1pupil in indelible lines. We come across 
·several references to this great man in the · 
·speeches and writings of Sircar. I have 
met a: gentleman, a relative of Dr .. Sir car, w-ho 

·was affected ~ith evident emotio~ when! 'men-
.- :tioned the mere name of Thakurnath. He did 

pot belong to that order of mercenary flunkies 
·who, with a smattering of ill-digested English 
.and Bengali, always pretend to fashion young 
-minds while they have more n~ed to forge 
'their own. ' Indeed, he was a noble soul! He 
•took possession ·of Sircar with great zealas: 
of a treasure over which he should exercise all 
•the vigilance he could. He took such an. irt 
•terest in his pupil that he seell!-ed to· hope to 

--enjoy the fruits of his efforts; and he lookC:d 
upon .t~.e .virtues he cultivated in liis new 
charge as a store laid by for his· old- age. -In a 
Tletter \vhich Dr. Sircar wrote to ·the Calcutta 

JOURNAL OF MEDICINJ~, in the i:nonth 'Of July 
·J.902, when he was past si.xty-nirie and 'slowly 
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.s.ickening. into the darkness of the grave, we-. 
fitid the following reference to his first teacher.~ 
He says·: "My old master, the late Bab~. 
Thakurnath Dey, from whox I received the· 
rudiments of my education, loved me as his
own son''. What more compliment . is needed•: 

for a teacher ? What greater re\vard for Tha
kumathDey? 

AT THE HARE SCHOOL 

·Sircar passed twelve months with his.• 
beloved tutor. During this time, the pecuni
ary circumstances of his uncles underwent <l'· 

change for th~ worse. The eldest of his uncles

sought Government service as a travelling 
printer and left Calcutta. At that time, David 

Hare's School was a very popular institution.·
That great philanthropist was then admitting 
pu{>ils free of any charge. Through the 
efforts of his youngest uncle, Mahesh Chandra• 
Ghosh, Sircar was admitted into . that 

.school. The memory of David Hare made a• 
very strong impression on the grateful heart of, 

Sircar. He always referred to him as· 
the "father of education in Bengal". He tried! 
even tq'perpetuate his memory by fouading a• 
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professorship]lin his name at the Science· 
Association. Soon after the death of David' 
Hare in 1842, Sircar fell ill and thus there· 
was a small break in hio; school career. He· 
was re-admitted by the kindness of Uma• 
Charan Mitter, the then Headmaster of.the
Institution. The boy finished his school; 
career in the year 1849 when he scored a 
junior scholarship and was promoted to the· 
Hindu College, 

AT THE HINDU COLLEGE 

Mr. Sutliffe was the Principal of the Hindw 
College and Professor of Mathematics. He was
by nature very kiqd and amiable and felt: 
instinctively drawn to his best students by the
affection of a parent. He had a keen eye for 
the detection of genius in his pupils. His: 
wide culture, thoroug-h grasp of his subject, as. 
well as his winning manners made him ao 

Yery popular Head of the Institution. Such. 
as he was,. it happened before long 
that Sircar became his favourite pupil! 
because he was the best student of his class .. 
He also won the admiration and good-will of 

Mr. Jones by his close acquaint~ce with. 
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English literature and Comparative Philosophy. 
This was . the seed-time of Sircar' s , life. He
-devoured with cheerful enthusiasm and a free
·dom which had a charm of its own, all the 
. master-pieces of English literature and the 
·ever-glorious productions of English and 

European philosophers. He was indeed a vora
·cious reader. This habit continued through
-out his life. Thus when we watch him as a 
lhumble student in the Hindu College, we feel 

I 

·that, designed as he was for nobl~ ends by 
His Creator, he was always fired by the idea of 

'his great purpose, and, like the select fn.v of 

Dryden, always moved \}'ith " his looks erect 
'and his clay refined." In the midst of the 
·galling duties which, later on, his profession 
;and his public work imposed upon him, he had 

.always made some time every day for the 
·study of such subjects c;.s history, literature 
.and philosophy which not only give polish to 
'a man of science but also add grace and 
beauty to the . general accomplishments of 

humanity. He had always kept himself in close 
·touch with the literary and scientific move
)lllents of the world. Every Foreign l\Iail 
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tbrought ·him·· the latest book-lists from the 

•premier publishers of England, France, Ge~
·many and America; and he never failed 

• .. to order at orice for such books as were not 
-only likely to be of interest to him but also of 
··some use in his public life. Thus it was no 
wonder that the next Foreign Mail which 

. arrived from Europe after his death brought a 
! parcel of books addressed to his great name . 
. Speaking at the Anniversary Celebration of 

Dr. Mahendralal Sircar in February 1919, Rai 
Bahadur Dr. Chunilal Bose said : "Dr. Maben

. dralal Sircar was a man of profound scholar~ 
ship, not only learned in· his own profession 

- and in the various branches of science but well . 
·versed in general literature also. Very few of 
his time possessed such a large library as 

-the Doctor had. " 
During his later College days, Huxley and 

.l\lill were the favourite studies .of Sircar. 
He devoted long and laborious hours to the 

-study of their works. This marked a turning 
point in his career. I think it was Keightley 

· who wrote that the study of PARAI)JSE LOST 

·should form an era in the ·life of any·man. 
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Though Sircar was a gre~t student oC 
Milton and used freely to quote from his 

poems, yet it is doubtful if that poet made any 
deep impression upon him. The thirst which • 
rose from Sircar' s soul asked for the divine
drink of science. Being naturally of a 
scientific bent, he was always searching for -

concrete truths in his studies. Hence what he 
used to call the vain and idle fancies of the -

poets and philosophers did not make any 
lasting impression upon him. So he soon 
b~gan to be painfully aware of the unsubstan- -

tial nature of the general education which he 
had been receiving in the College. The more

advanced writings of Mill and Huxley were not : 
easily intelligible to him. He thought, he had 
not made a practical study of the sciences to be 

able to understand those two authors. So he
longed with an anxious heart and a parched-up · 

soul for the divine drink of scientific education. 

\Vhen such was the change that was slowly 
creeping upon Sircar in the year 1854-,. 

the Hindu College became the Calcutta Presi
dency College and he was awarded the senior 
scholarship. But his fierce passion for science-
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was not to be coaxed into.submission by such" 
gifts. He was on the look-out for an institution• 
where his favourite subject was best taught. 

The Calcutta Medical College was the only· 

place in those days, where the students were-
given practical lessons in some of the more
important sciences. "Something is better· 
than nothing" thought Sircar. He felt so· 
sorely the need of that kind of training that, like
a failing swimmer catching at a straw, he
would have entered any institution which pro
fessed to teach a practical course in the

sciences. He determined at once to leave the
Presidency College where ''the principal object 
of education was to teach the pupils how to · 
read and write the English language." This
was not possible without a' struggle. But: 
however the feeling of Sircar was, in the-
words ~fa contemporaty, that "to be able to· 
speak and to write English and that even in
correctly, after fifteen years of study was not· 
an ability of which any native could be proud."

Principal Sutliffe for whom he had the highest~ 
regard .and esteem became. alarmed at what he-
considered the idiocy of Sircar in the affairs. 
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-·of the world. This sympathetic feeling for his 
p11pil soon gave place to one of fierce anger 

.. and a sense of great disappointment when he 
Jfound the stupid boy obstinate in spite of his 

remonstrances. But the kindly Prof. Jones 
. intervened to pacify Principal Sutliffe and 

-the necessary permissiOn was given to 

. Sircar to join the Medical College which he did 
in the year 1855. 

AT THE MEDICAL COLLEGE 

It was in the laboratories of the Medical 

-<College that the real genius of Sircar 

began to display itself. It seemed as if he had 
at last found his proper level. He appeared to 

ihave realised his own self. He became without 
.any delay the pet of all the professors without 

. a single exception. He obtained all the 
·medals, scholarships and prizes in Botany, 
Physiology, Medicine, Surgery and even 

Midwifery. His career as a medical student 
·was a brilliant one. A singular instance 
which occurred during the second year of his 

stay at the Medical Collage will reveal many of 
those characteristics which were to glorify him 

.in his · later life. One day Sircar was 
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taking a relation of his (a young boy) to the-
out-door dispens'ary of the ·college, for an eye;-· 

disease. Dr. Archer, who ''"as Professor -for 
the diseases of the eye, was in the habit oC 
testing the knowledge of the V year students
in his Clinique. He used to ask thein rather
difficult questions on the Anatomy and Phy
siology of the eye and on the laws of sight. It
happened one day that one .of the students·, 
could not answer a particular question about . 
an obscure point in the anatomy of the eye .. 

Sircar, who· was at a ·. distance taking medi
cine from the compounder, answered the.
question in a rather loud . voice. " Who is·. 
that fellow ? " asked Dr. Archer. Sircar was 
proclaimed. The. Professor's surprise knew 

n0 bounds. He could not contemplate with
out mixed _feelings of astonishment and admi- . 
ration a second year boy answering "Dr. 
Archer's questions." The young prodigy was
pushed into the Doctor's presence. Ques .. 
tions more difficult and not less comprehensive:· 
were showered upon him. The test satisfied 
the highest expectations of the examiner. . The
pupil at once became the favourite of the Pro--
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··fessor for the diseases· of the eye. He was 
o.asked to attend the Clinique every day to g~t 

into closer touch with the subject. Then at 
-the request of the senior students and with the 
perm'ission of the Principal and the Professors, 

•··he delivered a course of lectures on Optics in 
-order to enable his fellow-students to under-

stand the machanism of the eye as an optical 

;.·ins~rument. In the same year , he also 
. delivered a lecture at the Bethune Society 

on " the adaptation of the human eye 
·to distance·". Sircar stayed for six 

:years at the Medical College and passed 
-the L. M. S. Examination in the year 1860. He 

·lost his Gold Medal in Medical Jurisprudence 
·ior 'having stated in answer to a question that 
·the lethal dose of arsenic was much larger than 
·-that stated in books and that men were known 
who'had accustomed themselves to taking it in 

doses of more than a drachm without injuty. 

This _was looked upon by the examiner as a 

:gross mistake. The Professor had not evident

ly read the latest periodical of the time 
upon whose authority Sircar. made his 

~tatement. 
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Sircar married in the year in which he 
·entered the Medical College, His wife bore 
him his only son the late Dr. Amritalal Sircar, 
:L. M, S., F. C. S., in the very year in which he 
had passed the L. M. S. Ei.amitration .. 

In the year 1863, Sircar appeared for 
·theM. D. Examination and ·came out in the 
First Class. 

DR. SIRCAR AND THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

Just about this time, the Bengal Branch of. 
·the British Medical AssociatioQ was established 
in Calcutta through the indefatigable energy 

:and whole-hearted devot~on of Dr. Chakra_ 
barty. Dr. Sircar' s brilliant career at the Medi. 
<:al College, and also the new Degree of M. D. 

-that 'was conferred upon him, made him. a 
prominent figure in the medical world. He had 

:already worked his way through the initial 
·struggles of a new practitioner and was rapidly 
rising to the acme of popularity and fame. At 

·the inaugural meeting of the Association held 
at the residence of Dr. Chakrabarty, on the 

:27th May 1863, Dr. Sircar made a most im
:pressive speech denouncing Homreopathy with 
tremarkable fury in the most _contemptuous-
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te(ms. -He ascribed the rise and "temporary
triumph of Homreopaths and other quacks: 
and :charlatans'~ to the .indifference and 
rather wanton neglect of duty on. the part· of ' 
the Allopathic practitioners.· The speech was .. : 
heard with great respect and deference. He·· 
was at once elected Secretary of the Associa
tion and in 1866 he became one of its Vice
Presidents; 

THE GREAT SACRIFICE 

Now Dr. Sircar was pastthnty years of age._ 
He had won the highest honours in the Medical~ 
College and the best encomiums of the Medical;· 
profession. He had a· large and ever-grow

ing practice and a popularity which maoe . 
his name a household word in Calcutta. 
\V e have already refeqed to his passion • 
for science. Now we should draw the· 
reader's attention to his deep sincerity and 
passion for truth. The 'Object of science
is to tear off the mysterious garb beneath· 
which the deeper . truths of Creation lie- . 

concealed. . Thus his passion for Science· 
was really. a thirst for truth. The study ofi 

science as the study of any other subject can• 
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never be an end in itself. It can only be the
means to the perfection of ·our manliness and 
womanliness by enabling us to get a clear. per
ception of what is true a_nd what is not true~ 
Dr. Sircar was convinced that the study of 
science was the only method to get at the
fundamental laws· that govern the Universe~· 
He could never subscribe to the idea that the· 
study of science generate.d pride, led to
materialism and destroyed religious feelings .. 
In the words of Rev. Father Lafont, that great 
friend and co-worker of Dr. Sii-car, "False 
science or half knowledge alone puffs up; true
science tends rather to humble human pride
by teaching man how little and how imperfectly· 
he knows and understands the works of the· 
Creator." He had followed the object of 
pis life with unflinching devotion and laid ,his 
life at the altar of Science and Truth 
\Vhen Dr. Sircar made his speech at the 
Medical Association condemning Homceopathy,. 
he knew nothing of the principles upon which 
that system of cure was based. He describes 
himself thus : " I was equally with my profes
sional brethren a · hater and denouncer of 

2 
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1!omreopathy and perhaps the most furious of 
-them all. Like them, I had no knowledge of 
it, except from the caricatures of the orthodox 
-opponents. This distorted knowledge derived 
tfrom misrepresentation of the system, aided 
by the apparent absurdity· of the 'Law: of 
-similars ' and the Infinitesimal Dose, was 
·enough tQ justify my refusing to read the 
works on Homreopathy and Homreo-
1paths." 

Soon after, a~ event happened which chang
-ed almost th~ whole course of his life and 
-career. One day, a friend handed over to him 
{or review a copy of Morgan's Philosophy of 

Homreopathy. Dr. Sircar tuok up the work 
with great earnestness .because he wanted to 
,get a clearer idea of the therapeutics ofHomreo
-.pathy so that he might condemn them in a 
-scientific and authoritative spirit. As he began 
to read the book, he was taken a helpless 
captive by the convincing logic of Morgan, the 
-eloquent appeal of Truth and the inevitable 

' ' 
-conclusions. that torced themselves upon his 
mind with, a talismanic charm which was all 
their own. At once he determined ·to acquaint 
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thimself thoroughly with the entire theory and 
practice of Homceopathy. All the standard 
works on the subject were ordered and they 
•began to pour into his library in a continuous 

·stream from London and New York. He was 
• reading them all with great attention and care; 
Having mastered the theory, he wanted to test 
-in practice the validity of the principles which 
he had learnt from the bo~ks. · He had not 

/long to wait for it. A millionaire of Calcutta, 
Dr. Rajendralal Dutt, who was the first to 
introduce Homceopathy into Bengal, was re-

joiced at the welcome opportu'nity of making 

a convert of the most renowned prince 

of Allopathic practitioners. He hastened to 
Dr. Sircar to e::>fplain to him the principles of 

'his favourite system. There was no need for 
his explanations, Dr. Sircar only wanted to 

. observe a fe,l' test cases, and when he· saw · the 

marvellous effects of the accurate treatment by 
l-Iomceopathy of some apparently incurable 
. cases, he had no hesitation in proclaiming to
-the world his conversion to the doctrines · of 
Hannemann. Dr. Frayer dissuaded him from· 

·such a suicidal course. But the appeal o {." 
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truth )lad a'. greater force with Dr. Sircar than:, 
all the weight of such a great personality as Dr.t 
Frayer who had been his Professor and conS-' 
tant well-wisher; He did so by a speech' 
which lie delivered at the annual meeting of -
the Medical Association in Feb. 1867 " On. 
the supposed uncertainty in Medical Science-
and the relation between Diseases and their
Remedial Agents.'' , The scene which followed • 
at the close of his ad<jress may be more easily 
imagined than described. There was an uproar'
and confusion which was not congenial to any 
sobe·r discussion. Dr. Sircar' s merciiess attacks. 
on the empirical nature of the Allopathic 
.system of treatment drove the members of the· 
Association to their wit's end. Attempts. 
were made to expel the offending member who, 
an hour before, was ~one of their Vice-Presi
dents. .The conspiracy of the orthodox. 
members won the day .. Dr. Sircar became an' 
out-cast. He had forfeited his claim to the . 
membership of the Association on account of . 
the Himalayan offence which he had committed, 
by tespousing. an obnoxious system. He was: 
a quack Homreopath. 
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A PERIOD OF TRIAL:' 

The result of the foregoing events wl.ll be 
1better described in the words ·of Dr. ~ircar 

himself. 
" An ont cast I actually became from th~ next day ~i 

·the meeting. The rumour spread like wild fire that 1-
ha<llost. my reason, and given my adhesion to one of the 
worst and most absurd of quackeries that has ever come 

' into exiMtence ; that I had forgotten my mathematics 
and now believe that a part was greater than the whole. 
My patients, an<l their number was not inconsiderable, 
who had perfect faith in me, regretted that I had given up 
my old convictions and one by one forsook me. The l(JSS 

· of my practice was sn<lden ancl complete. l'or six months 
1 l hn<l scarcely a case to treat.. Even those who received 
.wlvice and medicine gratis came only to beg me to give 
·the ol<l an<lnot the new medicine." 

In the midst of such severe struggles, he 
. heroically held up steadfast to truth. He did 
. not budge an inch even on the advice of sincere 
1 friends and well-wishers.~ His usual reply to 
those who strongly persuaded him to retract 
was, " I would rather give up my profession 

. and take to some other calling than disavow 
truth. I am prepared to brave any contingency 
·that may happen to me for my honest convic
·tions ; and to proclaim to the world to the • 
utmost of my power what I believe to be the 

·truth." Thus the 16th February, 1867, will 
..ever remain memorable in the ·history 0f the 
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medical profession in India. On that day,. 
Dt. · Sircar stood up for reform in Medicine. 
He wa~ alone and singl'e-handed. His only
strength lay in his heart. He believed that 
Go.d was Truth and Truth was God. He· 
looked upon hi~self as an instrument in· 
the hand of God. It was this view of him
self and of his mission in life that gave shape

to his whole career. He was not afraid of any 
earthly power. He ahvays felt strong with the· 
strength of God and Truth. So, by his bold 1 

stand, he contributed to the growth of tolera
tion and friendliness among the votaries of the 
different systems in this country. 

Thus as it was, in the fitness of things. his' 
practice soon beg<l:ll to look up. Again, his
rooms began to get crowded with visitors

and patients. People realty do not care by 
what system they are treated provided they· 

are healed and cured. Thus he was able 
to regain his old practice. . Again he sat 
~nthroned in his old position of the premier· 
medical practitioner in Calcutta with the added; 
fame and glory of a great votary of truth 
who had stood up with fearless courage for-
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his convictions, ·under circumc;tances which 
would surely have frightened a weaker man 
into smothering them. 

EDITOR AND PROPAGANDIST 

Dr. Sircar was singularly free from egotism~ 
In all his speeches we find him shy and shame
faced when forced to speak of himself. He
always seemed to take the utmost care that. 

his own greatness did not overshadow the
gr,tatness of the cause which he ~epresented .. 
He always stood behind the object for which 
he worked,, like the shadow which follows a. 

substance. He leoked upon himself as nothing. 
and his cause as every thing. He' never pushed 
himself to the forefront lest the cause of sci
ence should be relegated to the background~ 
Public mind, he knew, had· but a small com
pass. In it two things cannot shine with equal 
brilliance. · Hence he thought that in order to. 

help the cause of science, he must not make his
own self very prominent. Thus he was fully 
aware that self-effacement was the greatest 
·service the scientist could do to advance the

cause of scien~e. 
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Dr. Sircar, speaking of himself with his 
•usual humility in the third person in the pre
·sence of the Viceroy and an influential gather-
1ing of Native and European gentlemen on the 
-occasion of the laying of the foundation sto?e 
·Of the Vizianagram Laboratory, said, "He was 
not at all remarkable -for intelligence, but had 
what is called some thirst for knowledge; a 

1ittle enthusiasm in the pursuit of knowledge ; 
He would feel an unspeakable pleasure in the 
·possession of knowledge and in exact coqes
·pondence with the pleasure he felt himself, 
.lead an ardent desire to make otkers skare witle 
>kim tkat pleasure." This indeed is the key to 

the character of Dr. Sircar. He had dedicat
·ed his life to the search for truth. His study 
;had disciplined and enlarged his faculties. It 
ihad brought him into contact with the eternal 
verities, the living facts and phenomena of 
·nature. He had caught hold of the torch of 
·science and truth. He had resolved not to 
'rest till he had illumined the darkest dog-holes 
and purged and dispersed the misty clouds of 
ignorance and superstition from the minds of 

.the people of a country which, he says, "is 
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·down-trodden 'for· centuries by foreign ruie and 
. a most de-energising religion.:' . " The Hindu 
1religion", continues Dr. Sircar, 

besides having in a pre-eminent degree the grand 
• charactelistic of all religions, which is to divorce the mind 
from the works of God, has, besides, become through the 

• corruptions of successive ages a heterogeneous medley of 
·theology, philosophy, science, and what not, in other words 
a chaotic mass of crude and undigested. and unfotmded 

. opinions on all subjects enumerated and enforced in the 
most dogmatic way imaginable. · 

Thus we find Dr. Sircar slowly developing 
into a ptopagandist of the new system. Before 

· dealing with Dr. Sircar's greatest achieve
ments, the establishment of a temple of science 

. at Calcutta, we must briefly refer to his further 
·services to the cause of Homreopathy. He 
had already become the mos~ powerful ex-. 

'ponent of its principles during his time. Dr. 
Sircar began to feel the necessity of a proper 
medium to 'ventilate his use. He describes 
his position thus:- · 

·~It became but too evident that I must not content 
myself with merely practising the new system in which I 
had recognized the germ of a beneficent truth capable of 
indefinite development, but that I must help in that deve
lopment and do all in my power [to diffuse a knowledge 

. of it among the profession and the public. I had no 
hopes of doing it through the medium .of the INDIAN 
~IEnrcAr. GAZETT~ the only orthodox journal in India, 

·whose columns were shut against me even for reply to 
unfounded charges and slanderous accusations. I thought 

: it not only ina•lcqnatc but also undignified to do so 
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through lay journals. I saw that I must have a journaL 
of my own if I was to fulfil my mission at all. The atti
tude of the Press in India encouraged me to take the
risk." 

A journal with an unsectarian name, the 
CALCUTTA}OURNAL OF MEDICINE, was started
from January 1868. The work which this

journal had accomplished since its inception, 
is fully borne out by the popularity of Homreo-
pathy in Bengal, the disappearance of the spirit 
of intolerance and foolish orthodoxy from• 
among the members of the healing profession 
and the importance that has come to be-
attached to the preventive side of medicine. 

THE PROPHET OF A NEW IDEA 

It has already been stated more than once
tltat Dr. Sircar's master-passion was for science 

and that his nature was to let his less fortu
nate friends share in the benefits of his own 
education. His transcendent genius coupled with • 
Herculean toil had already brought him intd an 
almost living touch with the master-minds of the
world. The Indian educational system placed 1 

under the search-light of his enlightened mind 
appeared to be a " useless rotten affair! " He-· 
felt that scientific education was a great: 
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desideratu~ in his country. This feeling coult;b 
be traced to his :;:tudy of Mill, who had exer
cised the most profound formative influence on·· 
his mind. · The conviction closely stole· upon· 
him and eventually got firm hold of him that· 
" the only method by which the Hindu mind-s 
could be developed to its full proportions, was" 
by the cultivation. of the Physical Sciences."· 
He was aware of the fact that it was not an, 
easy task that he had put upon himself. He 
knew of the opposition that he would have to · 
brave. He h~d already heard of the foolish' 
view of some of his countrymen that when 
"Science withdrew Enchantment's veil, lovely 
visions would yield place to cold material laws;',. 
His reply was :- . 

" The laws of matter are cold only to h.im who has not the -
power to appreciate their beanty and their grandeur, . 
their extent and their depth; they are cold only to him 
who cannoi see in them the workings of power and 
intelligence and goodness, fm· transcending anything that 
we can imagine. He is no poet who does not see lovely · 
visions in the revelations of the microscope,. the telescope 
and the spectroscope; who does not see nature assuming 
lovelier forms by far than ha<l evm· been given to the · 
poets' fancy to conceive, when seen in the light of true 
knowledge or science. The great Coleridge used to·· 
attend the lectures of Sir H. Davy that he might· 
enlighten and enrich his imagination; and Cole-·· 
ridge was no ordinary poet. The immortal Goethe 
-was he less a poet because he was a man of,· 
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science ,as well ; because he gave us the true theory 
·of tbe plant and of the vet-tebrate skull; did not he owe 
• his exquisite power of delineating nature and his subli
mest flights, subdued by a wonderful objective realism, 

·to his infinite knowledge of natural sciences, botany and 
·.osteology in particular? Science, gentlemen, if you will 
_permit me to say it is only living poetry as man creates 
it is but crystallized science. I do not believe that man's 
higher natlU'e has suffered in the least from the advance 

·of science. 1 do not believe that the noblest aspirations 
of man have t·eceive6. any check by the unfolding of what 

. are falsely called "cold material laws." I do not believe 
•that man's primitive faith and with it his religion has 
anything to fear from what are ignorantly apprehended to 

'be the encroachment of science. I cannot believe that 
faith is blind, and religion is irrational ; that is, that they 
have no basis in the understanding as they have in the 

iheart. "1tat truly constitute man's higher qualities and 
spiritual nature are, it must be remembered, super-additions 

·to his animal and intellectual natmes, which they were 1 

•intended to crown and not to· supersede·;. They st-aml 
·enthroned in their conjoint platform; and the more eleva
·tcd the plattorm, the sublimer will be the flight of that which 
:stands on that platform. W"hat St. Paul meant by 
science falsely so called "is no doubt the false interpret
ations put upon the revelations of science by scientilic 

rmen of pet-verted imag-ination." I think we cannot make, 
a greater mistake in our estimate of science than to con

·found it with its votaries. Let us learn to make tho 
• distinction, and we shtUl no longer talk of false science, 
we shall no longer take the dogmatic assertions of scienti

·fic men for the truths of science. Scit>nce can never be false. 
Her foundation is in eternal tt·uth and how can truth be 

'in contradiction with truth ? The contradictions, if any 
appear to exist, at·e in our own conceptions. So fm· from 
science being in opposition to man's religious convictions, 

'it has been regarded from the remotest ages as tlte best 
aitl to devotion. Galen saitl, the best hymn which num 

•Can chant in honour ot' the Creator is to compose a work 
•on ann.tou1y." 

With the conviction that the best means for 
.:.l he emancipation of his country from all evils 
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was not blessed ignorance but blessed know
ledge, Dr. Sircar began to teach and enlighten · 
his people. He says of himself:-

" I am impressed more than ever w:it.h the necessity of'
NCicucc cultivation by my countrymen not simply for 
their imtJrovement but as· I have n s· 'ng from the·-
v~ry beginning for their very e · enm·ation · or I would 
not have sacdficed a life in cnrleavourm, o awaken them 
t<J that necessity.". 

Even from the material poi'nt of view, Dr. 
Sircar felt no hesitation in fully endorsing the
opinion of .Sir \Villiam Crookes. It is the 
chemist who must coi:ne to the rescue of the · 

threatened communities. It is through 
the laboratories that starvation may be 
ultimately turned into plenty. Dr. Sircar · 
began to give gratuitous lectures on scientific· 
subjects to a select audience of destitute stu
dents and neighbours of scientific proclivities,. 
at his own house, in the spare hours of the
evening. He began to contemplate with plea• 
sure their infinite enthusiasm to hear him .. 
Their increasing numbers enlarged his 
hopes and enlivened his imagination. His. 
rich fancy began to paint the future of his. 
country in lines of gold. Speaking of japan~ 
he said, "One Asiatic nation who ~ere-
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:immeasurably our inferiors in ages past 
·when we were in the days of our glory, having 
understood the spirit of the age, have accord
' ingly acted and have thereby acquired a 
· co-ordinate position with the foremost nations 
-.of the world and are now treated by them as 
honoured allies.'' Why not India emulate her 

--example ? That was his question. So he con

ceived the idea of founding an institution for 
--the study of the physical sciences, to fill up the 
long-felt want of the natives of India. Without 

·further delay he issued in the August number of 

·the CALCUTTA }OUR.c'l'AL OF :MEDICINE, 1869. 
· an article on the desirability of a national institu

·'tion for the cultivation of science by the 
natives of India. This article couched in the 
~uperb eloquence of which Dr. Sircar alone 
was capable, elicited much discussion and 

-spread his views to a great extent in the city. 

Referring to this publication, the STATESMA..~ 
of that day wrote:-

"We do not believe that we use the language of 
-exaggeration, but the simplest language to describe a 
notable fact when we say that a new era dawned on this 

-country when Dr. Sh·car published and resolved to act 
upon llis conviction, that the only method by which the 
people of India can be essentially improved, by which the 
Hindu miml can be developed to its full proportions, is by 
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-the cultivation of the physical sciences. He saw that this 
was the only method by which the defects inherent in, and 
Acquired of, the Hindu mind could be overcome, The 

·despotism of a religion, debasing in all its present phases 
-and of time-honoured customs, which, whatever their 
·original philosophy, have become mischievous in the 
·extreme, can only be shaken to its foundations by the 
irresistible force of recoil which the mind will acquire, 

·when fed on the substantial nourishment ofpure truths as 
.presented by the handiworks of God." 

The immediate result of the publication of 
·the article was the adoption of an alternative 
Science course for the B.A. Degree Examina
-tion of the University of Calcutta. 

DR. SIRCAR, THE GREAT ORGANIZER 

The project of the Association was publish
"ed to the world in December, 1869·. It was 
followed, as Kristo Das Pal put it, by a most 
-vigorous agitation, cogitation, and education 
-of the mind. The organizing ability of J?r. 
:Sircar be~ame evident from the fact that he 
bad been able to enlist the sympathy and 
eo-opention of not only all .sections of the 
public but also of the alien bereaucracy. No 
·doubt it was a very happy moment, that a 
-man of wide sympathies, deep culture and 
high education, Sir Richard Temple, happened 
to be the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. In 
;his efforts, Dr. Sircar was associated with Prof. 
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Lafont, the. Astronomer and Scientist of; 
St. Xavier's College. Dr. Sircar had a com
plete insight into human nature. He was' 
well aware that official support was. the only· 
key to unloose the purse-strings of his wealthy
countrymen. The greatness of the cause, the· 
nobility of the eaterprise and the immensities, 
ot public utility that would result therefrom· 
were no doubt sufficient 'inducement to the· 
educated and enlightened middie class. But. 
the merchant princes and landed aristocrats, 
hungry for title and fame, would slavishly· 
follow the foot-pririts o'f the official head> 
of the provfu.ce. Dr. . Sircar · was right. 
After six years or' restless propaganda, 
with · the full support of the Govern
ment, he was able to see the inauguration of 
}he§_~je_~nder the auspices of 
the then Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal on 
Saturday the 15th of January, 1876. That day' 
should ever ren::.ain memorable in the history 
of India. ·It was a day· of a great agreeable-
surprise to Dr. Sircar. He says:- . 

" Who could have realised even in ili:eiUll. that nt the· 
call of an obscure practitioner of medicine, the enlighten
ed and the wealthy of the land. orthodox and hett•rodox,. 
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old al)d young, nay, . the ·princes or' .other lands having· 
apparently no interest and no concern in the affairs of' 
Bengal and the Bengalees, would come forward so prompt-:· 
ly, so nobly and so liberally, to assist in laying the 
foundation of an institution, but vaguely understood to be 
calculated, in some future time, to elevate the physical and 
intellectual and, thereby, the social and moral condition of· 
the natives of India.." 

It has already been said that pure lovers of 
the sciences belong to the first class of workers .. 

>rear was not a research scholar. ~ ~ot 
credited with any original discovery. Jjeis also
nut known to have made any attempt at origi

nal research. He did not belong to the cate

gory of Platonists in the field of science. He
was interested in science because he saw that. 
it was the most powerful instrument of modem 
civilization. q:fiis interest in science was not. 
motiveless. He loved science because it gavi 
him control of natural forces. It unravelled to· 
him the possibilities of immense power. It. 
showed him the ways of harnessing her to his. 

own advantage. It gave into his hands the
magic wand which wou1d dissipate the· bar
riers with which nature has enveloped frai}; 
humanity. He looked with 'green eyes' at 
the wonderful progress of civilization in th~ 
'Vestern countries. His speeches are full of 

3 
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ll'eferences to the achievemeRts of Japan. {!p~t 
Asiatic country, which ~ould not boast of any 

rich heritage from the past, like ourselves, 
ll"ealized that science was the only means of 
self-preservation-;j This realization- .helped he~ 
-to keep pace with the progress of ~estern 
countries. Thus she has not fallen a victim to 
the onslaught of Western power. She has 
been able to deal with them on terms of per
fect equality. I cannot better describe Dr . 

.Sircar's object than in the words of his vener
able colleague, the very Rev. Father Lafont : 

~'Dr. Sircar, seeing that the superiority ofthe Westem 
111ations was mainly due to their knowledge of science, 
wanted to diffuse that knowledge among his countrymen, 
in the hope that after mastering what had already been 
-discove•·ed by the Europeans, the Hindus might, in the 
-course of time, add their own discoveries to those of their 
,fellow brethren in the West. This project no one could 
·deny was a noble and patriotic move towards the real 
welfare ofthe nation." , 

Thus there can be no greater folly than to 

-expect some research every day from your 

scholars. It takes years to arrive at tangible 

C"esearches. Referring to the time taken in 
the discovery of the spectroscope, Dr. Sircar 

said: 
" Gentlemen, in this instance, you see how slow has been 

the progress of the discovery. It took a century and a 
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•quarter f1·om Newton to Wollaston and a' quarter of" a 
-century from Wollaston ~ Sir J. Herschel and Fox 
'falbot, and a quarter of a century more from Herschel 

.and Talbot to Swan and BuJL~en and Kirchhoff, to com
_plcte the discovery, not to mention the laborious and 
expen8ive character of the researrhes ... that had to 

;IJe ma<le." 

Thus we see that Dr. Sircar. wa; not indul
;ging, in' any fanciful, mataphysical, and un
,.practical propositions.. He was a cold cause-
. and-effect reasoner. Thus his ·position 
1in the field of sCience was that of an 
'interpreter of the discoveries of the vVest. 
·to the students of the .East and especially to 
'the students of India. ~~was the High Priest 
rin the Temple of Science: 

We caiY1Qt pass over this stage of Dr. 
Sircar's life without tellil'lg the reader that he 

·was a born teacher. It is only necessary to 
read one of the lectures he delivered to his 

·students at the Science Association to undet
·stand this point. He delivered his first 
~lecture when the Association was first inaugur
. ated. The audience consisted of some of the 
most distinguished people of the city. The 
'Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Richard Temple, was 
-the President. Indeed as it was said, Dr~ 

. Sircar was best fitted to be the head of a 
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Training School of Science. Indeed, he was~ 
an excellent teacher and a very successfuli 
\experimenter. He was invited by Lord Lytton •. 

the then Viceroy, to the Government House,. 
to reproduce his experimental lecture on
Crookes's Tubes and Radiometers. In its~ 

initial stages, the Science Association was not 
expected to be anything more than a Train
ing School. It was hoped that it would help· 
in the diffusion of scientific knowledge. It_ 
was expected to prepare a band of teachers-
who would go forth into the world as Mission- · · 
aries of scientific truths. It would teach only 
the ascertained principles. Dr. Sircar was the 
organiser, founder, and honorary secretary or 

such an institution. In this connection, it is 

impossible not to deal with the wonderful: 
efforts of Dr. Sircar, to convince his country-
men that they were not, by nature and tempera-
ment, unfitted for scientific pursuits. He held: 
out to them the ideals of Germany, England 
and Japan. He reminded them of the glory 
ot th!eir past. He recalled to their minds tlie 

achievements of their own ancestors in the-
realms of speculati\·e philosophy. It was-
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·strange that the inheritors of such a. civili
zation. should look upon themselves ·as unnt 

for the appreciation of the rev~lution of 

·science and engage themselves i~-r~rches 
'·leading to such revolutions. ~- did not 
~like that his countrymen should remain idle 

·spectators and be simply charmed by the 
·wonderful exhibitions of Science. He was 
. ashamed that they should remain the unpro
. ductive recipients of its practical achievements. 

!He was extremely . amdous that his 'own 

·countrymen should take an active part in the 
•.progressive movements of the world. He 
wanted to see that day when his own people 

·would help the onward march ofhumanity. 
In a most eloquent speech, he says : 

"For a variety of reasons, the natives of India have 
"qong ceased to take an active part in the world of 
iintellect. In this respect we are as if we are not. The 
vast tract of country which we inhabit is a perfect blank. 

·Is this state of things to continue ? Are the natives ot 
India unfit or incapable by virtue of their organization1 to 
enter on the severer duties of lite ? Do the Indian youth 

'really look upon scientific experiments in the . same light 
as they do the feats of a juggler and the magician, 
mystelious, incomprehensible because referable to no 
<letinite laws, but the will of the .performer? I say, 
Gentlemen, no I I would emphatically say that the Indian 

:youth have shown as much aptitude for, and love of, 
science, as the youth of any cotmtry in the world. This 

:has been the testimony which our professors and teachers 
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have heartily borne, and as you know them well, .it would: 
be ·useless for me to quote their very words. I would say. 
a.s.I can say on the auth01ity ofpersonal experience, the
Indian youth have an aptitude for, and, love of, science," 
almost peculiar to themselves, an aptitude and a,, 
love nowhere else to be met with. " 

/ 
\)fhus his service to science was that be had 
a~akened in India, a taste and an interest in its. 
study. He had established an institution with, 
facilities for such study. He had created. 
opportunities for those . who wanted to devote
their whole lives to the study of science, He 
had arranged for lectures to be regularly given,_. 

in order to disseminate scientific knowledge. 
Thus he had prepared the ground for the

gmwth of original ideas. He was the parent, 

of scientific education in India. 

THE INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE 

CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE. 

~ ideal which Dr. Sircar placed before· 
hiinself was the establishment of an institution 
like the British Association of Sir DayidJ 

Brewster. In order to work up his idea,. 

he wanted freedom for his institution. He· 

wanted freedom from the officious interference 
of the Government. He wanted it to be

entirely under our own management andi 
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control. He .insisted that · there should be

full scope for ·unbounded liberty of thought 
and judgment. The institution · should be
solely native and national. This ·was the
ideal which he set himself to achieve.. But in 

the initial stages it was not possible . nor even 
desirable to restrict the teaching work only

to Indian Pr~fessors and Lecturersvrt was. 
indeed the age which marked the beginnings 
of scientific education · in India. ¥was a 

~ime when the average Indian, nay even the 
average student, looked with astonishment· at-. 
a piece of magnet or loadstone. Scientific 
enquiry was in its infant stage. 
fined to the Medical College. 

It was con
It did not 

extend in any appreciable degree to academi
cal institutions even like the Presidency
College. Such was the time when the Science
Association was founded. Indeed, it was one
of the fundamental objects of the founders that 
~ should be solely under Indian management 
and control. There was one great difficulty_ 

Was it possible to have Indian Professors to
lecture at the institution ? As. has already 
been said, there were very few Indians at 
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that time who could pretend to have any know
-ledge of the Physical Sciences. · Then again, 
even those· who knew a little, were not at all 
-expected to be good teachers. One may know 
many things. It is a different talent to be 
able to let others know what you yourself 

·know.~eat prodigy is not always a good 
·teacher. So after a full consideration of all 
·sides of this question, Dr. 'Sircar deci
·ded that the article of Indian management 
·should not be made to apply to thrteaching 
-department of the Association. ~triotism 

and nationality ought not to , interfere 
when we consider the universe of knowledg~ 
The greates.! writers and thinkers of the world 
-do not belong to any particular climate or 
-country. They are not the property of a single 
·nation. They are indeed the heritage of the 
·whole mankind. ~ Asutosh Mukerjea said 
·-that the principle of nationality ought to be 

-deprecated in matters of higher learning anp 
research. He held that truly Indians were not 
yet in a position to be more exclusive and 
chauvinistic than the nation of theW est. He 
:held up the example of Germany, which 
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·~hough so rich in native talent, freely engaged 
•the services of learned men to. answer the 
•needs of scholarship and research.. What \vas 
Dr. Sircar' s view about this same. proposition ? 
tHis patriotic friends had . distinctly 'told .him 
·that the professorships should go to Indians 
.. only. He was accused of departing from the . 
quintessence of his scheme :when. he invited 

·the co-operation of European gentlemen jn the 
work of the Association.. But his answer was 

f 

·that his own countrymen had yet to learn even 
•the rudiments of scientific knowledge. Hence 
rin the interest of the progress of the natives, it 
was foolish to refuse the assistance 'ofE'uro-

' ,pe~on experts, and specialists like the Rev. 
\Father Lafont. Thus in a very politic way, 
·without wounding the tender susceptibilities 
of his patriotir; friends, Dr. Sircar succeeded 

•in enlisting the sympathy ~nd co-operation of 
. all classes of people for the success of his 
·scheme. The institution was to be a place of 
original research in all departments of science, 

.and not an academy where the practical appli
, cation of ascertained principles was taught. 
·The object of Dr. Sircar was not to establish a 
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technical seminary and thus make his country

men a nation of artisans and mechanics, but
to diffuse among them the ascertained princi
ples of Western Science in the hope that after· 
mastering what had already been discovered< 
by the EuropeansUhe Hindus might, in course 
of time, add their own discoveries to those or 

their fellow brethrero of the vV e~ The insti
tution had one more object when it was esta

blished. It was the first of its kind. Even-• . 
its foundation had to be preceded by a long 
period of preparation. It took six long years~ 

to educ~te the public mind to a necessity of· 

such an institution. Dr. Sircar saw around 

him n0t even a few who were familiar with• 
elementary principles of scientific study. So 
he thought his first duty was to send out of< 
the Association, professors of science, well-

equipped and trained, who would b~ wel-
comed in any college as the best interpreters-
of scientific principles. It is not possible in 
such a brief sketch like this, to give an ac-

count of the troubled career which this 
Association had, and the remarkable sacri-· 

fices which Dr. Sircar had to make in order· 
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to enable it to·live ~nd grow into what it now
is. But we cannot overlook two names 
which should ever remain dear to students oC 
science in Bengal, nay in the whole of- India. 
These two names· divide between themselves,. 
the sole honour of providing the Science Asso
ciation with its elementary necessities. Scarce

ly had the institution justified its existence
when Kally Kissan Tagore came forward with-, 
a munificent donation of Rs. 25,000 for the 
scientific instruments ~nd apparatus alone. _ 
He had also donated Rs. 5000 to the general, .. 
and Rs. 2500 to the building, fund of the
institution. This had enabled the lecturers . 
to place before the audience the latest dis
coveries of the Western scientists. A labora- -
tory building was the next prime necessity. 
The Maharajah of Vizianagram came forward i 

unsolicited, and undertook to bear the entire 
cost of the construction. Says Dr. Sircar,. 
referring to the generous and patriotic assist
ance of that ~ative prince from Madras, 

"Thanks to the enlightened and princely munificence · 
for which we owe a debt immense of the deepest grati- . 
tude, we have now a strnctnre which is the largest build-
ing of its kind in the metropolis and which, fully -
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··equipped, will serve the purposes of a physical and 
• chemical laboratory, for a long time". 

THE GREAT CONTROVERSY 

Just about the time of the foundin~ of the 
:Science Association, a group of enlightened 
; gentlemen in Calcutta awoke one morning and 

'found that India was entirely dependent upori 
- other countries for many of her luxuries as 
· well as necessaries. It was thought that a 
1 lame or a blind man was not more depend

·ent upon his friends or servants than the 
Indians upon· the foreign manufacturers. It 
is felt as a standing reproach te the inheritors 

·of a great civilization. (3o this circle of 
, patriots, who could count among them some 
.. of the biggest names in the metropolis, deem

. ed that the greatest need of the country was 
· not science speculation but science applica
. tion. )n their opinion the speculative sciences 
, and the glorious literature of \Vestem countries 

were very good things for those who were 

· Jich and, having abundance at home, had 

1 no anxiety to provide for the morrow. 
· They were useless to those who had to make 
• ceaseless efforts to keep body and soul 
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together. It was deemed a mischievous diver- -
sion of native energy . to wrong channels .. 
Dr. Sircar' s scheme of a Science Association.-' 
al?peared to them but a va~e and metaphysi
cal speculation. . It was not the need_ of the-· 
hour. It was an imposition on the country. 
The country did not want such an institution ... 
It might require it after fifty years. It was a . 
useless waste of public money. Our wealthy: 
villages and ancient towns presented a most : 
desolate spectacle. High families were beg
ging from door to door. So these enthusiasts-. 
argued, the most crying need of the country 
was the establishment of ~ college to impart 
scientific and mechanical_ education to the 
youths of India. They took full advantage of" 
the long but thorough preparation made by 
Dr. Sircar. They fixed, indeed, upon the most 
psychological moment for the inauguration of · 
their institution. They wanted to commemo
rate the visit of the Prince of Wales to India, . 
by founding an institution which would purge·
the country of all its manifold sufferings. They 
enlisted the sympathy and co-operation of Sir· 
Richard Temple, the then 'Lieutenant-Gove~n--
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-or of Bengal. They had started upon an 
..active propaganda, which caused a Vesuvian 
-outburst of criticism and condemnation of 
.Dr. Sircar's Association. Malicious innuendos 

• 
>began to appear in public print. Sulphurous 
humour was the invariable characteristic of all 

'references to the CALCUTTA HOMCEOPATIDST •. 

The Indian League, which consisted of" earn
--est and well-meaning men who could pay 
-sixteen annas to the rupee," had suddenly 
sprung into the forefront. Meetings were 
organised under the presidency of Sir Richard 

'Temple and other great and distinguished 
"personalities. It was advertised that within 
•·five days, over a lakh and forty thousand 
·rupees were subscribed. All the local journals 
.and publicists of any standing said with one 
·voice, " This is business, indeed." 

There is much truth in the Greek adage that 
..an enemy in the disguise of a friend is most to 
. be feared. Such were the members of the 
Indian League. When they found that Dr . 
. Sircar commanded almost the veneration of the 
·great intellectuals of the metropolis, they ad ver
ttised that the object was ~ot different from 
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i:hat of the Indian Science Association. When 
-they say that the great Astronomer and 
Natural Philosopher, Father Lafont, would not 
-countenance a rival association to Dr. Sircar's, 
·they proclaimed themselves as friends and 
•helpers of the great Doctor. They even invit
-ed Dr. Sircar to arrange for a union of the 
·two institutions. They- said that theory and 
'Practice were but the dual aspect of the same 
-enterprise. The aims and objects of both 
were essentially the same. They both sought 
.the regeneration of our poverty-stricken coun
-try. Theory or a knowledge ot elementary 
principles was indispensable prerequisite to all 
.practical enterprises. Practice was in its own 
•terms a useful process for the perfection of 
the theory. Thus it was fitting that they should 
.amalgamate into each other and carry on the 
·great work of Indian regeneration with redoub
led efforts and augmented finances. Great 

names were introduced almost to coerce 
Dr. Sircar into submission. The great Doctor 
was not to fight his first battles. He was a 
veteran soldier. · His courage had not for

-saken him. He stood his ground and . fought 
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his enemies. It is now nec.essary to exp1aitv 
Dr.'_ Sircar's position clearly. ¥was the
first, in this country, to familiarize the idea oft
scientific education. He had ploughed the
field and prepared the ground. Just at that 
time, the Indian Leaguers placed before the 
public their attractive proposition of adding to 
the wealth of India by the cultivation of the 
practical- sciences. They did not consult 
:Or. Sircar about their proposal. They did 
not feel bound to invite him to their meeting,_ 
they had not the common courtesy of asking for 
the co-operation of the "greatest_ apostle. of 
sCientific education in this . country. Their 
meetings, indeed, had the appe~rance of secret 
conclaves of interested persons to rob the 
Doctor of the fruits of his life-long. labours •. 
They had not· placed before • the public any 
detailed scheme of their work. They had been 
trading on that attractive catch-word, " Practi~ 
cal". Certainly, Dr. Sircar, as the organizer· 
and founder of the Indian Association for the
cultivation of science, could not be expected· 
to join hands with such " irresponsibles". 

He was invited by Sir Richard Temple to-
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explain his position at a Conference of the two· 
parties. Dr. Sircar said that it was .·. n~t his: 

contemplation to found a college where students: 
could obtain tuition for a certain term. His: 
ambition was to establish an institution where· 
students, after passing their state of pupilage~ 
might have opportunities and means to pro
secute life-long, or as long as they liked, some 
one or more branches of science. He had 
aimed at' creating facilities for originaF 
researches in order. to arrive at fresh discoveries. 

I . 

School-pupils could never be expected to rise 
to the manhood of original investigators of 
science. Referring to the proposed amalgama
tion, Dr. Sircar said that his scheme was no 
more than pure science-learning and 
science-teaching. He could not arrange in 
his scheme fol"any practical training in arts and 
mechanics. ~took of science a higher 
and nobler vie'Y than the narrow, utili
tarian and Benthamite one which seemed 
to animate the Leaguers. His object was 
not to drill men in the arts which 
constitute the manual and the mechani
cal industries. Thus, to his mind, the aims of 

4 
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the two Associations were distinct and, on 
·close examination, antagonistic. He held 
·clearly that there could be no talk of amalga
nlation. He ended his eloquent speech with 
-the pregnant remark that it was idle to waste 

:time in conjectures and_ that the world was 
wide enough for both if they could work 

.quietly and in peace. This controversy had 
revealed one of the greates~· traits in the 

-character of Dr. Sircar. ¥e was most un-
-compromising in his convictions and policy. 
Indeed, this is the greatest lesson that rings 

-out from every chapter of his life.$m
promise is death. Compromise annihilates indi
·viduality, and then, what is there to survive? 
The Indian League dragged on a weary exist

-ence for a decade, and having done nothing 
'that it had promised, ceased to exist. The 
.Science Association with its modest begin

·nings has developed into, a most potent 

-centre of scientific research so that, £Dr. 
C. V. Raman· has said, "a stream of new 

'knowledge has flowed to every part of the 
world. It is now kn.own wherever physical ..._ 
:science is studied." 
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HONOURS AND DISTINCTIONS 

In the fitness of things, Dr. Sircar's efforts 
·did not fail to bring him public honours arid 
--distinctions. He had extorted the recognition 
·-of a reluctant Government. He won the · 
. unique distinction of bejng the ·greatest pro'-
moter of scientific enquiry in this country. 

):'Ord Curzon conferred upon him the honorary · 
·degree of Doctor of Law. He had already 
. become sovereign in the realm of Homceo

pathy. His efforts for_the prevention of dis-
. ease, and his wide charities to the suffering in 
~the city had endeared him to the citizens of 
· Calcutta. He was elected a municipal coun~ 
· cillor. He was appointed as an Honorary 
Presidency Magistrate, and a few years aft~r, 

-was made a C. I.E. . His great sincerity and 
·wide acquaintance with the varied needs of 
·the province was recognized by th~vern-
ment when he was nominated as a member of 

·the Bengal Council. He had taken a very 
active part in the ad~inistration of the Calcutta· 
University, as a member of the Syndicate and 

.as the President of the Faculty of Arts. 0he 

~Council of the Asiatic SoCiety of Bengal was 
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proud to own him as one of its prominent 
members. He was a .trustee of the Indian
Museum and a ~ember of the British· 
Association for the Advancement of Science.
Thus he :wa!? connected with every enlightened' 
body in India and with. many outside, either
directly or indirectly. He had culled out his~ 
lessons for his countrymen from every pro--

" gressive movement of the wo~ld. Jrf-the-
words of the late Raja Peary Mohan Mookerjee,. 
Dr. Sir car lived to· see the dream of his youth' 
realised. At the time of his birth, his country
was a silent, passive spectator o(the achieve
ments of Western Nations. At tl>e time of his' 
demise, India was an active participant in alt 
the progressive movements of the world. 

THE PASSING AWAY 

Dr. Sircar had already reached the evening-_ 
of his life. Though his unflagging zeal for the· 
regeneration of India had made him capa?Ie of-

. Herculean toil, yet it was clearly evident to

every observer that Dr. Sircar had not long to
live. The furrows of time were easily visible 
on his face. Though he had a stentorian voice.-
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ibis lungs began to feel the strain of his long 
·speeches. He seemed to have beheld a ray 
of the Divine in his own heart. He had an 

. attack of influenza in 1891. It was the first 
1time that that fell disease visited this .country • 
. Soon after, he suffered from malaria and 
. asthma. He. had a presentiment that he 
·would die of malaria. This did not make him 
less attent~ve to his malaria patients. No 

· doubt, th~ fear of contagion . haunted him 
·.throughout his life, But even "malaria lost 
its dread when compassion knocked at the 

·wide portals of his heart". One of his patients 
·was a poor and helpless boy in Hooghly. The 
daily fee for out-stations was Rs. 100. . He 

. attended for nine days and came back without 

. any fee, but an attack of malaria. The second 
·visit of this much-feared complaint was occa
·sioned by his efforts to treat a patient at Pun
: duah. This lasted for three years. · He was 
·slowly sickening into the grave. He was not 
.able to digest his food. He was compelled to 
.reduce. his dietary considerably. The final 
-stroke -of Providence came in the cold Novem
o.ber of 1896 when he was .called upon . to treat 
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Prince Ferokh Shah. He was unwilling to· 
undertake the treatment. The insistence of a 
friend proved the greatest persuasion. The 
reluctant physician was taken to the residence· 
of the Prince at Ballygunj. The place was' 
deadly malarious. The Doctor caught the 
infection. He never recovered from the grip· 
of that dangerous disease. The rest of his life 
was only a prolonged death. He could not be· 
said to have lived. He did not enjoy even a 
single day of perfect health, ever after. Butc 
day after day, month after month, and year 
after year, he continued to deliver his precious" 
lectures at the Science Association. All his
later speeches contained the same prefatory 
remarks. At the beginning of every speech,. 
he pleaded inability on account of sickness •. 
At the call of duty to nurse his pet child, he· 
rose willingly from his sick-bed, to bear any· 
arduous toil. One day, he was about to start: 
for the Association Hall, to deliver his usual' 
lecture to the students. The time advertised 
was. 4 P.M. At about 3 in the afternoon, a pro
fessional call came to him. A handsome fee of· 
Rs. 200 was offered. But Dr. Sircar refused the· 
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case, as it was very likely to eng~ge .him for a.. 
couple of hours. He would disappoint • his
anxious students. That should not be. Nothing· 
should be allowed to interfere with his duty' 
to the Association. He looked upon it as his. 
greatest achievement. Under a most wasting· 
disease, the great old man became thin, and 
lean and weak. He was seventy years old in. 
1903, A birth-day ceremony was organized 
by his loving son. Dr. Sircar feltthat he was' 
not to live even a twelve-month. But there· 

was peace in his soul. He did not let his' 
talents lie idle in him. He had used them to 
the best of his powers to glorify the Giver of 
all Gifts. There was great sorrow all around. 
The country was soon to lose a great'man. He· 
called all his near and dear relations and friends
to his bed-side. He called on them to believe 
in God and religion. This was rather a novel 
thing from a cold dry-as-dust scientist. " No ",. 
he said : "Believe in God and Religion." He 
called on them to realize that the religion of 
God was in the soul of man. He was indeed! 
reHgious. He had great faith in God and in 

His Omnipotence. He wanted religion but not: 
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religiosity. He was a religious man but not a 
•religionist. The· last days of his life were 

>indeed agonizing. But with a force of will, so 
-characteristic of his early days, he recalled his 
•mind from the terrestrial and the physical to 
.concentrate it on the glory of God and the 

Majesty of the Creation. He bore his pains 

heroically. His last words were that 
-every rational creature ought to thank the 
·Creator every moment of his life for the con
·tinuance of his existence which he owes to Him 
.and Him alone. Culture seemed widowed 
>for the moment and a talented journalist of the 

·day mourned the loss, in the words of Antony, 
"Here was a Cresar l when comes such 

.another?" 
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PARENTAGE 

JAGADISH Chander was born on Nov; 30, 
' 1858, of an ancient and respectable 
iamily of Bikrampur, a village in Dacca, the 
Muslim capital of Bengal. From a very early 

:age, Jagadish !!.bowed a marked bent towards 
inventions. His father, Bhagwan Chander 
Bose, who was a Sub-divisional Officer at 
:Faridpur, gave a careful nursing to this incli
nation of his son. Bhagwan Chander was a 
•man of strong character and considerable 
-originality. His son has given some interest
'ing portraits of him. He observes :-

He established industrial and technical schools, and it
was then that the inventive bent of my mind received its 

· first impetus. I remember the deep impression made oa 
my mind by the form of worship rendered by the artisans 

·to Viswakarma, God in his aspect as the Great Artificer; 
His hand it was that was moulding the whole creation ; 
and it seemed that we were the instruments in His hand, 

-through whom He intended to fashion some great design. 

Bhagwan Babu trained his· son with great 
-ca.re and gave him the education . which he 
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thought best. When the present system oF 

education was yet in its infancy, people used• 
to be undecided whether to accept the new· 
methods or follow the older ways of instruc

tion in pathasalas. The first impetus of 
Western education. impressed itself on some· 
in a dead monotony of imitation of things
Western, while in others it awakened all that 
was greatest in the natioU:al memory. To .. 
this latter category belonged the illustrioUS· 
father of Sir Jagadish Chander. He, accord-
ingly, sent his son not to an English school,. 
but to a village pathasala to study with the· 

common folk of the soil. 
"In educational matters," says Dr. Bose, "my· 

father bad very definite ideas which are now becoming; 
more fully appreciated, English schools were at that time
regarded as the only' Jflicient medium for instruction. 
While my father's subordinates sent their children to the
English schools intended for gentle folk, I was sent to 
the vernacular scliool where my comrades were hardy
sons of toilers and of others who, it is now the fashion to· 
regard, were belonging to the depressed classes. From 
those who tilled the ground and made the land blossom 
with green verdure and ripening corn, from the sons of· 
fisherfolk, who told stories of the strange creatures that 
frequented the unknown depths of mighty rivers and! 
stagnant pools, I first derived the lesson of that which: 
eonstitutes true manhood. From them, too, I drew m:r· 
love of nature." 

A vivid and touching picture of his mother· 
then follows :-
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When ·r came home accompanied by my comrades,." 
I found my mother waiting for us. She · was aTh 
orthodox Hindu, yet the 'untouchableness I of someo
of my school-fellows did not produce any misgivings in,, 
her. She welcomed and fed all these as her own children ; .... 
for it is only true of the . mother heart to go out and-: __ 
enfold in her protecting care all those who neededl. 
succour and a mother's affection •. 

EARLY EDUCATION 

Dr. Bose was sent only to an old-fashioned ' 
village pathasala. · He bears testimony to its-' 
value in these words: :_..I.-now realise," says .. 
Sir J. C. Bose, " the object of my being sent ; 
at the most plastic period of my life to the · 
vernacular school, where I was to learn my · 
own language, to think my own thoughts and • 
to receive the heritage of our national culture
through the medium of our own literatu_0 . :t~ 
was thus to consider myself ·one with the · 
people and ·never to place. myself in an .• 
equivocal position of a~sumed superiority" .. 

The person, to whose sole charge the boy· 
was confided by his father, was not an up-· 
country durwan, as is .the custom with the
well-to-do men of Bengal, but surprisingly-· 
enough, a lawless . dacoit. This dacoit has ~
special history of his own. When Bhagwan• 
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.Ba bu was the · Sub-divisional Officer at 
;Faridp11r, the district offered a stronghold to a 
~body of desperate dacoits. One~ he arrested 
·one of the great leaders of these dacoits, single-
1nanded, without any sort of help from 
·outside. The dacoit was subsequently sen
. tenced to a long term of imprisonment. 
:-strangely enough, when he was released, he 
·~ame to Bhagwan Babu and· sought for a new 
··Occupation as it was then simply impossible 
.. k>r him to revert to his particular vocation. 

"My father took the unusual course," says 
!Dr. Bose, "to employ him as my special 
. attendant to carry me, a child of four, on his 
'back to the distant village school. yll(o nurse 
· could be tenderer than this ex-leader of law
•less men, whose profession ·had been to deal 
·out wounds and deaths. He had atcepted a 
'·life of peace, but he could not altogether wipe 
. out his old memories. He used to fill my 
'infant mind with the stories of his bold adven
·tures, the numerous fights in which he had 
··taken part, the death ot hi;; companions and 
1his hair-breadth escapes. Numerous were the 
· 4ecorations he bore." 
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Though this lawless leader of fierce dacoits,. 

had not. an inch of respect for the laws of the-· 

_..;..;....---..cdeep a~igh,_ 
veneration for the moral law yl-Ie never· 
abused the great trust placed upon him~ 

/The trust imposed on this marauder," obser
ves Dr. Bose, "proved to be not altogether
ill-placed, for, once in a river journey,. we· 
were pursued by several long boat~ which.,_ 
came too near for us to effect an escape, and< 

the erstwhile dacoit leader, my attendant,.. 
stood up and gave a· peculiar cry, which was.: 
evidently understood. F~r the pursuing boats .. 
vanished at the signal." ' 

STUDY IN ENGLAND 

Mr. Bose watched his son's educationar. 

progress with keen interest. When Jagadish 
graduated himself from St. Xavier's College,.., 
Calcutta, he had a strong desire to go over to 
England and read for the Civil Service-
Examination. This was the tempting path 

lying wide open to him. He sought the 
approval of his father for his ambitious. 
scheme. But Bhagawan Chunder would not: 
allow him to do. so. Though an . able anck 
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just administrator himself, he had no· intention 
of sending ·up his son for that kind pf work. 
He foresaw like a prophet the great possibi-

, lities lying in the womb for the future. He 

· wished him, therefore to be a scholar-of 
what fame, he left to the future to unfold. 

·"When, later, I wished to go to Europe,'' 
says Sir J. C. Bose, "and to compete for the 
Indian Civil Service, his refusal as regards 
that particular career was absolute; I was to 
rule nobody but myself. I was to be a 
scholar not an administrator." 

But the elder B~se had no objection to 
i his son pursuing a medical or scientific voca
tion. Accordingly, he left for England. Of 
his studies in the English Uni~ersities, his bio
grapher, Patrick Geddes, writes as follows:-

Arrived at London, his B.A. diploma served him for 
matriculation, and he started the usual first-year work 
of the medical studept. The Physics and Chemistry 
were much wha~. he ad done before, but the Zoology 
course, under Lankester, was interesting and 
wholly new; "for even to this day, Calcutta University 
excludes zoological science. Botany too, in the sum
mer term, was congenial, so that the preliminary 
scientific examination was passed without difficulty. 
With the following autumn term began the first year of 
medical studies proper, with anatomy. But the fever 
was still as bad as ever, with even more frequent 

'·attacks, which were brought on intensely by the 
odours of the dissecting room •. Hence the anatomist 
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:advised young' Bose to give up his medical course as 
i.hopeless. Dr. Ringer, then the most distinguished phy-
. sician of the Hospital, as well as one of the best and 
•kindliest of professors, who had already been treating 
him with arsenical and other injections, but all without 

-success, concurred in this advice. Thus thrown into new 
perplexity, Bose decided on leaving London and taking _ 

•to science at Cambridge. . _ 

He passed his B. A. examination in 1884 
,from Christ College where he won th~ral 
Science Scholarship. Next year, he secured 
·the B. Sc .. Degree from ·the London Univer~ 
·sity. 

RETURNS TO INDIA 

But more than. his studies was the inspi
·ration he received from the leading lights in 
-the world of science .. In that excellent account . 

.. of" The Life and Work of Sir Jagadish Bose" 
(Longmans Green & Co), Prof. Patrick Geddes, 
the enthusiastic bio~rapher, very rightly 
asks:-
. What better teacher could he have had for Physiology 
<than Michael Foster, or for Embryology than Francis 
~Balfour, then at the very height of his brilliant powers ? 
Geology too had its interest, both from Professor Hughes 

-and his kindly and hospitable wife; and so on. But after 
the middle of the second year, he settled down -to regu
lar work in Physics, Chemistry and Botany. Of Pro
fessor Liveing's chemical course, the stimulus to spee

Ttroscopy is specially remembered. Vines' lectures and 
Jaboratory of Botan,. were also much appreciated, and 
}'rancis Darwin's .first eourse of Vegetable. Physiology 
-was given before .be left. And most educative and 
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decisive for the future physicist was the teaching of
Lord Rayleigh, whose admirably patient and carefut 
experimentation, to the most scrupulous accuracy, with 
every fact or of disturbance allowed for or compensated,_ 
and all with correspondingly clear and careful expla-· 
nation, produced a profound impression, which has been• 
lifelong. 

After completing his education abroad, he· 
returned to Calcutta .. Who could have dreamt 
that Jagadish would again go over to the land' 
of his education to preach a startling and· 
original theory ? Who could have imagined' 
that Jagadish would one day assume the
position of a teacher in the land, where he· 
earnestly sought for light, the light of sciex{ce ?' 

Bose, now twenty-five, got an introduction 
from Prof. Fawcett, the Economist, to Lord' 
Ripon, the then Viceroy of India. 

HIS LABOUR IN THE CAUSE OF SCIENCE. 

Though Dr.Bose got the Professorship of. 
Jhysics in the Presidency College, after some 
difficulties, he could not obtain any facilities
to carry on his researches. 

And he was also the victim of race discrimi.
nation in the Department. When Bose joined. 
service, an Indian Professor's income, even i£ 
he be in the. Imperial service, was two-thirds
that of a European. A further in.sult was-
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offered him too by cutting down half of even• 
this two-thirds since his appointmept wa~. 

only officiating. But Bose was determined and 

strong. 
With this combiuation of personal pride with loyalty

to his countrymen and colleagues, he decided' on a new' 
form of protest, and maintained it with unprecedented. 
definiteness and pertinacity. As_ his protest was disre-" 
garded, he resolved. never to touch the cheque received. 
by him monthly as his pay, and continued this for three 
years, with what prlvatioi).S accordingly neei! not ·now: 
be entered into, save with a word of appreciation for his. 
wife's brave acceptancE) ot them. 

After three years' work, both the Principat 
and the Director of Public Instruction came 
t~ ·re~iise the vat~e of :B~se's wo~k ~nd hi~. 
character, and became his staunch~st .frie~ds~ . . 

. 1n consequence of this .change of . view of the :i>ir~ctor, 
Bose's appointment, by help of a special order.· from the 
-Gove.rnment, was not only . made permanent, but this 
with ·retrospective effect. He therefore received his full 
pay for the last three years in a lump sum. . 

y/ \.Vhen I fi-rst came," Sir J~gadish said; 
''.there was no laboratory. worth the. name ·in 
the Presidency College. I had to work in· my. 
private laboratory." Yet the·new'professor. 
never lost heart. The watchword of his, nay) 
of every great scientist, has been patience. 
And patience did beget good results. For, 
" ten years.later," we are told, . " a provision 

5 
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was made for a small laboratory. That was a 
blessing in disguise for me." 

/E~ began writing a series of scientific 
~articles as early as 1895.\ [Hi.ir first contribu
tion was on "The Pola~ion of Electric 
Ray by a Crystal." It was published in 

the JOURNAL OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF 
BENGAL, ia May, 1895. 

Then followed two articles about Elec
tricity which were published in the ELECTRI
CIAN~ the leading electrical journal, in the 
-same year. 

Now came the turning point in his scientific 
career, and that was the result of his essay 
<>n the ~term£nati'on of the lnd£ces of 
Electr£c Refractz'on." The Royal Society 
at once appreciated the highly scientific 
value of the research. It was then consider
ed a high honour to a scientist to have his 
essay published by the Royal Society in its 
journal. They not only!iiibTfSh.ed-the paper, 
but did great honour to the Indian scientist 
by offering him '' a subsidy from the Parlia
mentary grant made to the Society for the 
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'advancement of science." This was. indeed 
-~unique honour, and we have it from Prof .. 
Bose himself that: " Two years after the 

.. Royal Society had offered a grant to me for 
•the continuation of my work, the _ Govern
.ment of Bengal came forward and offered me 
:;-some facilities. No Government could afford 
•to spend money on prospective geniusev 

One doubts whether the Bengal Govern
•ment would have come forward to his help, 
. had not the Royal Society offered him the 
:grant. 

All along, Dr. Bose has. been an ardent 
·student ofscience. To learn, to wait, was to 
him, the key to success. On an humble scale, 

-.he worked and worked and never looked 
• forward for a reward. But soon the reward 
--did come in the shape of an astonishing dis
. covery. It was in tht! year 1895. that he sent 
·the result of his research to the Royal Society 
'Which had lent such a pelping hand to his 
.noble cause. The learned Society was literally 
.all}azed at the important contribution made by 
hiJD for the advancement of science. . Then 
•the University of London came. forward to pay 
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Jlomage to the . great Indian savant andr 

conferred on him the~ee of Doctor of· 
ScienCE>. -

A devoted apostle of science, Dr. Ros?Jlow· 
turned his attention in another direction. LJhe
possibility of transmitting electric telegraphic 
signals through space without the u~e of 
wires, that run directly from the transmitting 
to the receiving instrument, engaged the at-
tention of three master:minds of the world 
at one and the same time-Professor Marcou.t. 
of Bologna University, a great scientist ot 
America_ and Dr. Bose in Indi~ This has. 
not been the only occasion when great 

scientists of different places have been deeply 

engaged simultaneously in solving one of the · 

greatest riddles. Now, these three men of 
science were driving hard at how to transmit 
electric telegraphic signals. And it was Dr. 

Bose who first clearly demonstrated it. So 

f~r back as 1895, at .an experimental demon
stration in the Calcutta Town Hall in the 

presence of 1 the Governor, he transmitted 

ether wave t\r~ugh- a solid wall and a line 

of men and male it displace a: heavy weight,. 
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•ring a bell and explode . ·a miniature mine 
4>laced in a closed room. 

LECTURES BEFORE THE ROYAL 

INSTITUTION. 

For a scientist, to be asked to deliver Jec
'tures on his own researches befo~e the Royal. 
Institution rendered famous by the works of 
Davey and Faraday; is a signal honour. But 
Dr. Bose was thrice asked to give discourses 
·on his momentous discoveries. 

It was in 1897 that- he was first asked to 

·deliver before the Royal Society th~ Friday 
·evening discourse. He acquitted himself very 
·Creditably and spoke on electri~al waves. ~ 
·Continued his experiments on plant and ammal 
•response to stimuli. So striking was the 
·Correspondence that, when Bose sho~ed the, 
,records to Sir Michael Foster, the veteran 
physiologist picked up one and said : 

• Come now, Bose, what is the novelty in this curve? 
"We have known it for at least the last half century.' 
"What do you think is it?' said. Bose . .' Why, a curve of 
muscle response, of course.' 'Pardon me ; it is the 
.response of metallic tin.' ' What! ' said Foster, jumping 
up-' Tin I Did you say tin?' On explanation, his. 
wonder knew no bounds; and he hurried Bose to make a. 

•COmmunication to the Royal . ~ocietyl which1 he (then. 
=Secretary,) offered to communicate. -
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krn May 10, ·1901, he delivered his secondf 
Friday evening' discourse before the same
august body. He demonstrated this time fully· 
and elaborately the identical nature of reac
tions in plant and animal. 

The lecture was highly appreciated and its
totally unexpected revelations created wide: 
interest in scientific circles. But then troubles
were brewing, to which we shall refer:· 
immediately. 
~fter his preliminary communication, Bose· 
read his paper at the Royal Society on June & 
with full and detailed experimental demon
stration. The rest of the story will be told in 
Prof. Geddes' words :-

The paper ' seemed as well received as usual, bu~ 
the blow was now to eo me ; and this from n& less than • 
Sir John Burdon Sanderson, who was then, and for 
many years had been, 'the grand old man' of physio-· 
logical science in England. His work, moreover. had 
largely lain not only in the study of the behaviour ot · 
muscle and nerve under stimulation, but very speciallr 
upon the movements of the Venus' fiy-trap {Dionrea), to 
which Darwin had first called his attention;- and to the 
electrical physiology of which he had devoted unsparing-, 
labours dUting many years. He thus stood out as a 
peculiar auth01ity on the electro-physiology both o~ 
anfm'als ·and ·plants so far as was then known; and his• 
interest was still so keen that he had eome up from· 
Oxford for this paper. He was naturally the person 
to whom all looked to open the usual discussion after · 
the paper. He began with a compliment on Bose's· 
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previous physical work; but then said it was a great pity
that he should leave his own sphere of study, in which he 
had attained such acknowledged distinction, for otheJ;' 
fields which properly belonged to the physiologists
Professor Bose's paper was still under consideration for· 
publication; but he might give him the advice that the 
title should be changed from 'The Electric Response' to
'Certain Physical Reactions,' so leaving to physiologistS
the use of their term 'Response,' with which physicists. 
are not concerned; and further, as to the Blectriil' 
response of ordinary plants described at the end of the,, 
paper, he would say that it was absolutely impossible,. 
ainre he had tried to detect it for many years past, and.t 
never could obtain any. It simply could not be! 

Two other professors supported Sanderson,. 
and Bose, in his reply, held his ground and said; 

that "it seemed inexplicable that . the doctrine
could be advocated-and in the Royal Society 
of all places-that knowledge should advance· 
so far and no further ; so he could, on no
accoun~. alter a word of the paper, even at the
risk of refusal of publication, unless he were 

shown, on scientific g:-ounds, wherein the
experiments he had just shown were faulty 
or detective.'' This was too much for the
learned academicians. The opposition was; 

not based on scientific grounds. 
As a physicist, he was regarded as an in-· 

truder in the domain of physiology. A~. ,s,; 
English b~ographer finely pointed out =JY As
an unsophisticated man from the East, he had 

. ' 
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-seriously taken the lessons preached by 
;the West about the evils of the caste system ; 
lbut here he felt he had come against a yet 

worse system of caste whose etiquette he had 
·unwittingly offended.'' 

Thus prejudice and personal antipathy got 
'·the upper hand, and Dr. Bose's paper was 

:shelved and a bald telegram blurted out: 
" Bose's Work and Paper are rejected by the 
.Royal Society." 

Bose:, who had returned to India, now 
:applied for an extension of the period of 

deputation in order th;1t ·he might go again to 
·England and justify his contentions. Thwarted 

·in his attempts, he persisted till he got his own 

way. Heartened by the encouragement afford
·ed by the Secretary of State who was struck 
1by Bose's courage, 

be went to work anew at the Royal Institution 
Laboratory.. He at first feared cold reception, but 
·was consoled by a brother physicist: 'You can't 
·poach on other people's preserves without some 
·resentment ; and you've upset their apple-cart.' He 
settled down to work for the vacation at his London 

'home, and then returned to the Royal Institution. 
when it re-opened in October. "•ork abated depres
sion, but did not remove it. About this time he was 
i)heered by a letter from Professor .Vines, the weii
"known botanist and vegetable physiologi»* of Oxford 
"Who expressed interest, asked to see his experiments' 
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:and came accordingly to the Royal Institution· 
iLaboratory, bringing with him Horace Brown, another 

.. effective investigator of the process of plant-life, aud 
Howes, who was Huxley's successor at South 
Kensington. 

With the first application of stimulus to the plant, 
.a wide wing of the galvanometer-min·or's light beam 
.along the scale demonstrated its sensitiveness. Never 
.before had Bose seen three sober Englishmen so joy
·onsly . excited: 'they were just as mad as boys • 
. Said Howes : ' Huxley would have given years . of 
.his life to see that experiment.' Said another : 'What 
-did yon let off steam when you discovered this? 
You should shout, or you will kill yourself by 

. repressing it.' Then in business mood : · 'The Royal 
Society has not published your paper, so you can give it 

•to the Linnean. We are its President and Secretary 
this year, so we invite you to read us a full paper. 

; Show us your experiments; and we will invite all the 
, physiologists and particularly, your opponents.' 

But then new difficulties cropped up. 
It was alleged that his results were by no 
·means new! They had already been discover
. ed by some one else. 

Results substantially similar to these obtained by 
!Bose had been communica.ted \o a London scientific 
. society in November 1901 by the physiologist who 
had seen Bose's experiments before the Royal Society 

• (June 1901) a11d .had also taken part in the subsequent 
discussion. Bose learned of the new tnr11 of affairs 

. from a letter from Professor Howes, as the St>cretary of 
the Linnean Society. A new period of depression follow-
ed, far deeper than the preceding one, but he rallied 

'himself to reply, formally asking for an inquiry into the 
matter. This was at once granted. Vines and Howes, 
both also Fellows of the Royal Society, had fortunately 
seen proofs of Bose's paper there ten months before that 
·at .the Linnean, and five months before the other claimants' 
communication. Bose's lecture at the Royal Institution 
a few days earlier than the Royal Society function' 

• 
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was also in print and in evidence. With all the· facts>
before them, the committee of inquiry had no hesitation. 
B~se's right to absolute priority was complet .. ly esta-· 
blished, and the paper was published accordingly. 

It is useless to recount the story of his: 
trials. Its lessons, however, should be borne
in mind. That truth prevails in the end, that· 
· persistency wins and that even the Royal. 

Society is not without its share of the vanit}r 
of learning ! 

~ was invited again, in 1915, to deliver· 
for the third time another Friday evening· 
discourse. A well-known Review writing in 

1914, said :-

The great honour of· delivering Friday evening· 
discourse before tht: Royal Institution of Great Britain 
has agah\ been otl'ered to Dr. J. C. Bose. The subject ot 
Dr. Bose's discourse will be his recent psycho-physiologi
cal research, which, opening out a new line of research, .. 
has created much interest in the scientific world. 
Professor Bose . has also been invited to deliver a 
course of lectures before the University of Oxford. That· 
this is the third time that Professor Bose has been invited 
to lecture at the Royal Institution is a very rare· 
distinction indeed. To this may be added that he 
has been invited by the Cambridge University, too, to· 
deliver a course of lectures. If time permits be will• 
fulfil his engagements to lecture before some learned• 
societies in .France and Germany, but it will not be
possible, perhaps, to include America in his forthcoming·· 
tour. 

The third appearance of Dr. Bose before· 

the Royal Institution was part of. an. 
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extended tour to which \ve shall presentlY. 
return. 

LFCTURES IN PARIS 

It must be mentioned here .that, in 1900r. 
he was sent by Sir John Wo6dburn, the 
Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, and the·· 
Government of India to represent this country· 

.at the~ Congress of Science and he 
acquitted himself so well that, by universal• 
consent, it was declared that he had shed-1 
lustre on the Government which chose 
him and the country he repre.sented. A little 
later, he was invited to deliver a ~eries · off · 
lectures at Paris on his new discoveries .. 
The first lecture was given · before the
Societe de Phisique, the second at the
Sorbonne, the third before the Societe de
Zoologique. ~ was elected about the yea:r 
1902 to the Council of the Societe Francaise
de Phisique. 

HIS TOUR ROUND THE WORLD 

We referred to Dr. Bose's third Friday
evening discourse. He was also invited bjr 
the Oxford University to deliver a series otit 
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lectures. His assistant, Mr. B. Sen, wrote 
-of them:-

Dr. Bose gave his first lecture at Oxford on the 20th 
May. The most distinguished seientists were present 

·'When they saw the experiments, they were convinced 
-that "life is one.". Before this, results of Dr. Bose's 
··enquiry were so astonishin~ to them as to challenge their 
! belief. Nothing short of actual visualisation could con
. vince them. It was a great success. They all unani-
mously said that the significance ot Dr. Bose's discoveries 
was far-reaching. Indeed, they do appreciate him nO\V, 

As regards his instruments they simply marvel at their 
'··ingenuity. They all ask "where did you get them' 
made ; " and with real pride did Dr. Bose reply, "in 
India." To-morrow the President of the Royal Society is 

·coming to this house to see some of his experimentS. 

In June, he addressed the Cambridge 
University. Both ·Prof. Seward who was 

·in the chair and Sir Francis Darwin spoke in 
·memorable terms of the completeness of the 
·demonstrations provided by hi~ instruments. 
:Interest was so keen that the Botanical 
·Department of Cambridge imported soil from 
'India to give Dr. Bose's plants the most 
• favourable conditions for exhibiting their 
·specific rea~tions. Professors Starling, Oliver 
. and Carreth Read were also deeply impressed 
·with the demonstrations. Mr. Balfour paid his 
'laboratory a long visit and was much struck 
•with the significance of Dr. Bose's discoveries 
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to psychologists. ~~. 27.th June, Prof. Bose
gave an address illustrated by experimentso 

before a ~eeting of savants. at Vienn~. Prof. 
1\lolisch, the Director of the , Pflargen Physio~ 
logishches of the Imperial University of 
Vienna, while proposing a vote .of thanks, 
said that Europe was indebted to india for the

method ol investigation initiated b~ Dr .. 
Bose. Some of1 the workers in plant phy
siology expressed a wish to be trained in ·his-. 
methods in Prof. Bose's Laboratory at. 
Calcutta. 

Prof. Bose visited America· also during this: 
tour. He was flooded \vith invitations from 
Maine to California. · Learned bodies such 
as the New York Academy of Science, the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts· and of Sciences, 

the Harvard, the Columbia and :the Chicago-· 
Universities listened with delight to him and: 
presented him with addresses. 

BACK TO INDIA 

~r. Bose rrtumtd home 'on the ccmpletion. 
of his world tour. lu reply t:u one · of the 
numerous addresses ofwelcome which were
presented to him, Dr. Bose observed : · 
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This is the fourth· occasion on which he has been 
··deputed to the West by the Government of India on 
""' scientific mission, and the success that has attended 
his visit to foreign countries has exceeded all his 

-expectations. In Vienna, in Paris, in Oxford, Cambridge 
and London, in Harvard, Washington, Chicago and 
Columbia, in Tokyo and in many other places his work 

·has uniformly been received with . high appreciation. In 
'spite of the fact that his researches called into question 
some of the existing theories, his results have not with-

'standing received the fullest-acceptance. 
In these new investigations on the borderland between 

physics and physiology, they held that Europe has been 
·ll.eft behind by India, to which country they would now 
have to come for inspiration. It has also been fully 
recognised that science will de,ve benefit when the 

·.-synthetic intellectual methods of the t:ast co-operate with 
the severe analytical methods of the West. These 

-opinions have also been fully endorsed in other centres ot 
learning and Dr. Bose had received applications from 
distinguished Universities in Europe and America for 
admission of foreign post-graduate scholars to be trained 

'in his Laboratory in the new scientific methods that have 
.been initiated in India. 

Though a prophet is seldom respected in his 
..own country, Bose received ample re<!ognition 
>in India. ~ University of Calcutta paid 
'him due homage and conferred upon him the 
-title of Doctor of Science. 

The Punjab University also expressed its 
deep appreciation ·of his novel scientific 
<discoveries by inviting him, in 1913, to deliver 
.a course of three lectures . illustrated with 
-experiments. This was the first . time that a 
Bengalee Professor was asked by the Univer-
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·sity of the land of the five rivers to deliver a 

course of scientific lectures to its students. 

J:rtle' second man, so honoured, was Dr; 
P. C. Ray, the founder. of the Bengal School of 
-.Chemistry.] The Punjab University offered 

Dr. Bose a fee of Rs.' 1,200. But Dr. Bose, 
with his natural generosity, made over the 
-entire. sum to the University to be· given to a 
research scholar in monthly instalments of 

Rs. 100. 
L...l)r. Bose opened his address by alluding 

to the historic journey of Jivaka, who • after
wards became the physician of Buddha, 
making his way. from B~ngal to the University 
-of Taxila in qu~st of knowledge. Twenty-five 
-centuries had _gone by, and there was before 
them another pilgrim who had journeyed the 
-same distance to bring, as an offering, what he 
had gathered in the domai~ of knowledg;.] He 
called attention to the fact that knowleig; was 
never the exclusive possession of any particular 
man, nor did it ever _Eecognise geographical 
limitations. The ·whole. world- was inter

-dependent, and a· ~onstant · interchange· of 

thought had been carrie_d. on throu~hout the 
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ages enricaing the common heritage of man-· 
kind] ~enic Greeks and Easte~n Aryans: 
had met here in Taxila to exchange the best 
each had to offer. After many centuries, ·the 
East and West had met once more and it 
would be the test of the real greatness of two
civilizations that both shbuld be finer and 
better for the shock of contact. ~e apparent 
dormancy of intellectual life-in India had been 
only a temporary phase. ~t like the oscula
tion of the seasons round the globe, great· 
pulsations of intellectual activity pass over the
different peoples of the eartbJ . . 

With the coming of the spring, the dor
mant life springs forth; similarly the life that 
India conserves, by inheritance, culture and' 
temperament, was only latent and was agaill' 
ready to spring forth into the blossom and' 
fruit of knowledge. Although science was: 
neither of the East, nor of the West, but in

ternational in its University, certain aspects: 
of it gained richness of colour by reason of 
their place of origin. India, perhaps through. 
its habit of synthesis, was apt to realise in
stinctively t~e idea of unity and to see in the-
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phenomenal world a universe instead of a. 
multiverse. It was this tendency, the lec:
turer thought, which had led an Indian phy- . 
sicist, like himself, when studying the effect · 
of force on matter, to, find boundary lines:_ 
vanishing, and to see points of contact emerge
between the realms .of the living and the non.-: 
living. 

THE MASTER-DISCOVERY 

Now, what is the discovery of Sir Jagadish 
Bose, which has created such a stir in the
scientific_ world? .,JtAS that discovery which . 
has conclusively proved that- " there is no· 
sharp dividing line between the nervous life· 
of plants and animals, an,.d_.in one respect, it:. 
seems that the life of the plant Mimosa 
exactly rQ>roduces the life-history of hum~ 
nations.:_} Now, what was the prevailing 
theory with respect to plants in the scientific 
world? ~universally accepted theory has 
been that, in plants like the Mimosa, there was 
no transmission of excitation analogous to 
the nervous transmission in the animal : the 
propagated effect . being considered as a 
mere hydro-mechanical disturbance. This 

' 
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theory was based on the experiments success

.Cully carried out by the famous German plant
>physiologists, Pleffer and Haberlandt. On 

.account of the eminent position held by the 

German scholars, the theory, propounded 
by Dr. Bose before the Royal Institution -
about fifteen years ago, received but little -.acknowledgement • from the other plant-phy-
siologists of the vV est. 

The principal points of difference are aptly -noted down by Dr. Bose himself in ·a paper. 

from which w~ ~ull the folLowing :-

l'ew things appear to stand out in such striking 
·Contrast as the life aCtivities in the animal and in 
the plant. Scientific inquirers have, indeed, been 
,stntck by the glaring difi'ereuces between the two. 
Animals respond to a shock by movement, whereas 
most plants maintain under a succession of blows an 
attitude of passivity. Certain tissues of the 
animal go on beating incessantly without any appa
'l'ent cause; this spontaneous activity und11rgoes very 
characteristic 11\0ditications Wlder ~he specifications of 
different drugs . ..,)(o corresponding phenomena had been 
suspected in -the plant. Animal tissues give electric 
signs of irritation; ~nary plants, according to leading 
-electro-physiologists, sh!Jw no such signs of excitement. 
In the animal, again, there is an evolution of the wonder
ful nervous system; by which the organism is put into 
intimate communication with its different parts and 
with the environment. .-1n the vegetal organism 
en the other hand, all authorities are unanimous in 
.(ieclaring that the1·e is no such thing as a nervous im
pulse enn in a plant admittedly so sensitive as Mimosa 
Pudica. ..:Jl!f- two streams of life, in plant and animal, 
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· W'!uld thus appear :to flow side by side, under the, guid
,·ance of laws which are altogether different. 

, But SiJ:" Jagadish Chander's investigation· 
lias upset the hitherto universally accepted 

·theory, and has successfully demonstrated the 
~cal nature of the nervous impulse in the 
, plant 'and animal. The 'success, of the new 
'researc~ is largely due to the .inve~tion of a 
•new apparatus of extreme sensibility. ~Vis 
·so delicately constructed as to enable _the 
plant to record automatically its perception of 

··stimulu;; and the speed of its nervous impulse. 
THE RESONANT RECORDER 

This new apparatus, Sir jagadish calls the 
'Resonant Recorder. 

The principle of myi;R,~a,~r!lii:'s~ys Dr. 
''Bose, depends on a certain .Plienomenon, known in 
music as resonanc11 or sympathetic vibration. · It may 

'be so tuned as to thrill to certain notes and not to others. 
An artificial ear can be co~IL.ta.....resnnate. to a 
sound of a definite pitch. The drum of the artificial ear 

• :i• made of thin soap-film;· a beam of light reflected from 
its surface forms characteristic patterns of colour on a 
screen. 'fo various cries this ear remains deaf, · but the 
apathy disappears as soon as th,e note to which the ear is 
tuned is sounded at a distance. On account of sym
pathetic vibration, the artifi_cial ear-film is th~own into 

· wildest ~ommotion and the hitherto quiescent colour 
pattern on the screen ts now converted into a whirlpool 

-·of indescribably gorgeous colours of peacock green and 
molten gold. . ': -.. 

In the same manner, if the strings of two different 
•violins are exactly tuned, then a note sounded on one 
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will cause the other to vibrate in sympathy. We· 
may likewise tune the vibrating writer with a reed •. 
Suppose the reed and the writer bad both been tuned 
to vibrate a hundred times in a second. When the-
reed is sounded, the writer will also begin to vibrate in 
sympathy. In consequence of this, the writer will 
no longer remain in continuous contact with the
recording plate, but will deliver a succession of taps, .. 
a hundred times in a second. . 

With this apparatus, we get a record 
which consists of a series of dots, and the 
distance between one dot and the next. 
represents one-hundredth part of a second. 
So extra-ordinarily delicate is this new instru--

l 

ment that, by its means, it is possible to recor<P 
a time interval-as short as the thousandth 
part of the d11ration of a single beat of the· 
heart. 

/Sir Jagadish has these delicate instruments' 
manufactured by Indian· artisans under hiS
direct ·personal supervision. Now, when his. 
novel theories are being recognised and ac~ 
cepted by the celebrated . scientific societies
all over the worid, orders are also pouring in· 

for these purely indian instruments. 
y . 

The researches of Dr. Bose have brought-
to light many of the activities which we have 
been accustomed to associate only with. 
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•animai lif~. \BllPpose we. give a blow to· the 
·plant, how long will it take to perceive the 
rblow and. give an answering signal ? The 
•time has been found to be six-hundredth part 
·of a second. This period is subject to modi
·fication as in the animal under special condi-
1:ions. Thus, under fatigue, the period is 
•Considerably prolonged ; after a severe shock 
it is said to remain dazed for a long time. More
over, in summer, the speed of nervous impulse 

.has been found to be about 30 millimetres per 
second. But it may increase under warmth 

and decrease under cold. 
Again, Dr. Bose has succeeded in arresting 

·the nervous impulse of the plant by interpos
·ing an electric block, in a manner similar to 
•the corresponding arrest in the animal nerve. 
~xicating liquor produces the same effect 

.in plants as in animals. When Dr. Bose 
:poured out a little poison on the plant, the 
•record showed an astonishing result. The 
-..spee~ of nervous impulse instantly decreased. 
vYrofessor Bose has also proved' that the· 

•trees begin to sleep at 12 P. M and get up 

..at. 8. A. M., in. the morning, like tl\e · Civilized 
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nations ot the world. The illu~tration of the· 
death of a plant and also the reversal of the· 
stimulus at the time of death, was lucidly ex-· 
plained. 

In establishing these facts with experi

ments, Dr. Bose had to criticise the prevailing· 
opinions of the great German scholars ·and' 
totally upset their theories. " Professor. Bose· 
strongly criticises," says a German scientific 
paper, " Dutrochets"~ory that the trans:o
mission in plants is one of hydro-mechanical 
disturbance and not of true excitation. He 
urges that the capillary tubes will offer great· 
resistance to the passage of water in case· 
where feeble deformation of tissue had been' 
caused by mechanical stimulation. Besides,. 
excitation is induced and transmitted by 
means of stimulus which causes no mechani-. 
cal disturbances. As regards Pfeffer's experi
ment of transmission through chloroformed; 
regions, Bose explains that the penetration of· 
narcotic inside the tissue was too slight to be · 
effective." 

Haberlandt, who scattered the tis_.e in all probabi-
lity, failed to kill all the cells. \ ~e claims that tran.s-
mission of exr.itation in the pN'i1t is analogoWI to the, 
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nervous impulse in the animal. The infe~ence ot
&emperature and velocity supports his view. 

THE EFFECT OF THIS DISCOVERY 

Now, one may be tempted to ask. :~'.'.AlU 
these discoveries and researches are good,· 
but what material good will it render unto· 
the world ? \Vii! it put an end to the endless. 
suffering of humanity ? " 

Let· us first answer the question in the· 
words of the great scientist, Faraday. \,Fafa-: 
day had succeeded in making a wire carrying
a current move when in a magnetic field, and: 
the visitor said~ Tell me, Professor Faraday,. 
and of whal use is this new· di:.covery,:' to 
which the reply was,--" Sir, of what use is the

new-born child ?// 
Really, this discovery is in its infancy, who· 

can foretell that great results may not come
from it ? When the law of gravitation was. 
discovered, its author could not even imagine· 
that it would be productive ot such immense
good. But also. in the near future, the dis-· 

co very " would mean . an advance," 'in the

words of Sir J. C. Bose, "<Jf a revolutionary 
character in the science of Physiology, o£" 
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Medicin~ and of Ag~iculture.". \)-'!if';opinion 
has been endorsed by the famous scientific 
journal Th~ Lancet, which speaks highly 
·of the biological imporiance . of Professor 
Bose's discovery :-

The study of responsive reactions in plants must be 
:.regarded as of fundamental importance to the elucidation 
of various phenomena relating to the irritability of living 

1.issues. 

0fiis discovery about the plants, which will, 
in the near future, throw an entirely new idea 
.and light on agriculture, · is not the only 
-department which will, through centuri~, 

perpetuate his lasting fame. (}:rom the begin
ning, he devoted himself heart and soul to 
·discovering one broad and bold principle, and 
-to the realisation of this noble object, he 
-spared no pains and worked patiently on 
.against powerful odds-both in Europe and 

America. ~.~' the existence of similarity of 
.phenomena in various spheres of things livir.g 
·Or dead on their molecular basis of matter." 

PLANT RESPONSE 

In his monumental work '" Plant Response.'• 
- "" 

published in the year~® he has recorded a 
-series of wonderful discoveries which evoked 
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·Considerabie enthusiasm and admiration in the
scientific world.· There we find him dealing 
with, and proving beyond any ' shade of doubt, 

-these discoveries :-
His experiments on.~pressure and the rise of .sap;; 

thos~ by which he . s~ks to demonstrate that not. only 
sensitive plants, but all plants respond to excitation by 
variation of turgescence. and electrical state; his com
parison of the glandular structures of the sun-dew and 

,llitcber plants witlyanimal glands; his demonstration of, 
Dr. \Valier's .'')r.rze current" in a brominated lead plant 
and assertion "fhat it cannot be regarded as a sign of life :' 

'·his demonstration on the leaflets of biophyture of the 
. anodic and kathodic effects of constant current, and the 
velocity of transmission of excitatory waves; his com

ldJarison retentiveness of mole~ular change in metals with 
memory. . , 

Reviewing the above book. and the book 
~~ro-physiology" published in 1907, 
the well-known scientific paper, Nature, 

·observed:-
A biologically equipped reader will experience dazzled 

admiration for the logical progressive way in 
·which the author builds up, not in words, but actually 
on a complete functioning plant from three simple 
conceptions. 

The paper went on .to add:-
. In fact, the whole book abounds in interesthlg matter 
skilfully woven together, and would be recommended as 
of great value, if it • did not continually arouse our 

·incredulity. 

GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION . 

Bose was to have. retired in. 1913, on the 
completion of his fifty-fifth year ; but the 
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Bengal Government, in recognition of his• 
I 

serviCes to the Presidency College and of his. 
great influence over students, extended. his
period of service for two years, so that he·· 
retired in November 1915. As a further 
acknowledgement, the Government gazetted 
him as Emeritus Professor on full pay instead; 
of pension-a distfncti~;; so far unique in the
Educational Service of India. Thus was 
secured his permanent connection with the 
Presidency College, whose !enown he has so· 
largely enhancep. Further than this, he
received ajl(·1lfghthood and the ~panion
ship of the Star oflndia. 

The Government of India were at first vety· 
slow in recognising Dr. Bose's services to-
the cause of science. [it was only, after the
Royal Society honoured him, that they 
began to help him in various little ways, and .. 
in 1900, sent him up to the Congress of 
Science in Pari.!1 ~ / c<?nferred the dis-
tinction of C. I. E. m 1903, and at the time:· 
of the Coronation in 1911, they conferred on 
him the title of C.S.I. When Sir J. C. Bose
returned in 191\f from America, the Govern-· 
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ment of Bengal arranged· for . a Sheriff's meet- · 

ing to offer him a welcome, and a Knighthood~ 1 

was confirmerl on him. · A huge meeting of 
students was held to offer Sir J. C: Bose their· 
congratulations on the knighthood, and Dr. 

P. C. Ray appropriately occupied the chair; .. 
. Among other things he remarked that Profes- · 

sor Bose must no.t be looked upon as a mere·· 
. discoverer of scientific 'truth but as a Yuga~

:· Pravartak, i.e., as one who has brought about: 

a new epoch in scientific:: thought and methods• 
and synthesis. He referred to Dr. Bose as a. 
great man and an unselfish scientist. \,):Ie' saidi 
that if he had gone on with his electrical" 
researches,&. the co~rse of which he ably
" succeeded in sending wireless message,. 
before Marconi had done so, and if he had~ 
taken out patents for the apparatus and:• 
instruments which he had invented, he-· 
could have made millions by their sale."· 
But he was a scientist pure and simple, he· 
himself toiled on and on in spite of ridicule~. 

opposition and lack of any recognition,. 
leaving others to make money bf his-. 

researches. 
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THE BOSE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

~B<;>se Research Institute,· which Dr. 
'Bose has founded, will be a·lasting monument 
-"Of his greatness. Dr. Bose had felt from very 
·early days the extreme difficulties due to the 
absence of well-equipped laboratories in India. 

· He knew also how little research work was 
·encouraged in our Universities. Writing in 

.1913 to the Bengal Educatzonal Review, he 
•made some noteworthy observations. He 
·i.lllaintains in it that there is no necessary anta
,_gonism between teaching and researcC The 
-object of a University being the advancement 
~of knowledge, this must include the comple
~entary func~ions of the discovery of truth 
and diffusion of knowledg~ It may be said 
~generally that teaching degenerates, unless 
··it be kept in touch with research ; Gnce the 
constant repetition of second or third-hand 

·knowledge leads to mere mimicrzin pupils ; 
·the living touch of reality is lost) He pro
-ceeds to &ay that the status of a university 
depends on the answer to these questions : 

-what advancement in any branch of 
:knowledge has been made by y~u ? What 
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discoveries ·and investigations .have been. 
brought about under your fostering _care ?-· 
Is your university to be always a prepara--
tory school for the foreign universities which 
have a world status ? Will you never . be able
to make your work so distinguished that,. 
instead of there being a constant export: 
of your students to other universities, there 
should be an interchange and that you should 
receive an import of fpreign students attracte~ 
by the special con~ribution which your univer-
sity has m:tde to the general stock of know-

ledge? "This is not to be regarded," he adds,. 
" as an unrealisable dre~- It has been ac·-

. complished before. \l1'le fame of Nalanda and' 
Taxila did a"ttract students from other lands. 

who made long pilgrimages to the Indian
shrines of learning." 

Dr. Bose says in the same article that the
facilities offered by the Govemment are not: 
many arid that they are.on highlyredctape lines,.:....
Referring to the possihilities in India, he says" 
of the Indian students:-

In my experience, there is a genuine desire among a 
fair number of students to undertake research work.... 
But as regards success in such work, I think it is oftem. 
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forgotten that research is different from class-teaching. 
'"There are at least ten thousand workers all over the 
world engaged in original investigation, and we hear or 

·-eomparatively few successful results. You cannot com
mand results by mertl!y opening classes. There must be 

-favourable combination of circumstances for success iu 
research. Yon must first have as the teacher one who 

.-after long seeking has found; who has seized boldly, as it 
were, the thorns that beset his ·own path in the hope of 
making it a little easier for those who should come after; 
who enhances the value of life and work by drawing 
others into the great vortex of the struggle for truth. 

'"This is the man who alone can kin<lle enthusiasm in 
his disciples. A candle can only be lighted from 
another burning candle. As regards the qualifica-

. tions of the true student, he is one who comes seeking 
at all cost to know. It is }mowledge itself and not 

·the accessories of knowledge-fame, comfort, power-that 
:should be all in all to him. The s!3eker after knowle<lge 
must £:t his eye on the distant goal or truth itself. 
Under these con<litions, we may expect good results in 
researches or enduring importance. It must however, be 
remembered that even out of a number of earnest. 

-students, there can only be a few who can succeed in 
'striking out a new path. 

Of the future of research work in Indi::t, 

·he says:-

1 think, there is a great future for such work in India. 
First, on account of favourable conditions in the tropics, 
we have a wealth ot biological material unavRi!able to 

·the Northern labor~:~to1ies. The Indian mind is again 
~haracteristically synthetic; it refuses to recognise artifi
--cial divisions. The greatest work for the future lies in 
the borderlands. Work of this description would require 
unremitting toil, great patience and indomitable. persi•-t

. ence. In these qualifications some of our students will 
not be found wanting. At present, they find little scope 
for the satisfaction of the nobler aspirations-not the 
mere gratification of personal · a.n!Jition-but the sen-ice 
.which they can render by bringing their contribution to 
·the store of the world's knowledge. 
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In 1925, he foreshadowed the Research 
klnstitute in a speech delivered at Calcutta :-

This recognition that the advance of human knowledge 
·will be incomplete without India's special contributions 
·must be a source of great iuspiration for future wo1·kers in 
flndia. His countrymen hacl the keen imagination which 
, could extort truth out of a mass of disconnected facts and 
the habit of meditation without allowing the mind to dis

:.sipate itself. Inspired by his visits to the ancient Univer
csities at Ta:dla, at Nalanda and at Conjeevaram, Dr. Bose 
:had the strongest ••onfidence that India would soon see 
a revival of those glorious traditions. There will soon 
1ise a Temple of Learning where the teacher, cut off 

•from wordly distractions, would' go on with his cease
Jess pursuit after truth, and dying, hand on his work 
•to his disciples. Nothing would seem laborious in 
·his inquiry; never is he to lose sight of his quest, 
never iN he to let it be obscured by any terrestrial 

·temptations. For his is the Sanyasin spirit, and India 
'.js the only country where, so far ft·om there .. being a 
··Conflict between science and religion, knowledge is 
regarded as religion itself. Such a misuse of science 
as Is now unfortunately in evidence in the West would 

'be impossible here. Had the conquest of air heen 
achieved In India, her very first impulse would be to 
offer worship at every temple for such a manifestation 

··Of the divinity in man • 

• 
~ri the 30th November 1Q17, on his fifty-
. ninth birthday, however, Dr. Bose opened 
·the Research Institute. It was done with 
-due ·ceremony, and the speech he 'delivered 
in dedicating it to the Nation is one of the 
finest of his public utterances. The add.ress 
rbespeaks a scientific mystic carrying on his 
•brows" the calm wisdom of his Vedic· heri-
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tage." Dr. Bose is seen in it to be not
merely the scientist searching for truth with
many i sigh, with his eye fixed on the minutest 
miracles of detail but also as a dreamer andl 
idealist. We catch a glimpse of the very soul 
of the East and hear the saintly accents of 
renunciation in words like these~-

Not in matter but in thought, not in possession&
but in ideals are to be found the seeds of. immortality. 
Not through material acquisition but in generous 
diffusion of ideas and ideals can the true empire oi 
humanity be established. 

That Dr. Bose's researches are inspired 
by a great idea will be seen from these words: 
of his:-

The ideal of giving, of enriching, in fine, of self:.. 
renunciation in response to the highest call of human
ity is the other and complementary ideal. The· 
motive power for this is not to be found in personal' 
ambition but in effacement of all littlenesses, and' 
uprooting of that ignorance which regards anything· 
as gain which is to be purchased at others' loss. 
This I know, that no vision of truth can come excep~ 
in the absence of all sources of distraction, and when 
the mind has reached the point of rest. 

Speaking of the gallant band of disciples 
he has gathered round him, he said ;:-

Public life and ~he various professions will be the 
appropriate sphere of activity for many aspiring 
young men. But tor my disciples, I call on those 
very few, who, realising some inner call,. will devote 
their whole life with strengthened character and 
determined purposes to take part in that· in:linit• 
atrug~tle to win knowledge for its own sake and se& 
~th face to face. · 
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The Institute is meant for the ad.vance. of 
science and the ?iffusion of knowledge. 1T~-e· 
civic and public diffusion of knowledge ls..:t() 
be " without any academic limitations, to all. 
races and languages, to both men and women 
alike and for all time to come." 

~e lectures given here will not be mere repeti
tions of second-hand knowledge. They will announce, 
to an audience of some fifteen hundred people,· the 
new discoveries made here, which will be demon
strated tor the first time before the public. We shall 
thus maintain continuously the highest aim of a great 
seat of learning by taking active part in the advance
ment and diffusion of knowledge. Through the regular 
publication of the transactions of the Institute, these 
Indian contributions will reach the whole world. The 
discoveries made will thus become public property, No 
patent will ever be taken. The spirit of our national 
culture demands that we should for ever be free from the 
desire of utilising knowledge for personal gain. Besides 
the regular staff, there will be a selected number of 
scholars, who, by their work, have shown special aptitude, 
and who would devote their whole life to the pursuit ot. 
research. They will require personal training, and their 
number must necessarily be limited. But it is not the 
quantity but quality that is of essential importance. 

The Institute will not shut its doors against 
foreign students, as some English institutions 
do. For, as Dr. Bose said:-

lt is my further wish that, as far as the limited 
accommodation would permit, the facilities should be 
available to workers from all countries. In this I am 
attempting to cany out the traditions of my country 
which, so far back as twenty-five centuries ago, welcomed 
all scholars from different parts of the world, within the-

7 
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~precincts of its ancient seats of learning at · N alanda 
.and at Taxila. 

Of its future, he observed :::__ 
These are the dreams that wove a net-work round 

my wakeful life for many years past. · The outlook. 
is endless for the goal is at infinity. The . realisation 
.cannot be through one life or one fortune, but through 
the co-operation of· many lives and many· fortunes •. 

·'The possibility of a fuller expression will depend on 
very large endowments. But a beginning must be 
made, and this is the genesis of the foundation of 1 his 
lnstitute. I came with nothing and shall return as I 
.came ; if something is accomplished • in the interval, 
ihat would indeed be a privilege. What I have I 
will offer, and one who had. shared with me the· 
struggles and hardship that had to be faced, has willed 
-to bequeath all that is here for the same object. In all 
my struggling efforts, I have not been altogether solitary. 
While the world- doubted, there had been a few, now in 
-the city of silence, who never wavered in their trust. 

LECTURES IN THE INSTITIJTE 

Since the foundation of the Institute, Dr. 
Bose has delivered a series of thought-provok
ing discourses on scientific subjects. Distin
guished meq from the Universities and public 
life have witnessed his remarkable instruments 
functioning what to the lay w~rld appears 
as nothing short of miracle~ January 1918, 
Dr. Bose explained, under the auspices of 
Lord Ronaldshay, the Governor of Bengal, the 
Mystery- of the Praying Palm Tree, when he 
made mention of a new instrument of his own. 
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·eesign and make, thkrescograph, which was· 
exhibited at the Institute a fortnight hence~ 
oLectu'l:ing on the Revelations of Plant Life, he 

··sho'Yed the working of his perfected instru-
ment-an apparatus that gives a vi~aldemon-:

·striltion of movements far beyond the highest 
powers of a microscope. The end of ·the 

•month saw him in Bombay, lecturing on his, 
• favourite subject, "The Unity of Life." The 

!lecture was illustrated by lantern slides and 
. an iAstructive exposition was given of his 
, discoveries in plant life·. Dr ,_.:Bose also ex

~ plained the principle of hi~onant Recorder. 

HIS LATEST TRIUMPHS 

It was about this time that :Or. Bose's 
, private laboratory was visited by His Excel
;.Jency the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, accom

. panied by the Governor of Bengal. Their 
'Excellencies took so great an interest in his 

.. discoveries that they remained. there for full. 
· two hours. Subsequently, Dr. Bose succ~eded 
-in accomplishing a feat, which was so long 
. considered utterly impossible. This is the 
··transplantation of trees in perfect ·condition: 

..At an experiment in Calcutta, he first rendered 
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the trees unconscious by the action of suitable
narcotics and thus saved the two tret.'s from• 
the shock due to uprooting. Now, as they 
were planted again, they are grovring
vigorously. 

-Another triumph of Sir Jagadish was the
High Magnification <;rescograph. This is one· 
of his unique inventionsVt i:an magnify and 
record the growth of plants in as snort a period' 
as a single second. The highest power of the· 
microscope stands dwarfed by its. side by
many thousand times. This instrument will,". 
no doubt, bring about a revolution in the
sicentific world, especially in the Agricultural' 
Department. 

In January, next year, Dr. Bose dealt with· 
the mysterious phenomenon of the recurrent -
opening and closure of the flowers. '!'}lis dis
course was entitled " The Night Watch of
Nymphrea." This was followed in February· 
'with a discourse on "'\Vounded Plants.'' 

Dr. Bose subsequently left for an extensive
tour in Europe where he was received .and;. 
honoured by the various Universities. He 
lectured in London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna aod4 
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-several places, and his· demonstrations were 
.'witnessed by the leading scientists and . disti~
~guishec:J men of a,ll vocations. He returned 
·to India in May 1920 when he was presented 
-with numerous addresses of welco!lle. ~~ ..... 
must be remembered, however, that he wa,s 

. att;;tc;:ked by interested scientists in England 
· on the eve of his lecture befor~ the Royal 
. Society nearly 20 years ago. During his tour 
·.in 1920, he was not. spared either. This time, 
dt was :Qt':Waller who· attack~d him. Early 
in 1921, Dr. Bose began another series of 

: iectures in his Institute which attracted wide 
.::attention. 

In August, Dr. Bose addressed the students 
. of the Dacca University when he gave a lucid 
· description of his experiments relating tp 
.plants. He summarised the results of his i~-: 

:vestigations in plant and animal life, and 
·said:-

.: . 
If b~ were asked what was the outcome of his :recent 

wlltk, be would say that it was the establishment of the 
•great generalisation that the story of the simplest life was 
symbolic of. !loll life in its diverse manifestations of growth 

. and decay, of perception and reaction - and even of 
• conduct and behaviour. He found that au organism 
derived its strength from the soil which nourished its 

1body, and the envi:ronmen~ which, by i_ts ~ultitudinous 
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·shocks, stirred it up from that lethargy· which was aki11• 
to death. It is its perception and quick adjustment to. 

·change, its inherited memory of the past that called forth, 
all its nascent powers so that in -all. -its struggles it rose·· 
victorious above the most adverse circumstances. · 

Laymen often ask, of what avail are these
theoretical and abstract truths ? Dr. Bose 
has always held that the advance of know
ledge and its ptactical application are not of· 
conflicting interest but complimentary to each • 
other. He illustrated this with an example· 
from his own experiences. 
. Twenty-seven years ago, he was working with ao 
very inadequate means in investigations of an ab
struse character--the properties of electric waves. 
He was then constantly· questioned about their 
utility. In 1895, he succeeded in perfecting an appa-.
ratus by which wireless messages could be sent and' 
detected wit.h the utmost certainty. But it evoked 
not even a flutter of interest, either in the official or ·· 
non-official circles. He had his higher reward of· 
obtaining through these investigations the first
glimpse of that universal responsiveness which 
characterises all matter, living and non-living. It
was no metaphysical speculation, but the challenge 

. of the unknown that urged him to try to unravel 
·some of the baflling mysteries which surround life, 
About this work also it had been constantly· 
questioned :-What earthly use could there be oi 
his investigations on plant life? And it was not till" 
last year' that some of the leading scientific bodies of·· 
the West realised that these investigations might lead'' 
to tl1e increase of earth's food supply. 

DR. BOSE AS A TEACHER 

Dr. ·Bose must nqt be regarded as· merely a 
·scientist whose life has been spent within the-
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chambers of study arid research. He . has 
many other interests in life ai:id his talents are
also many-sided. Prof. Sudhiridra. Bose,. 
writing from America, has paid him ·ji well
deserved tribute :-

Prof. Bose is a clear, forceful and oonvincing speaker,., 
ia intoxicated with the fascination of his work and speak~~o 
therefore out of the fnlness of his heart, and has no time' 
for the gaudy acts of the professional spell-binders. Hi~' 
is intensely human an<! sees deeply that the essential 
brotherhood of man is a glowing reality and not a mere 
abstraction. His passion as a humanist is 'Indja and its. 
p~ople.' As a teacher and guide of young men, Dr. Bose· 
has been remarkably successful. 

What he did for them, he has himself ex
pressed in a recent address of his to the
students:-

In your congratulations for the recent lionour, yow. 
have overlooked a still greater that came to me a. 
year ago, when I was gazetted as your perpetual professor 
ao that the tie which binds me to you is never to be 
severed. Thirty-two years ago, I sought to be your teacher. 
If I were to begin life anew, I could not have chosen a 
higher vocation. And for the trust that was imposed ·in 
me, could I do anything less than place· before you the 
highest that I knew? I never appealed to your weak
nesses but your strength. I never set before you what. 
was easy, used all the compulsion for .the choice of the 
most difficult, and perhaps as· a reward for these years of' 
effort, I find all over India those who have been my 
pupils occupying positions of the highest trust and res
ponsibility in difl'erent walks of life. I do not merely
count those who have won fame and auccess, but I also 
claim many others who have taken up the burden of' 
life· manfully, and whose life of purity and unselfish
ness had brought 'gleams of joy unto sufferin~ lives. 
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On one occasion~ he pointed out tlu.t the 
"Striking feature in the life of a teacher in 

Indi~ was the great devotion he evoked in 
the students. This ideal was highly valued· 
both in England and India. In India, he said, 
the teacher is like the head of a family, 
revered by his pupils deeply- a reverence 
which is often· expressed by the pupils 
touching the feet of the Master. This 
is not a servile act, but one of respect 
;and regard, and .the teacher · often reci
procates the sentiment in loving his stu- . 
.<Ients and by being generous to their faults. 
iProfessor Bose said he had the g.ood fortune 
never to have had any trouble with his 
"Students, during his 35 years of work in the 
·College. The real secret of success was in 
1rying to look at things from the students' 
-point of view and to cultivate. a sense of 

!humour. 

PUBLIC SERVICES COMMISSION. 

·As a teacher, Dr. Bose has always stood 
tfor the dignity and.lindependence of the 
profession. He has spo'ken strongly against 

.attempts made to discriminate between white 
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:.and black in the services~ his evidence 
before the Public Services Commission in 
:1913, he stood jor equality o.f opportunity in 
the serviceVHe said :- · · _ 

-Regarding the question of limitations that exist in the 
·-employment of Indians in the higher service, I 
.should like to give expression to an injustice whicli 
is very keenly felt. It is unfortunate . that Indian 

_graduates of European Universities who have di&
tinguished themselves in a remarkable manner do 
not, for one reason or other, find facilities for entering 
the higher educational service. 

As teachers and workers, it is an incontestable fact that 
Indian officers have distinguished themselves very highly, 
and anything which discriminates between Europeans and 
Indians in the way of pay and prospects is most undesira
ble. A sense of injustice is ill-calculated to bring about. 
-that harmony which is so necessary among all the mem
bers of an educational institution, professors and students 

.alike. 

HIS PATRIOTISM 

Dr. Bose is one of the greatest patriots 
-of India. His life is a living example of the 
many-sided character of our Renaissance. 
Patriotism in a country like India comes 

·often to be identical with polrtics. But 
·it is our singular good · fortune that it 
has found its expression not OJ;lly in politics, 

;:but also in· the sciences and the arts. The 
·.discoveries of Dr. Bose have shed lustre on 
his <!ountry. . He has raised. his land in the 
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estimation of the world and shown that,... 
once again, India can teach the ·world, as' 
of yore. By opening the Research. 
Institute and attracting through it the

best' aspirants after knowledge from all over· 
the world, he has done more than any other to 
.create and ensufe the intellectual hegemony or 
the East. lfhe institute revives the splendour 
of Taxila and Naianda, whose glorious memo

ries fired the ambition of his youth. ,/ 
If Dr. Bose has set by his life axl example· 

·of high-souled patriotism, he has also given 

conscious expression to it in many of his. 

speeches. In Madura, he asked, ·~ Are we a 
living nation ? '' and said :-

In travelling all' over the world which I have done·· 
several times, I was struck by two great characteristics
of different nations. One characteristic of certain nation~ 
is living for the future. All the modern nations are 
striving to win force and power from Nature. There is 
another class of men who live on the glory of the past. 
Now what is to be to the future of our nation? Are we 
to live only 'in the glory of the past and die off from the 
face of the earth, or to show that we are worthy des
cendants of the glorious past and to show by our work, 
by our inttllect and by our service that wto are not a 
·decadent nation? We have still a great and mighty 
future before us, a future that will justify our ancestry. 
In talking about ancestry, do we ever realise that the only· 
way in which we can do honour to our past is not to brag
of what our ancestors have done but to carry out ,ln the 
future something as great as, if not greater than, they?-
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Are we to be a living nation; to be prou'd of our ancestry •· 
and to try to win renown by continuous achievements? .. 
These mighty monuments that r see· around me fell us 
what has been done till very recent times. I have travell-
ed over some of the greatest ruins of the Universities of" 
India, I have been to the ruins of the University ofTaxila 
in the farthest corne1· of India, which attracted. ~he people 
of the West and the East. I had , been to the ruins of' 
Nalanda which invited all the West to gain knowledge 
under its intellectual fostering. I had been all there and 
seen them. I have come here. also and I want to visit. 
Conjeeveram. But are you to foster the dead or to try to-
bring back your University in India and drag once more· 
from the rest of the world people who · would come down 
and derive knowledge from India? It is in that way and•' 
in that way alone we can win our self-respect, and we can· 
make our life and the life of the nation worthy. The
present era is the era of Temples of Learning. In' 
order to erectTemples of learning, we .. require all the·· 
offerings of our mighty people. We want to erect temples. 
and viha.1·as, which a1·e so· indispensable to the study·· 
of Nature and her secrets~ It is· a problem whicYI. 
appeals to every thoughtful Indian. It. is· by the effort . 
of the people and by· their ·. gene1·osity that all these 
mighty temples arose ;and now are we to worship the· 
dead ~tones 01· are we to enact Jiving temples so· that the· 
knowledge that has been made in India shall be per-
petuated in India? I receive requests from the different· 
Universities in America and Germany to allo"' students 
from those countries to come and learn the science that· 
had its birth in India. Now is the knowledge to ·pass 
beyond our boundaries, so that, again in future time, we 
have to go to the 'Vest to get back this knowledge, or· 
are we to keep this flame of learning burning all time?• 

DR. BOSE, A SCIENTIFIC MYSTIC 

Even as a scientist, Dr. Bose carries on 
his bro\vs the " calm wisdom of his Vedic
heritage." He is a scientific mystic. In his 
·investigations, he has often· bee~ reminded oc.;· 
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othe symbolic• fresco !n the dim caverns of 
.Ajanta, depicting the cosmic dream of the 
·eternal struggle of light with darkness. As he 
went on, however, he not only succeeded in 

-detaching so often the real from the obscuring 
veil of darkness but came to find an all

,pervading unity in the universe. Every step 
.in advance in this vast simplification-making 
~them all appear as various rhythms and har-
1monies of a single fundamental sequence~ 

-only drove the question deeper:-

"Who i~ he that sits within striking the molecules 
·,thi~ way and that? Or what is he, pare, free, ever 
·the witness? 'Vho interprets the records of strain, 
·using the brain as his galvanometer, and discarding 
.alike the laboratory and its instruments when these 
. no longer please him? " 

He said in concluding his lecture at the 
JRoyal Institution on the lOth of May 1902 : 

"It was when I came upon the mute witness of 
'these self-made record& and perceived in tb"m ene 
,phase of pervading unity that bears withm it all 
things; the mote that quivers in ripples of ligh; the 
teeming life upon our earth, and the radiant suns 

-.that shine above us-it was then that I ·understood 
·:for the first time a little of that~essage proclaimed by 
my ancestors on the banks of the Ganges thirty centuries 

.. ago:-
"They who see but one in ~11 the changing manifold

.:ness ot the uni,.erse, unto them belongs eternal truth• 
·•unto none else, UJito none else." 
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A NEW DISCOVERY 

Sir Jagad~sh made ye~ another. tour to
Europe. In the summer of 1928, he. left for· 
Eurore· in connection with the League of· 
Nations' Meeting in Geneva. A'{ might be
expected, he had an interesting ti~e of it in-. 

England and in the Continent 

Lecturing at the University College, Lon• 
don, before a distinguished gathering of 
eminent scientists, Sir Jagdish/Chandra Bose
announced his sensational~iscoveries with, 
regard to plant life. 'His newly invented 
Recorder revealed the hitherto invisible cellu-
lar throbbings in the interior of plan~ He· 
placed the stem of an ordinary plant in. an 
electric chair and electrocuted it, causing it to-
shudder convulsively until it died. 

~ ... Jagdish Chandra Bose's new experi· 
ments on the movement of sap have complete
ly demolished the old theory that the rise of 
sap was due to transpiration from leaves] ·He 
has previously shown that the sap move· 
ment is active in leafless trees in spring time. 
Experimenting with an isolated stem from: 
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which leaves ancl root~ had: been removed, 
·he ma~e the sap flow up or down at wi\!7 
' Thus the Indian pioneer of science has three 

-times astonished the world with the results of 

ni~ discov~ries,~ on the 2!-q~r.tr o.f iavisi
"ble electric wavesJPen· in revealing the inner 
-and invisible activities of plant life,-Jhiroly, in 
establishing the unique generalizations of the 
·unity of all life. 

From time to time, Sir Jagdish had 
-published the results of his researches in 
-volumes which h~ve received the highest 
-encomiums from ·savants. These valuable 

~~!searches scattered in different books were 
now put in one comprehensive volume 

·entitled ~eMotor Me~hanism of Plants.' 
(Longmans Green & Co.) In the preface to 

·this book, Sir Jagadish recalls that as long ago 
.as 1920, doubts were cast upon the reliability 

-of the results he had obtained, but that a com
mittee of Fellows of the Royal Society, in
-cluding Sir William Bragg and the b.te Sir 
\Villiam Bayliss. reported that they were 
-satisfied that the growth of the plant and its. 
response to stimulation were correctly record-
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·ed by his instruments at a magnification of one 
-to ten million times, 

Sir Jagadish gives in this book a full account· 
-Qf all the experiments he has made, and the. 
1'esults achieved not only with regard to the 
visible external movements but also . to the 
invisible internal movement conc~rned with 

·the propulsion or' the sap. Sir Jagadish has 
a happy knack of explaining abstruse subjects 
·with great lucidity, and his presentation of 
what might appear to the lay reader as a 
'highly technical subject, makes it of absorbing 
interest. 

INFLUENCE ON MODERN THOUGHT 

Mr. Bernard Shaw, afte.r seeing one of B~se'S; 
demonstrations, presented him with a special 
·edition of his collected works bearing the 
inscription " From the least to the greatest 
biologist." Romain Rolland sent him hi~ 

.Jean Christophe with the note " To the 
Revealer of a New \Vorld." . The editor of the 
SPECTATOR of London organized a lunch in 
his honour where the greatest literary peopl~ 
like Galsworthy, Noyes, Rebecca. West, 
..J."'J'orman Angel, Yeats, Brown and others cam~ 
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to offer their congratulations to one who had, irv 
so eminent a degree, enriched human thought~ 
They ask~d him to tell them· the significance
of his discoveries, and the aspirations of India 
and the influences which contributed to the
new renaissance. 

Bose's address in reply ptoduced the most 
profound impression among his distinguished 
audienct! who had no difficulty. in realizing the 
baselessness of the slander against the people 
~f India. that had been circulated for 
propagandist purposes. THE SPECTATOR pub~ 
lished several articles from the pen· of its 
literary editor, who al~o contributed a striking 
art~cle in the FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW i the
following extracts are taken from these

articles: 
" In Bose is seen an invincible, perhaps 

immortal quality which has given a 

permanence to the Indian civilization such as 
no other nation has approached. In Sir 
Jagadis the culture of thirty centuries has 
blossomed into a scientific brain of an order 
which we can not duplicate in the West. We 
find in him a spiritual sense difficult to define. 
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intangible yet evident, pre-eminently of the 
East; the quality out of which all great faiths;' 
have grown, 

He subsequently visited France and Austria. 
where he was entertained by leading scientific
societies. He was given a"great ovation at the
University of Vienna by a large audience which. 
included members of the cabinet and leading 
scientists. 

Welcoming Sir J. C. Bose on behalf of t~e
University, Professor Molisch, Plant Physio
gist, rejoiced that Sir J. C. Bose's wonderfu~ 
discoveries would benefit humanity not merely 

by advancing pure science but by their practi
cal application to agriculture and medicine. 
He said Sir J. C. Bose had the unique distinc
tion of having his revolutionary doctrine
acclaimed in his life-time as testified by his: 
election as an honorary member of the
Academy of Science, Vienna. 

Sir Jagadish also delivered two lectures at 
the Vienna University, which were attended by 
distinguished audiences. In a special lecture, 

eminent physiologists and doctors were 
afforded the opportunity of witnessing his new· 

8 
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-exptrimental methods of testing the efficacy of 

new Indian drugs and reviving activity and 
-animal heat. The audience gave loud expres

sion to their admiration of the demonstrations. 
The conquest of Vienna scientists was so 

-complete that an official letter was addressed 
to the Viceroy of India by the Rector of the 

University of. Vienna that· Sir J. C. Bose's 
researches have opened out a new gate of 
knowledge of the highest theoretical and 

practical importance. 
IN EGYPT 

The interest in Dr. Bose's discoveries was 
so great that H. E.Nakhia Pasha, the Minister of 
Agriculture of Egypt, approached the British 
Foreign Office through the High Commissioner 

saying that the Egyptian Government was 
most anxious for hjs visit to Alexandria and 
Cairo as the guest of Government. H. l\1. the 

King and his officers received him with the 

greatest cordiality, and we read from an 

-account of the tour by Dr. Sircar, who accom

panied the scientist through Europe and 
Egypt, that special arrangements had been 
made for his reception at Cairo where he was 
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>invited to visit all the great educational institu
-tions. The Government also requested ·.Dr. 
'Bose to choose some Egyptian s_cholars as his 

--disciples. 

The most important event in Cairo was, 
lhowever, the great lecture illustrated by 
. demonstration ~hich was ·organised a't the 
!Royal Geographical Society. The larg~ 

. auditorium was filled with all the leading 
·members of the various nationalities, the 
representatives of the _British Unive.rsity, the 
rriembers and the highest offiCials of the 

:tEgyptian Government. "Never was·a contact 
of the East and the West more intimate, and 
·n~ver was the mutual co-operation· between 
· the two in world's prosperity so clearly 
-demonstrated as on that eventful evening~" 
~ading Egyptian paper, Al Mokattam, in 
, referring to Sir J agadish, wrote: "The Orientals 
rejoice at the name of Sir Jagadish Bose by 

·whose efforts new branches of knowledge have 

been opened upon science. Let us draw a 
1Jesson from the genius of Sir Jagadis, and , 
·-strive after his example for the ~elfare of our 
-Country and the welfare of the whole world." 
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RETURN HOME 

After the triumphal tour in Europe and inu 

the near East, Sir Jagadish returned to India in 

September 1928, and was accorded a great. 

ovation in Bombay. " Is there anything you 
cannot do if you put your whole mind to it ?". 

was the stern question put by Sir Jagadish 
replying to an address presented by the Youth, 
League of Bqmbay on landing. 

Sir J. C. Bose observed : 

When a disciple comes to me, I ask him whether he· 
would carry out certain duties to be entrusted to him. 
He generally answers, 'I will try.' That betokens not 
true humility, but cowardice, which seeks a loop-hole oC 
escape. 

It ¥' the habit of w~akness to throw blame on others, 
on the University, on Government on unfavourable cir- · 
cumstances in general. It is not for a man to complain 
of circumstances, but bravely accept them, confront the•n 
and dominate them. Learn once for all to choose what 
you are going to do, and say I will. 

Sir J. C. Bose finally exhorted the youth to· 

get rid of narrow provincialism, attain the· 

highest manhood and womanhood, realise
the privilege of being born at a time when the· 

. country needed them most. Realise, he said, 

there could be no happiness for any one unless 
it was won for all. Pursue the doctrine of· 
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-strength and build up the Greater India, yet to 
.be. 

But the world-famous conclusions of SiJ:" 
Jagadish Bose regarding the similarity of plant 
-and animal nerve tissue were contested byPro f. 

R. H. Dastur,Chief Professo~ of Botanyin the 
.Royal Institute of Science; Bombay~ in. the 
·~ourse of a lecture soon after the return of the 
great scientist. 

Plants and animals, he declared, were 
•radiCally different. Sir Jagadish Bose had 
assigned the role of nervous tissue to the issue 
known as ''phloem," whose main function was 

rthe conduction of food materials. 
Sir Jagadish declined to enter into a challenge 

·with a "mere novice." "The greatest scientists 
1in the world have accepted my theory," he 
·said, "and I can not condescend to enter into 
a controversy with a novice in science.'' "My 
•object," continuedyfagadish "is, to bring 
vthe · Science of the East and of the West into 
-closer affinity for the benefit of humanity.". 

Sir Jagadish has continued to receive in
~creasing ·honours from seats of learning in 

Jndia as well. He was invited by the Allaha-
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bad University to deliver the Convocatioll' 
Address in November, 1928. The Governor,. 
as Chancellor, presided over the C~mvocation 
when the degree of Doctor of Science, lzonoris: 
causa was conferred on him. In introducing 
Sir Jagadish, Sir Malcolm Hailey said if India
could produce such great men as Mr. Gandhi, 
Dr. Tagore and Sir J. C. Bose in spiritual,.. 

· literary and scientific spheres with reputations
which were world-wide, others could follow 
their example. 

Dr. Bose's address to the Convocation 
was marked by an inspiring me_ssage to the
youth of the country, bestirring them to a life· 

ofjction. 
v/.'1t. was action and not passivity, that. was glorified in: 

the heroic India of the past. '!'here can be no happiness. 
for any of us unless it has been won for all. When a great 
call is echoing .through the 'land, we can not1ead a liftl of< 
ignoble ease, or even seek personal salvation. · 
· Go out then in life's great adventure: tile more difficul'-· 
the task, the greattlr is the challenge. When you have· 
gained the vision of a purpose to which you can and'! 
must dedicate yourself wholly, then the closed door-
will open and the seemingly rmpossible will become fully
attainable. · 

BIRTH-DAY CELEBRATIONS 

In the meanwhile, a great movement was. 

;n progress to celebrate, on the 1st December~. 
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Sir Jagadish Bose's 70th birthday. · The 
movement was inaugurated by the leading· 
'intellectuals of the · country in which others: 

eminent in various other· callings joined. The" 
function was held in the Bose Institute where 
had gathered the leading lights of Calcutta. 
and all his students and admirers Thus in 
an enchanting surrounding of flowers and 
plants and of myriads of coloured lights, and 
in a supremely Oriental atmosphere, Sir Jaga-· 
dish and Lady Bose seated themselves 0n. a.. 

raised dais in the lovely garden of the Institute,. 
and received .congratul:ttions from various: 
academical ins~itutions of Calcutta, the prin
cipal UI1iversities of India, the Government of 
India and several other institutions and re-
nowned personages of the world. 

Messages of congratulations were then read 
from Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, and other 
distinguished men and heads of educationa} 
institutions all over India, besides leading 
officials. From abroad, came messages of 

good will from the Editor of the NATURE,. 

Prof. Gobel of Munich University, Sir John. 
Farmer, Romain Rolland, the Egyptian Minis-
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·ter of Agriculture, Mr. Bernard Shaw, Sir 
John Drinkwater and Mr. Evelyn Wrench, 
Editor, .SPECTATOR. 

The Education Minister of the Chinese 
-Government at Nanking cabled as follows: 

Many happy returns to life devoted to discovering 
ultimate truth and mystery of life. 'Vorld looks to you 
to lift science into realm of spiritual reality. All Asia 

:shru·es in your glory. 

Sir Jagadish, in the course of a short but 
feeling reply, said: 

The struggle in which I have been engaged for the 
llast forty years has been to win for India a recognised 
place among the federation of nations by her contri
·butions tor extending the boundaries of knowledge. The 
world is to-day divided into warring hosts thre11tening 
·destruction of civilisation. There is only one other 
.alternative to save the world from ntin, and that is by 
intellectu11l co-operation for the common benefit of man
kind; And this has been the message of the East, 
-the latest expression of which I have just receh·ed from 
<China for lifting ,I!Cience into the realm of spiritual 
reality and declaring that like the unity of all aspiratious 
by which alone continuity of human civilisation can be 

.assured. 

And in a final message to his countrymen 

.and to the people of the \Vest, Sir Jagadish 
~m;nciated his doctrine of strength and of 

~ying hope :- . 
( Who are the people of India ? If one reads the history 
.of tbis country aright, be will realise that India bas a 
great assimilative power by which many races and 
people come to regard this country as their home, and in 
the service of which they gain their highest reward. 
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. l.1is not the lure of the East that calls them, but loyalty 
·to the country of their adoption. There is an Unseen 
Power which presides over the Nation's destiny, and 
guides the onward march of the cliildren Qf this great 
land inspiring them with a: burning faith in 'the renewal 
of India's ancient greatness. It was action and not weak 
passivity that was glorified in heroic India of the past. 

'There can be no happiness for any o£ . us,' .. unless it . has 
b cen won for all ; I would, therefore, urge the doctrine of 

.strength and of undying type. · · 
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BIRTH AND PAR.ENTAGE 

Dr. Prafulla Chandra Ray was born in 1861 
at Raruli-Katipara, a small village now in the
Dis~ulna, of a family well-known for 
generations in that part of Bengal. The vil
lage is . situated on the bank of the river· 
Kapotaksha, immortalised by the great Bengali 
poet, Michael Madhusudan, t in a ~onnet 
written at Versailles. His father, the late· 
Hari~h Chandra Ray, who died in 1894-
at the age of 69-a good Persian scholar 
imbued with the- writings of Sadi and Hafiz 
-was a student of the Krishnagar College" 
in the ealty forties of the last century, 
when-the celebrated Captain D. L. Richard
son was its Principal. He was a well-

*The writer of this sketch has made free use of· 
:sketches of Dr. Ray's life which appeared in the page$
of the "Indian 'Vor!d," the "Calcutta University Maga
zine" and the "Century Review", and also of apprecia
tions written by some of Dr. Ray's pupils notably Mr. 
~'. V. Fernandez. 

t Michael MadhiiS1tdan Dlttt: A sketch of his life and· 
eareer. Price As. 4 (G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras). 
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read man who held enlightened views on. 

many social. questions and was a pioneer·· 
in introducing English education in his·• 
own district~Harish Chandra was a .. 
member of the British Indian Association in 
the early sixties of the last century, and was
well acquainted with, amor.g others, the late· 
Raja Digambar Mitra, Kristo Das Pal,. 
Sishir Kumar Ghosh• and Pandit Iswar

Chandra Vidyasagar/ The local Modell 
Vernacular SchooJi w~ich was' founded andl 
maintained mainly at the expense of the
late Hari!'h Chandra Ray, has now •grown into· 
a Model English High School/ and is located• 
in the very ancestral house of Dr. Ray, for
the up-keep of which he spends annually· 
a handsome amount. This ancestral home· 
ofDr. Ray is more than a century old,. 
and is partly in a dilapidated condition, but~ 
is still considered to be one of the finesL 
buildings in the whole district. 

EDUCATION 

Dr. Ray received his early training at his
father's school; but his father, anxious .that>. 

his sons shoulJ receive the best possible-
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-education, settled down at Calcutta towards 
'i:he end of 1870. Young Prafulla Chandra 
was admitted as a pupil of the Hare School 

---~""' •immediately, and was there for four years. In 
.1874, he got a severe attack of dysentery 
-and suffered from it for nearly two years and, 

·Consequently, was absent from school for 
-a long. period; but he. utilised this time in 

·devouring the contents of a splendid library 
:got together by his father and his eldest 

rbrother. Being of very regular habits and 

·disentangled from the trammels of ordinary 
·school lessons-he kept up his studies without 
let or hindrance, in spite of his malady, and 

:got yassionately,attached to the works of 

~smith~diso~ and some other classical 
"English authors. \Vhen sufficiently re
covered from his malady, he took his admission 

..into the Albert Sc:hool of Calcutta, then in 
-the heyday of its glory under the rectorship 

-of the late Krishna Vihari Sen, and here he 
.at on~e made his mark as a brilliant student. 

From Krishna Vihari young Prafulla Chandra 
.also imbibed a deep and abiding love of 

English literature.,;lt this time, he was 
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a constant listener to the lectures and 
sermons of · Keshub Chandra Sen_ a11d was 
slowly attracted to the Brahmo Samaj of 
which he has been a member since 
1882. At this period of his life (about: 
1875-77),he also caught the enthusiasm inspired. 

by the eloquence of the late ~and a Mohan 

~l!d Su~!lckaUath_Banerjey~:r1d felt 
.the impulses of a higher patriotic life.* 

From 1879 to 1882, he was a student of the
Metropolitan Institution. He has often said: 
that the one fascination he had for joining· 
Vidyasagar's College was )hat he should be
able to sit at the feet o!JBabu Surendranath. 
Beqerjea./Indeed, the exposition of Morley's. 
Burke add Burke's Reflections on the Frenck 
Revolutz(m from the lips of the great Bengalee

orator made a life-long impression on Dr. Ray:. 
All this time, young Ray was also a student of 
the Presidency College (in the Scientific De
partment) where he attended the lectures o(Sir 
John Eliot in Physics and of Sir Alexander 
Pedler in Chemistry. Dr. Ray's father,. 

* Vide " Essays and Discotwses " of Dr. Ra1-
.Article on Ana11da Mohan Bose. 
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•having lost in the mear;time a considerable· 

<portion ~f his ancestral fortunes, was 
1precluded from giving his brilliant son 
'i:he benefit of an education . in England. 
Young Ray, however, slowy and quietly, 
prepared himself for t~ilchrist Scholar
·ship Examinatio0nd it is singular that 
·his father and"' other relations were kept 
-entirely in the dark about his intent~ons, 

his eldest brother alone having been taken 
into his confidence.,./f'n 1882, Ray proceeded 
·to England :ts a Gilchrist Scho~ and studied 
at Edinburgh for six yeay Although his 

·:taste and inclination lay towards English 

.literature and history, he realised that the 

future progress of India was bound 1.1p ~vith 
·the pursuit of science, and thus he gradually 

. allowed himself to be weaned away from his 

.former studies. Gt Edinburgh, he was the 

pupil of the celebrated Peter Guthrie Tait and 
-of Alexander Crum Brown~two mighty in-_. 
-tellects in the departments of Physical Science 
and Chemistry-:-and through their teachings, 
lle shdrtly came to be devotedly attached to 
-the study of Chemisto/ It will be interesting 
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to note here that amongst his fellow-students 
were Prof. James Walker, F,;R.S., of Edinburgh 
-:and the late Prof. Hugh Marshall, F.R.S., of 
University College, Dundee.. Writing from 
the University of Edinburgh, under date 5th 
April, 1888, Prof. Crum Brown states·=-

I have known Dr. P. C. Ray since he came to this 
University in 1882, and have watched his career with 
much interest. Having laid a sound foundation of 
_general scientific knowledge, he devoted himself especial
ly to Chemistry. He took the degree of B.Sc. in . 1885, 
and that of D. Sc. in 1887. He held the Hope Prize 
"Scholarship in Chemistry during the year· 1887-88. He 
worked in the Chemical Laboratories during the Summer 
and Winter Sessions, from 1\Iay 1883 till March 1888, 
latterly assisting Dr. Gibson and myself in the work of 
the Laboratory. As much of his work was done under 
my own observation, I can speak with confide!l'ce as to 
llis ability and knowledge. He has an extensive and 
t!Ound acquaintance with all branches of theoretic 
Chemistry and is a careful and accl!rate analyst. He has 
shown that he has the capacity tor original investiga
tion-his thesis for the degree of D. Sc. being a piece of 
-excellent analytical work, well arranged, and thoroughly 
.and conscientiously carried out. 

" INDIA BEFORE THE MUTINY " 

Although Chemistry literally claimed him 
as her own, Dr. R11y still continued to -be 
a close student of E~lish politics and of 
Indian Economics.,.Atis Essay on India 
.Defore and after the · Mutiny, written on the 
eve of his appearance for the B. Sc. Examina
ti~n at Edinburgj)A>ears impress of matur~ 
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study of Indian problem~. The Essay was: 
warmly appreciaterl at the time, and Principal 
Sir William Muir'pronounced. it as "bearing
mark~ of rare ability.'' ·The leading newspaper 

of. the Scottish capital; the Scotsman, ob
served : • " It is a most . interesting . little
volume, and we do not profess to wonder in 
the least that it. has earned a considerable

_amount of popularity. It contains informa
~ion in reference to. -India which will not 
be found elsewhere, and it is of the utmost 

~otice.'' 
. John-- Bright •. in acknowledging a copy of 
.the booklet,, wrote a long letter. to. the author 
in which hesaid :-

I regret with you ·and condemn the course of Lord 
Dutferin in Burma. n is a renewal of the old system ol 
crime and guilt, which, we had hoped, had been for- ever 
abandoned. There is an ignorance on the pan of the 
public in this country and great selfishness here and in 
India as to our . true interests in ·India .. 'fhe depanures
from morality and true statesmanship will bring about 
calamity and perhaps ruin, which. your :children may· 
.witness and deplore. 

AS PROFESSOR 

· On . his return · tq India, , be. joined. , the· 

Presidency C:ollege of Calcutta as a Professor,. 
and since that year (1889) he has practically-
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confined all his attention to his Chemical• 
researches. · The results of his devotion at the· 
Chemical Laboratory of this College, parti
cularly in the years between 1896-1898, were
embodied in his first scientific publication• 
under the title of "Chemical Research at the· 
Presidency College_/es little brochure· 
was '' affectionatelY inscribed" to " my
friend, Prithwis Chandra Ray, author of the: 
"Poverty Problem in India,'' and at once
established his reputation as a great Indian 
scienli~ In 1904,. he was deputed by
the Government of Bengal· to visit the
principal Chemical laboratories of Europe,. 
and was everywhere received with open 
arms by ch..£mists and <fdva!!Jj) At a meet
ing of the French Academy of Sciences~ 

Mr. Troost welcomed Dr. Ray in words of 
generous appreciation on behalf of that august 
body. 

A CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY 

The story of the foun:Jation and growth of 
the ~ngal Chemical and Pharmaceutical 
Works reads like a romanc~ It has proved 
to the world abroad that Indians possess 

9 
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:a marvellous brain, that in spite of unfavour
oable circumstances, they can build up a vast 
'industry by t?e virtue of their perseverance and 
ienacity.,/fhe B.C.P.W. is a standing monu

'IIlent to the industry and intellectual capacity 
·of Dr. Ray. /He had to fight against enormous 

odds in lay{ng deep the foundation of this busi

ness. " The Bengal Chemical and . Pharma
·ceutical Works had its birth," observed its 

iounder, " in the early struggles in the dark 
oand dingy rooms of a house m Upper Circu-, 
,Jar Road, and it started with the modest sum 

·of Rs. 800." Though he was then a Professor 

-of the Presidency College, his income was only 

Rs. 250 a month. He had in those days to pay 
·off some ancestral debts; besides, his charity 
-was never restricted to one or two students. 

\Vith this meagre income-, he worked wonders 
'in the field of industry. Many young rr.en 

·complain of the lack of sufficient capital to 
carry on business, but here is the con

-cret~ example of one of the greatest sons 
-of Bengal' who managed to establish a 
good business even without sufficient funds. 
One of the many causes of the failure of many· 
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'an indigenous industry in I~dia is the lack 
·of purpose and firm determination. When 
·the wave of Swadeshi enthusiasm passed over 

··the country, there came to light many new 
industries, but how many of them are found 
• now in a prosperous condition ? How many 
have survived in the struggle for existence ? 

'Their number can be counted on one's fingers. 
·The industry set up by Dr. Ray many years 
·before the Swadeshi awakening, however, is 
·still as full of hope a_nd promise as ever. 

That " dark and dingy ,.. room saw the 

'birth of this new industry. There could be 
found in those days various utensils strewn 
about, containing sulphuric acid here arid 
nitric acid there, all in tht: process· of distilla-

. tion. The young workers were busy making 
a thousand and one things and carrying out 

·experiments. 
Fortunately for Dr. Ray, he received the 

-co-op~ration and assistance of a few able 
workers, who were ready to do their " bit " 
for the benefit of chemical industry in India. 

First came his old friend, e,. Amulya 

-:Charan Bos'e) He was a sincere worker in 
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this field. He assisted Dr. Ray with all his: 
heart and never looked for gain. Actuated< 
by the love of country, his aim was always
free from gross personal motives. Another 
young worker, Satish Chandra Sinha, joined 
them soon after passing the M. A. Examina

tion. He was really a martyr to the cam•e of: 
science, for shortly after, he died of prussic acidr 
poisoning. Another silent worker was Prof. 

Chandra Bhusan Bhaduri, who never adver-
tised himself. It has been maintained that 
when the story of the development of the
chemical industry in Bengal comes to be

written, his name is sure to obtain a high rank.. 
as one of the early promoters and pioneer5.J / 

Thus the Company, origina~l started as :.· 
small private concern for the manufacture oti

medicines and other chemica preparation~ 
has now rapidly increased its many.si~ 
activities. Year after year, the Company made· 

large ·strides, and now it stands ason~f the
most successful industries in Indj/ As we

have said before, the Company was, at first, . a 
private concern, but as the field of its activity

began to expand rapidly, Dr. Ray did not 
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•think it proper to keep the whole income to 
himself. His patriotism prompted him to 
make it a limited company, throwing ~pen its 

·£hares to all. . 
"It has always been a fixed principle with 

.the Directors of this t;9siness," said Dr. Ray, the 
Founder-Directo~ not to take in any Qne as a 
chemist whose knowledge is not up to tht! M. Sc. 

-standard of our U nivers~ ~he Comp~ny 
ihas now a number of expert chemists working. 

• ' l' ' 

They are all former students of Dr. Ray. Here 
is an industry which has been conceived, ini~ 

rtiated, and managed solely by Bengali ·brains, 
energy and pluck, and it ha:s never been neces
sary to call in the aid of any foreign" experts." 

As Dr. Travers of the Indian Scientific 

1nstitute said, the Bengal Chemical Works 
<is a piece of research work for which Professor 
Ray and Mr. C. Bhaduri ought to be proud. 
1n the words of the same authority, " the con
·struction and management ot the works is 
rthe . work of the past students from. the 
Chemistry Department of the Presidency 

•College, acting under the advice of these 
;gentlemen. The design and construction of 
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the sulphuric acid plant and of the plant: 
required for the preparation of drugs· and, 

other products involved a large amount oF 
research work of the kind which is likely to
be of the greatest service to this country •. 

and does the greatest credit ,to )hose con-
cerned," (CENTURY REVIEW./" 

LITERARY INTERESTS 

Dr. Ray is a man of many interests •. 
He has not been content with only building: 

up an industrial concern but takes a keen. 
interest in Bengali literature and is himself. 

·a careful student of y:;ome years ago, he.
was called upon to preside over the Provin

cial Literary Conference in which he read a•. 

remarkable pa~~r ~the " Piace of Science· 
in Literature.::/'He has contributed many
articles to several Bengali periodicals, besides. 

writing occasionally to the English press in• 
India. 

Of Shakespeare, Dr. Ray is immoderately· 

fond, and is never tired of reading and re-

* For a translation of the paper, see "Essays and Dis-
courses, etc." 
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reading his works. Emerson, Carlyle, Epictetus. 

a. nd Ma~Aurdius have deeply tinged his. 
life..,..,.--Ilis favourite novels are those of 
Thackeray, George Eliot and Dickens,-he· 
cannot tolerate any present-day nevelists-not. 

even Hall Caine or ~.1arie Corelli. ,,/ . ·,;/·' 

DR. RAY's RESEARCHES AND· J')1SCO:VERIES 

It was in December, 1895, that Dr. Ray
rose to fame and became . known to the 
scientific world by his (!tebrated discovery oC,. 
mercurous nitrltJ. In his presidential addresS: 
delivered bef((r'e the Asiatic Society in 1896,. 
Mr. (now Sir Alexander) Pedler said :-"Dr. 
P. C. Ray, by his discovery; of the method of 
preparation of this compound, has filled up a 

blank in our know ledge of the mercury series.:;,. 
The reactions of nitric acid with mercury 

have been a favourite subject with the 
chemists since the 15th century A.D., if not 
earlier. Dr. Ray, htlwever, was the first not: 
only to point out distinctly but to isolate the

. initial product, namely " mercurous nitrite~ 
This remarkable discovery is now almost a 

matter of ancient history, but how it was wel
comed, and received at the ·time will be-
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-evident from the extracts given from two 

:scientific journals quoted below :-
NATURE, 28th May, 1896, thus reviewed Dr. 

Ray's discovery of Mercurous Nitrite:-

The J01~rnal of the Asiatic Society oj Bengal can 
:scarcely be said to have a place in our Chemical Libra
ries; the current number, however, contains a paper by 
Dr. P. C. Ray of the Presidency College, Calcutta, on 
mercurous nitrite, that is worthy of note. During a 
,preparation of mercurous nitrate by the action of dilute 
nitric acid in the cold on mercury, yellow crystals were 
·deposited which, upon '!xamination, proved to be mercn
.rom~.nitrite. The analysis proved somewhat difficult ...... 
~ fact, that the llitrite is stable in strongly 
acid solutions, is an additional proof of the 
views held by Dr. Divers as to the " nitronic " 

•Constitution of the nitrites of · copper, mercury and 
'bismuth. The stability of silver nitrite towards 
.nitric acid has already been noticed by Acworth and 
.Armstrong, and by Russell, and the behaviour of mercu
-rous nitrite is closely analogous. Dr. Ray proposes, in a 
.subsequent ,communication, to give the results of an 
.attempt to prepare fatty nitro-derivatives from this com
pound. 

THE CHEMIST AXD DRUGGIST of London, 

:25th July, 1896, observed:-

It has been left to a Bengali chemist, Dr. P. C. Ray, 
~o demonstrate that the not unfamiliar yellow crystalline 
·deposit that is obtained by contact of dilute ·nitric acid 
with mercury in the cold is met·curous nitrite. The 
·substance is not so much as mentioned in "Roscoe" 
oand ·~ Schorlemmer," nor is .. there any , refw:ence to it in 
"'' "\Vatt's Dictionary of Chemistry." Dr. Ray's discovery 
:hreen well received in Chemical circles • 

./Among the famous chemists of Europe, Sir 
Henry Roscoe and M. Berthelot were the first 

' 
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to congratulate Dr. Ray and welcome . his 

-discovery. 
Mercurous nitrite ·has proved to be the 

iruitful parent of · an interesting series of 

·COmpounds, and during the last quarter 
-ol a century, Dr. Ray, singly or in. co~ 
·<>peration with his pupils; has been incessantly 
-busy in working them up. To an average 
lay reader, the details of these. dis-

<overies may not prove intelligible, and we 
-shall therefore content ourselves with present
>ing the outstanding features of some of them • 
.One very striking outcome · of the earlier 
researches in this field . has been ·the esta
blishment .of an identity in the pr erties 
-of" monad" mercury and silver.' t was· at 
.a meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 

1907 that Dr. Ray read a short paper entitled 
;" silve~ mercuroso·mercuric oxynitrate," and 
.a more elaborate account of the subject based 
'Upon further investigations appeared in the 

jOURNAL OF THE CHEMICAL SOCIETY OF 

LO:!IODON. 
Dr. Ray's researches have all along shown. that 

·univalent mercury should be placed side by· side with 
·•ilver, and his latest paper adduces most convincing 
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proof in this direction. He has at last succeeded in. 
preparing a compound of univalent mercury in which 
a portion of this metal is isomorphoU:sly replaced by
its analogue, silver. This isomorphous or. to adopt the . 
happy language of the greatest living authority on the 
subject, Groth-'vicarious' substitution of mercury by· 
silver, will, no doubt, be welcomed by the scientilico · 
world. Why should one and the same metal play this
sort of double role? We are at the dawn of a new 
chemistry. Sir W. Ramsay has shown that radium is
slowly transformed into helium. Possibly the 20th. 
century is destined to throw a flood of light on the· 
duality as also on the transmutation of metals.-The· 
EMPIRE. 

It was no mean compliment which the late 
Professor Divers, P. R. S., paid to Dr. Ray's. 

researches when, in a paper read before the 
Society of Chemical Industry in 190-t. on the 

dissolution of metals in nitric acid, he made the· 
following introductory remark: 

The occasion for presenting the theory in a more 
developed form to the Society has been given by the 
reading last month to the Chemical Society of the 
important paper on mercurous nitrite by Prof. Ray of· 
the Presidency College, Calcutta.--Jot:Bll. Soc. CBEH. L-w_ 

The limited space at our disposal forbids 
our following in detail the substance of some 
80 ~emoirs on the s~ject of the' nitrites,.. 

and ' hypo-nitrites. \,l!'he important discovery 
of the ' amine 'nitrites by Dr. Ray and his 

co-worker, Mr. Jitendranath Rakshit, deserves,. 

however, more than a passing noti• e, 

and we cannot do better than quote the brief" 
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but graphic notice of it which appeared in the-
columns of a Calcutta print at the time :-

The very preliminary note on methylammonium. 
nitrite by Dr. Ray and Mr. Jitendranath Rakshit whi1•h:. 
was read at the last December meeting of the Asiati~ 
Society has not, we are afraid,. attracted the attention 
it deserves. The authors with commendable,· 
unobstruslveness announce in this communication the· • 
preparation of a new compound which is destined to~ 
be hailed in the chemical world as a sta•·tling discovery. 
Sir \\'illiam Ramsay, if our memory serves us light, .. 
has somewhere aptly said that a chemical process
involveij a marriage of elements (and of compounds
as well). Now the chemical union of methylamine • 
and nitrous acid has been the despair of successive" 
generations of chemists; all the attem1-ts · to bring· 
them together under the matrimonial yoke have hither- -
to failed, as these two compounds are· mutually des- · 
tructive of each other and their inter-action almost · 
lnstantaneonsly results in the formation of methyl--
alcohol and liberation of nitrogen. Indeed, this very-
reaction, as every tyro in organic chemistry knows, is . 
made use of for diagnosis of ptimary amines. 'fhe• 
authors have evidently proved to be efficient chemical 
match-makers, as in their hands meth;rlamine and . 
nitrous acid have not forgotten their antagonistic • 
properties, but have agreed to be united in chemicaL t 
wedlook, giving rise to a beautiful crystalline yellowish 
compound. We understand that Dr. Ray has already· 
been the recipient of warm congratulations from eminent . 
English chemists, and it would seem almost impertinent·. 
to add our own. It is believed that since the discovery 
of mercurous nitdte by Dr. Ray in 1895, a preliminary-
account ot which was also communicated to the Asiatic 
Society at the time and which at once made the name of" 
its discoverer known to the scientific world, the labori
ous researches in the Chemical Laboratory of the Presi-
4e~ollege have not been rewarded with so rich a find .. 

\, .. ••"'Another most important discovery was the 
preparation and volatilisation of ammonium.. 
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·t·nitrite. The " Annual Report on the Progress 
.. of Chemistry,'' issued by the Chemical 

.Society, which embodies the most important 
·contributions on the subject by the chemists 
·throughout the world, thus noticed in succes

' sive issues the significance of the Bengalee 
·Chemist's discoveries from 19()4. onwards: 

Ray has obtained mercuric nitrite by the interaction 
·.of mercuric chl01ide and silver nitJ.ite. 

Ray has continued his researches on the nitJ.ites 
• discussing the conditions influencing the formation of ten 

ditl'ere11t products of the action of nitric acid on mercury. 
· This. author has also prepared the nitrites of alkali 
. and alkaline earth metals. which are formed by the inter
.. .action of the chlorides on silver nitrite. The solutions of 
· these nitrites may be evaporated in contact with 
·.the air without undergoing oxidation. These nitrites 
i have a yellow colour, the d<'pth of which increases 
· with the atomic weight of the metal. :Mag::esium 
'nitrite is the least stable of those ot the alkaline 
·.earths forming, as mag-nesium does in many other 
.. cases, a link between the nitrites of zinc and cad-

mium and those of calcium, strontium, and barium. Ray 
. and Ganll"uli have recently descl'ibed two varieties ot 
. silver nitrite.-ANli'C..U. RJ.:PORT1 1905. 

Continuing his patient study of the nil.lites, P. C. 
Ray has shown that, if a solution of ammonium nitrite is 

>·heated in a vacuum, very 'little gas is evolved below 40 ° ; 
on cooling, most of the salt crystallises If the tempe

crature is raised to 70 ". slow decomposition takes place, 
·but a considerable quantity of the salt appeal'S as sub-
1limate.-ANNU..U. REPORT, 1909. 

Ray, in his long and painstaking researches on the 
"nitl'ites, has studied the etl:'ect of adding various nitrates 
in small quantity to nitric acid while it is allowed to act 
-on mercury. It has been found, whilst the nitrates ot 
'sodium, potassium and manganese have an accelerating 
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effect on the action, ffrric nitrate had a distinctly retat·d-
ing effect.-ANNtJAL REPORT, 1911. 

During his subsequent visit to England, . 
• Dr. Ray took advantage of the opportunity to·· 

read two papers on his latest resea~ches. ~ 
paper on the " -v-apour density of ammon_ium. 
nitrite" has won the admiration of eminent· 
chemists. We: can. onlymake. room; for two .. 
short extracts bearing upon the subject :-

THE CHEMIST AND DRUGGIST of 6th June, . 
1912, wrote :-

Dr. V. H. Veley, in welcoming Prof. Ray, said he was. 
an illustrious representative of a great Aryan nation,_ 
which had attained f high degree of civilisation and dis
covered many chem10al processes when this country was 
but a dismal swamp. Professor Ray had shown, contrary·· 
to text-books, statements that ammonium nitrite could be 
obtained in a stable crystalline condition and volatilised. 
He concluded by paying a warm tributl) to Dr. Ray &nd· . 
his pupils for their valuable researches on ammonium- -
and the amine nitrites. The chairman also extended, on 
behalf of the Society, a hearty welcome to Prof. Ray,_ 
endorsing Dr. Veley's remarks. 

NATURE, August 15, 1912, remarked :

Prof. P. C. Ray •has added to his success in preparing -
ammonium nitrite in a tangible form, a further accomc-· 
plishment in determining the vapour density of this very-
fugitive compound. 

" l{ISTORY OF HINDU CHEMISTRY ". 
We have not space here to notice more in 

detail the contributions of Dr. Ray to the-
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·-chemical world. But no reView of his life and 
·work can be complete without a reference to 
hi!t .monumental work, The History of Hindu 

·Chemistry, in which he has completely proved 
·to the world at large, by reference to old 

Sanskrit texts, the antiquity of ,the know-

1ledge of Chemistty in this country. ~h{ 
1-first volume of the " History" appeared in 
·1902 as a result of the persistent study and 

··toil of fifteen years, and was so favourably re
--ceived that it was necessary to publish a 
--second edition in 1905. · The second volume 

-eame out about five years• after the first. 

M. Berthelot, the illustrious French Chemist, 
·reviewed the first volume of the work at 

··considerable length in the columns of the 
jOURNAL DES SAVANTS. \Ve quote the 

concluding lines : 
A new and interesting chapter has been added to the 

chistory of sciences and of human thought. 

The Vice-Chancellor of the· Durham Uni

versity, in conferring on him the honorary 

degree of D. Sc., said in 1912 :-
A keen and successful investigator, he has long made 

lhis mark by contributions to scientific periodicals, both 
~English and German, but his fame chiefly rests on his 
_-.monumental • History of Hindu Chemistry'--a work of 
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-which both the scientific and linguistic attainments are 
oe<lually remarkable, and of which, if of any book, we 
•may pronpttnce that it is definitive. 

~that great German author, Hermann 
:Schelenz, one of the greatest of the living· 
;authorities on Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and 
author of the History of Pharmacy (" Geschi~. 
<:hte der Pharmazie ") went into 'ecstacy over 
Dr. P. C. Ray's History of .Hindu Chemistry, 
:and authoritatively declared as his deliberate 
oQpinion that the mastery of chemical processes, 
:as elaborately described in the Hindu work, 
Rasaratnasa11tztc!tchaya, upon which Dr. Ray 

has copiously drawn in his History, shows that 
the Hindu chemists were far ahead of their 
European contempo.raries of the 13th and 14th 

·centuries A. 0n order to introduce our 
'l"eaders to the subject matter of this book, we 
can do n0 better than quote a few sentences 
from a translatian of the review of the work 
which appeared in the JOURNAL AsiATIQUE 

oQVer the signature of that eminent scholar 
:and orientalist, !lions. Sylvain Levi of Paris. 
Hewrites:-

In his first ovolume, Mr. Ray has given a picture ol 
t.be cbemi.ea1 knowlallge of ancient India, which be 
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divides into four periods : the Ayurvcdic period, froDll 
the pre-Buddist era to about 800 A. D. ; the Transitional< 
period from 800 to 1100 A.D.; the Tantric.period, from. 
1100 to 1300 A.D.; the intro-chemical period from 1~ to· 
1550 A. D. In the :firs~_-e-eriod, he places_ Cfiaraka, .,8\tsruta,, 
the Bower Mss. and~Y3ghbhatta ; in tlle second, Vrinda 
and,?haltrapani ; in the third,yR,asarnava; in the fourth,. 
Ra.saratnasamuehchaya. To this list have been added 
a few monographs and a collection of Sanskrit te."tts .. 
The second volume may be regarded as the continuation 
of the :first. The author has, during this interval,. 
discovered or secured new materials, whic has enabled 
him to throw further light ' upon the questions: 
previously taken up for solution n particular, the· 
Rasaratnakam of Siddha Nagatjuna has floated before
his vision as the figure of the great Buddhist philosopher· 
who has acted so powerfully upon Indian thoughts. lru 
this treatise on alchemy, N agatjuna comes in as a· friend' 
of king Salivahana-a connection which has the support· 
of an old tradition, as a~lso his disciple, Ratnaghosa,. 
whose name, though as yet u own, has the probability 
of bein~ a real personage chemy was introduced into 
the sph.,re ot Buddhism by Nagatjun, which was almost 
neglected up till his time. Mr. Ray has undeniably
proved, not without suprise, the grand role· played by 
Buddhist monks in alchemy and the prepondelJI*IIg part. 
of Buddhism in the Tantric literature. ~ru in the 
thirteenth century, a Hindu Chemist, named Gobinda-· 
charya, author of Rasascera, declares to haw composed hi>~' 
work "after having derived his information :firom Budd
hist sources," as also "from the Buddhists of Tibet." Mr. 
Ray slso notices a good many Hi'nd'u chemicali 
'fantras and gives a summary of them, an9'-eontinues the· 
list to about the seventeenth century. ~e conclusion at· 
which Mr. Ray arrives is that Indiaa. aJ.chem!f il ofi 
indigenous orgin. 

The concluding words 
will be ever memorable as 

oi lu.is Hi~tory 
the sombre but 

ennobling reflections of one of the choicest of 
those who "se~rched truth with many a sigh ~ .. 

v 
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It is with mingled feelings that I mark the hour ot 
my final deliverance from a self-imposed task which has. 
occupied all my spare time during the last 15 years and .. 
more, feelings not unlike those which· overpowered the·· 
Historian of the Roman Empire. 'fhe reader, I hope, will 
forgive me if I venture to give ex!'~sion to them in the• 
words ofEclward Gibbon himself\/! will not dissemble the; 
first emotions of joy on the recovery of my freedom •. * • 
But my pride was soon humbled and a sober melancholy· 
was spread over my mind, by. the idea that I had taken 
an everlastiilg leave of an old and agreeable companion.' 
'fhe Hindu Nation with its glorious past and vast .Iaten~· 
potentialitie~ may yet look fonvard to a still more glorl-' 
ous future, and if the perusal of these lines wil!-haye the 
effect of stimulating my countrymen to strive for regai~ 
ing their old position in the· intellectl~al hierarchy ot. 
nations, I shall not have laboured in vain. 

AS A TEACHER AN'V FOUNDER OF .A 

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY 

As a teacher of young me'!- for .over a 
quarter 9f a century and having intimate ·as!. 
sociation and cl'>se familiarity • with· a larg6 
number of students, . Dr. Ray holds that the 
Bengaii '., intellect is second to none in rich~ 
ness and ·•.fertility, 'though, unfortunately, it: 

ripens· rather _to~early and decays very 
prematurely. JY'is stated that the Bengali 
youth ·tacks the ·characteristic go, pluck, de.:. 
termination and the close application of the 

' youths of Europe and Japan. The Bengali, 
according to Dr. Ray, seldom brings to 
bear upon anything sustained and life-long 

10 
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·devotion and tenacity of purpose-his enthu

,giasm is short-lived and is of a flashy and 
·dashing nature. 

Dr. Ray has been loved and adored by his 
,gtudents very much in the ancient Iudian 

5pirit. On the eve ol his retirE-ment from the 
Presidency Co1lege, his students presented 
lhim with an address of farewell in which they 
said:-

. Your place in the college, sir, we are afraid, can never 
'be filled. Men will come and men will go, but where else 
.can we possibly expect to find again that sweetness of 
disposition, that vigour of simplicity, that unwearied 
spirit of service, that broad-based culture, that wisdom in 
deliberation and debate which, for the space of thirty 

,years or more, endeared you so much to your pupils? 
Yours was, sir, indeed no small achievement. Your 

way of life, with its distinct Indian traits recalled ns to 
~he sweet and simple and manly days of Indian attain
ment. You have been to us, all through, a guide, philo
.sopher and friend. Easy of access, ever-pleasant, ever
willing to help the poor and needy student with your 
.counsel and your purse, living a life of sturdy, celibate 
simplicity, with a genuine patriotism, not loud but deep, 

_you have been to us an ancient Guru, re-born, a light and 
an inspiration from the treasure-house of old Indian 
.spirituality. 

Dr. Ray has always reciprocated the love of 

'his studeats, and it has been his practice for 

5ome yeats past to invite some of his advanced 

pupils to take part in his research work, As 

the fascination grows, these young aspirants 
become devoted to the. cause of original 
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•<investigation and stick to the work. Year 
. after year, their number has been increasing, 

'till practirally a school of chemists has now 
·been established in Calcutta without any fuss 
·or ado. We can :measure the success of Dr. 
<Ray's school when we see that the journals of 
• Chemistry now-a-days contain rather frequent 

•Contributions of genuine merit either from him· 
·or his pupils whom he has literally trained 
and inspired. The May and August numbers 
•for 1911, of the Transactions of the Chem~cal 
.:Soct'ety, London, contain simultaneously five 
. contributions from him and his pupil~. S~arcely 
. a month elapses without some additiona~ dis
. coveries of his or his pupils. His. own con-

. · tributions up-to-date have been close -.:rpon 
. eighty, and his work has thrown a flood of 
:light on the chemical constitution of many of 
·the more important compounds of nitrites. 
·Truly, like Chevereul and Faraday, this great 
. oriental savant has chosen research work in 
• preference to money-making, and well has 
:Professor Sylvain Levi of Paris remarked in 
-the course of his review of the Histo.ry of 
. Hindu ChemistY)', " that his laboratory is the 
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nursery from which issue forth the chemists of
new India.'' 

HIS STUDENTS AND THEIR RESEARCHES 

Among those who have taken part in carry-
ing on researches with Dr. Ray either as: 
scholars, advanced students or voluntary 

workers,. may be mentioned the names of" 

Jatindranath Sen, Premchand Roychan'd, Schol

ar in Chemistry (now Professor at the Pusa • 
Agricultural Institute) ; Atul Chandra Gan-
guli (now Professor of Chemistry, Ravenshaw· 

College); Pancha.nan Neogi, Premchand Roy
chand, Scholar in Chemistry (now Professor of· 

Chemistry, Rajshahi College); the late Atuf1 

Chandra Ghose, M.A., who was appointed Pro
fessor of Chemistry in the Dyal Singh College,. 
Lahore ; Hemendra Kumar Sen, who has also· 

won the blue ribbon of the Calcutta Univer-
sity in Che::nistry on the strength of a thesiS-' 
under "the new regulations; Jitendranath> 
Raskshit, collaborator of Dr .. Day in the re-

searches on the amine nitrites, etc., Rasiklai1 

Datta, Nilratan Dhar, Manik Lal Dey and J. C •. 
Ghosh. 
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The work of Rasiklal Datta makes a· record 
iin the history of chemical science in new 

Jndia." \Vhile yet a junior 5th year student, 

the discriminating eye of his Professor singl.:d 
him out to work in co-operation with him on 

rthe subject of the benzyl an~ allylammonium 
,nitrites. Within an incredibly short time, he 

'succeeded in preparing several cqmpounds, 

·of this series, but he found time also to make 
.independent discoveries of his own, some of 

•which are of surpassing interest. The dis

·Covery of a very large number of new com

rpounds can be put to his credit. 

No less· brilliant have been the achieve

rments of Nilratan Dhar in the domain of 
:Physical Chemistry. Dr. Ray was seriously 
handicapped in his investigations on the 

•nitrites for not being able to measure their. 

·~lectric conductivities and other physical 
,properties. This young student almost in his. 

teens, who had just won laurels in the B.Sc. 

·examination, at once came forward for the 
•relief of his teacher. Dhar's investigations on 

·the conductivities of the nitrites as also the 

.determination of their other physical constants· 
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are calculated to throw much light on their· 
constitution. The brunt of the tedious work;; 

on the determination of the vapour density of 
ammonium nitrite devolved on him. Dhar
has also published an elaborate investigation• 
on the constitution of complex salts, based on
Werner's Theory, for publication in the
ZITCHRIFT FUR UNORGANISCHE CHE.h-IIE. In
reply to an address pesented to Dr. Ray by
the in~abitants of his native District-Jessore
Khulna-he thus bore testimony to the quality 

of the contributions of young Datta and· 

Dhar:-

As regards the numerous doubles of copper, silver,. 
mercury, cadmium, etc., discovered by Datta, it is enough• 
to say thatl myself would have been proud to be their:
discoverer, but I am prouder still when I reflect that the· 
discovery has been made by a pupil of mine. • • • • 
I look upon it as a manifestation of Divine Grac11 that a.
Rasikl!\1 Datta or a Nilmtan Dhar has at last been pro
duced in the soil of Bengal. 

Dr. Ray has been heard to assert with·· 

some degree of confidence that Rasiklal Datta• 

and Nilratan Dhar are fairly on the way t() 

earning for themselves a European reputation 

as chemists. 
Kshitihushan Bbaduri, Research Scholar, bas been• 

engaged in investigation on the active principles on• 
some of the Indian W.·ugs, and his labours have alreadr 
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been rewarded by the isolation of some glucosides, e.g.,. 
of 'andrographis paniculata.' He has also prepared 
some interesting ••ompounds of acetylene with copper
thiosulphate. 

'Hemendra Kumar Sen with Biman Iiehary 
Dey, M.Sc., has, in addition to his co-partner

ship wiih Dr. Ray, described apew method of 
the estimation of nitrites. . 

An interesting method fo~ the estimation . of nitriti~ 
nitrogen by B. B. Dey and H. K. Sen depends on the use 
of hydrazine sulphate .. When excess of the latter is. 
allowed to act on a solution of any ionised nitrite,. 
nitrogen, nitrous oxide and ammonia re8ult. 

* * * If the re-action is allowed to toke place in a nitrometer,. 
the nitrous oxide may be removed by washing with water· 
and the residual nitrogen measured. The method has 
been successfully applied to some fifty nitrites, including: 
tetramythyl ammonium nitrite and benzylamine nitrite,. 
as well as the nitrites of the alkalis: alkali earths, and• 
beavy metals. On the otlu~r hand, .amyl nitrite,. and, in 
general, non-ionised nitrites do not give' rise to any 
eYo\ution of gas when brought in contact wtih hydrazine. 
sulphate. 

• • • 
1'he action of iron and nickel on the behaviour oi 

hY"'ogen with va1ious substances has been studied by 
Neo~; and Adhica1i. 'l'he authors were unable ta 
confira the statement of Ramsay . and Young that iron. 
was ab~ to bring shout some union between nitrogen. 
a~d by r .. en, ahhongh reduced iron as well as iron. 
w1re were tried, and at varying temperatures and 
different dcg,es of dryness.-Annual Report for 1917. 

Hemendra }-..,mar Sen and Priyadaranjan Ray 
have also stud.-J the interaction of hydrazine 
sulphate and fe.;cyanide of iron. ·The re
sults of their resea1'1es have been published 
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,in ZEITS. ANORG. CHEM. It was while conti

'lluing this work that Priyadaranjan met with a 
1:errible accident due to explosion of hot sul

phuric acid. This young chemist who secured 

the first place in the M.A. examination in 
-chemistry has a1ready shown all the capacities 
that go to the making of a chemist. 

Haridas Sen; an M.Sc .. student, has dis

.Covered an iuteresting compound, " zinoso
zincic chloride." He has also prepared 
in co-operation with R. L. Datta a remark- · 

able series ·of double sulphates of barium 

and heterocylic bases. 

Saratchandra Jana, M.Sc., 

Scholar, has, in• collaboration 

Ray, determined the vapour 

Research 
Dr. 

'.' ammonium nitrate;" the patience, dilig e 
and manipulative skill of a high order ich 
h~ is bringing to bear upon the subj speak 

volumes in his favour. The followJ extract 

from Dr. Ray's address on the/~rogress of 
-chemistry in Bengal in 1916 • ..( contains an 
account of the work done v' the latest re_ 

-cruits of his school :-
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Last yea1· has been altogether an ·eventful one .. It. 
may be a little more than a year. Three Doctorates 
"have been conferred on our students .. Dr. Rasiklal 
Datta is the first Doctor of Science in the Calcutta 
University in Chemistry. It is no breach of confidence, 
and I am divulging no official secret when I say that 
in presence of our worthy Registrar {Dr. Bruhl)-1 am 
afraid that is adding to the enormity of the crime
(langhter) one of the Referees to whom Dr. Datta's 
paper was submitted said that his work ma1·ked a 
1·ecord In Chemical researches in . India. But I am 
placing myself under the purview qf the official 

;.Secreis Act. Gentlemen, those who know Dr. Datta 
need not be told of the intlinsic value of his work. He 
has contributed some two dozen valuable papers 
.Jlnd perhaps more. Then the Degree of Ph. D. 
has been COJ\fcn·ed on Professor Panclianan Neogi. Again 
the Degree of D. Sc. of the London University has been 
conferred on :Mr. Nilratan Dhar, and Dr. Bruhl had an· 
opportunity of knowing him. -

• • • • 
One of the most remarkable papers · is that of Mr • 

. Jnanendra C}landra Ghose. I may be allowed to say that 
it is a contribution which marks a new era in the subject,· 
namely, the Abnormality of strong Electrolytes. It is a 
rema1·kablc paper. This is the subject in which Van't 
hotr, Anhenins, Ostwald and many migllty workers 
have racked their brain. But it was left to Mr. Ghose to 
work out the Law which gives full explanation of the 
phenomenon. His first paper covers about 9 pages but it 
has been followed by anothe1· of18 pages, and a third com
munication l1as also been made. These papers will throw 
a flood of light on one of the most interesting subjects 
in the domain of Physical Chemistry .. To Dr. Nilratan 
DhRr al•o belongs the credit of being the pioneer in th" 
field of Physical Chemistry in our lRnd and of pointing 
out to our young enthusiastic friends the way to this 
fruitful line of research. Mr. Jnanendranath Multeljee 

·},ae published suggestive papers on Colloid Chemistry • 
. llr. Manik Lal Dey has just read a paper with experi
ments on a new phototropic salt. Its potentialities in the 
field of photography are obvious. These young scientists 

--the future hopes of our )and-have kept up the fire 
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and we expect many interesting contrib-utions from them. 
I am not going to tire yonr patience by going into 
details of their researches. It is not my custom to take· 
notice of any paper unless it has been accepted for publi-
cation in the leading Journals of Enrope and America. 
We cannot afford to pAss judgment on the work done by 
our own students unless it has received the stamp of the
learned societies abroad. 

Dr. Ray has attained fame, and has ren
dered services to the cause of. knowledge 

of which he and his countrymen may well be

proud. But he values no part of his work 
more than the .training of the disciples who 
have been attracted to him by his magnetic 

personality. As we have seen, some of them 
have very early in life, and with the limitations: 
so numerous, won for th~mselves an interna
tional reptuation. Like the true Guru that 

he is, Prof. Ray deems these young workers in 

the cause of Science the richest legacy to 

bequeath to his country and the world. 
He observed in a !>peech at Madras that,. 
talking of his disciples, he was reminded of 
the Great Mother of those immortal Romans 

who said that her children, the two Gracchi .. 

were her richest gloty. He quotes too with 

an exalted humility the ancient saying of our· 
scriptures : 
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Men should desire victory everywhere; but they
should coyet defeat at tlw hands of their pupils. 

Mr. F. V. Fernandez, a pupil.of Dr. Ray,_ 

who is also joint author with him of an im· 

portant research, wrote an account of the
,, IQc!ian School of Chemistrv" in THE PRESI

DENCY COLLEGE MAGAZINE from which we

quote only the introductory and the con-

eluding portions:-

"La cbimie est tme science fran Caise. Elle fut cons-'
tituec par Lavoisier, d'immortellie memoire"; thus 
began Wmiz his famous "Dictionary of Chemistry,"' 
and at the time when this dogmatic assertion was . 
made, It seemed to require no word of apology from the 
author, so universally was the debt owed to the great : 
master recognised by the scientific world. Yet we find 
that, within a few years, dissentient voices rose and' 
darkened the halo that was surrounding the name
of Lavoisier. 'Vhen men were loyal to the memory of: 
their benefactors, Lavoisier was the creator of the · 
science of Chemistry, the reformer who taught chemists . 
new paths of inquiry, the founder of a school of mathe
matical exactitude. But the searching spirit of .. 
Germany has proved to its satisfaction that the· 
Frenchman was only a recogniser of chemical doctrine · 
whose " great achievement consisted in abolishing old I 
prejudices and in the masterly application ot scientific' 
principles to the explanation of chemical processes,_. 
This is about all the credit which Lavoisier gets at·. 
the present time in some of the German schools. 

If such is the fate of one of the greatest master- · 
minds of the world, what judgment can we expect from, 
the future on the work of the Hindu savant, who has-· 
revived the scientific t•aditions of his country ? He is • 
not a Lavoisier, and yet mrough his efforts, the Jand-1 
of Nagaljuna has renewed activities which Jay dor· 
mant for centuries. It was that savant himself who-
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71 bitterly deplored the " intellectual torpor and stagna
.. tion" of his country ;. and there was left to him the 
noble task of regenerating Indian Chemistry. "it is he 
who, to the nation of metaphysicians and visionaries. 

~has added the lustre of a school of experimental and 
induc:tive scientists. The man who has accomplished 

- these things cannot be ignored by his countrymen • 
. i India oti'ers the tribute of respect to her illustrious 
. son, the founder of the Indian School of Chemistry, 

Professor Pratulla Chandra Ray. • • . • 
Such is the histo1-y ot a great scientific movement 

in this count1-y. The leader has carried out his life's 
mission. He has founded the School. He has trained 

. a host of chemists. And now he may rest fully assured 
·that the work he has started will be canied on in &11 
dts details. 

DR. RAY. ON SOCIAL REFORM 

In admiring Dr. Ray as one of the great

·est scientists of the present age we ought 

·mot to forget that his lile has not been 
, livt>d altogether within his laboratory. Dr. 

Ray is a patriot, and his p~triotism has 
:-the ring of sincerity which is only natural 
'in one whose liie has been a lledication to the 

-service of knowledge and th~ search for 
·truth. His contributions to Sdence, while 

·enlarging the bounds of knowledge have con

J"erred honour on his race. His work on the 

!history of Hindu Chemistry is an undying 

•monument to his patriotism as, through it, he 
!bas raised· his country in the estima~ion 
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of the world. Besides a scholar and· patriot,_ 

Dr. Ray has also been a warm social re
former. His countrymen marked their appre· · 
ciation of him by votir.g him \O preside over · 
th~ National Social Conference of 191 T 
held at Calcutta. Dr. Ray, all unconscious
of how he would be misrepresented by' 
interested· political factions and. only alive · 
to' the great social malady in the body pnlitic,. 
asked in the course of his much-discussed! 

' address:-

While the echo of Swamj or Home 'Rule is reve~
berating from one end of the country to the other,- -
while ambitious schemes of political re-construction are 
being propounded by every section of the people - while· 
gorgeous visions ot a United India are capturing our 
imagination-loud protests of indignation are raised by -
classes and communities amongst us which we can no· 
longer ignore. Why is there this note of · discord 
where there should be only peace and harmony? Why
this rift in the lute ? 

The answer lies in a nut-shell. It is, Olli'' failure to . 
recognise that question which presses for solution at the 
present moment is ns much a political as a sociological' 
one. By the nature of things, it mnst be so. For how--
ever much we may try to divide and isolate the various 
parts of the national pmblem, they cling to one auother-
118 fast as ever and mock our attempts at self-deception. 
"'e cannot, with impunity,- give undue preference to one 
over others. The law of Ka1-n1C' or causation is inexor-
able , and our past neglect in the work of social reform 
ls bearing its evil fntlt at the present hour. It has begun. 
to clog the wheels of political pr~gress. • • . • 
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Talking of " touchability and untouchabi
--lity, " he could not but speak in strong langu

.age:-: 

'What 'Was possible in Japan in 1871 is found to be 
·.impossible in India even towards the close of the second 
-decade ot the 20th <·entury. Even now we find that, as 
the saying goes, 12 Rajputs must have 13 cooking pots 

·and 500 Congress delegates require as many kitchen 
-arrangements. This, at any rate, is applicable to our 
friends of the Southem Presidency, who have worked 
out the problem to metaphysi~al nicety inasmuch as they 
.have added a new category or contamination by sight of 
the cooked food of a Brahman when seen by a member 

·-of the Panchama class even from a dbtance, say, by 
means of a telescope. 

The problem of "touchableness" has assumed a scien
tific aspect in these days. If a Pariah crosses your 
threshold you throw away your jar of drinking water as 
·polluted, but ice and lemonade manufactured by the un
. touchables pass current l A distinction conferred on a 

member of our society becomes the occasion for giving a 
dinner in the Town-Hall catered by Peliti, and the recog
nised leaders of the Hindu society take part in the func-

. tion and their names are published in the moming papers, 
but, when on the occasion of a marriage or 8-radh you 

.c.are guilty of sitting to a feast with a Christian or Moslem 
or even a Hindu of the loo·er castes, you are threatened 
with excommunication. Reason, logic and common sense 

.. are thus scattered to the winds. 

DR. RAY'S POLITICS 

These views created some sensation at 

·the time and his friends and foes thought 

him to be a bit reactionary in politics. His 
address at the Social Conference was a frank 

.-expression of the . indignation which every 
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'Indian must feel at the iniquities of our social 

·system. But it is not fair to conclude, there
.fore, that Dr. Ray is, inimical to the political 
ljnterests now dominating the country's mind. 
He has himself admitted the need of some 

{ar-reaching measure of reform. If, in his 

:addre~s at the Social Conference, he desir
~d to create a body of public opinion to 

bring about at least a mitigation of the 

prevalent social evils, he did not certainly 
mean to be a derisive influence. On the 

-contrary, he is passionately opposed to doing 
.anything which would impair national soli
·darity and has strongly deprecated the ten
. -dencies, wherever found, in the conduct 

-of whatever party it may be, of weakening such 

solidarity. His remarks on Sir William Wed

-derburn, made at a memorial meeting held at 

Calcutta, are s!gnificant in this connection :-

The ultimate moral justification of England's mle 
-over India is not Pax-Britannica, not even the 
economic prosperity of the country, but the prepara
tion of Indian people for Self-Government. If that end 
Is lost sight of in the pursuit of any ·subsidiary 
advantage or improvement, the British policy in India 
will miss its true goal. Its history will be a record ot 
huge failure, a record of immense preparations without 
the fruition. Sir William knew it, and, therefore, he 
kept his gaze steadily fixed on the tme end and aim of 
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England's mission in India, however distant that end 
might appear to his contemporaries, and he was only 
one of the noble bands of Englishmen who have devoted 
their lives to the same cause. He was "ain brither" 
to Henry Lawrence and Evans Bell, Henry Cotton 
and Allan Burne. Such lives may seem to the short
sighted materialist, to the all-wise practical politician 
and experienced bureaucrat on the spot as futile. But. 
only such lives can build a bridge between East and 
West--only 'such Englishmen can make India's 
inclusion in the British Empire possible. "·hen 
centuries have rolled away from now, when the divine 
purpose has wrought itself in India and the final 
l1istory of our land comes to be written, the names of 
Wedderburn and Hume will shine in that record as a 
silver thread shot through the crimson web of the 
British conquest of India. 

UNIVERSITY LECTURES 

In February 1918, the Madras University 
nvited him to deliver a course of lectures 

on Ancient Hindu Chemistry. Dr. Ray's 
addresses, it need hardly be said, were very · 
much appreciated by his audience. It is 
characteristic of the selflessness of the rna n 
that, with the honorarium which the Univer
sity paid to him, he endow~d a prize in 
memory of the late Sir \Villiam \Vedderburn 
to be awarded to the student who showed the 

highest capacity of scholarship or research io 
Chemistry. The lectures of so great and 
original a savant must have the salutaty 
result of stimulating research in a University, 
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which has done so little in this very necessary 

direction. Dr. Ray explains the difference
between the Universities of Madras and! 
Calcutta in the matter of research in these
words in an interview published in the

HINDU:-

RESEARCH IN MADRAS 

'·In the first place," said Dr. Ray, "we had in Bengal' 
the Hindu College, latterly known M the Presidency
College, staffed by Europeans and Indians, interested 
in resea1·ch and invested with full control over well
equipped laboratory. In the second place,· we have, 
mainly through the munificence of Sir Taraknath 
Palit and Dr. Sir Rash Behari Ghose, a University
College of Science to which the Government of India 
is expected to make a handsome graut. The fact that. 
Sir Sankaran Nair is the Education Member of the 
Government of India and that Sir S. P. Sinha is in 
charge of the Education Portfolio in Bengal leads us 
to feel hopeful of that measure of Government support 
which are warranted under the circumstances. In the· 
third place, we Indians in Bengal have-our :t:esearch
ers Included, who are growing in number,-a larger
measure of control over education than you .have here 
and the scope for free and ·unfettered development is 
consequently greater. Above all, public opinion, able 
to make Itself felt, is solidly behind researchers who are 
growing alike in number and in importance." " As for 
Madras," Dr. Ray continued, "you must first of aU: 
create an atmosphere of research and this cannot be 
done unless you have a dozen or so of men who have 
secured European reputation by solid contributions to 
·aui advancement of science. If you produce more men 
like Mr. Ramanujam and appoint them professors of 
your colleges, then they will perforce be allowed to· 
have free scope for development along lines which they· 
themselves choose. As a first step, you might send 
J'Our students to England. As regards chemistry 

11 
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~tudents, you might in the first instance send them to 
Calcutta. Then, as in the case of the Palit Professor

:ships and Lectureships, you must lay down a rule that 
none but Indians should be appointed to high posts 
•such as these, so that you may be sure that Indians 
·Of note, who are growing in number, shall be encour
aged in their efforts to make researches with advantage 
'to the country. Granted these conditions, ·strong, 
effective public opinion and support, and well-equipped 
laboratories, there is bound to be steady development." 
Dr. Ray spoke with feeling when be referred to 
-qualified Indians being kept out of higher posts. He 
'l'egretted that the Tatas sometime ago gave room for 
.complaints that they did not fully encourage the 
appointment in their Institute of qualified Indians, bu~ 
,added that be believed that the mistake had been 
·found out and matters would be improved. Our aim 
:should be, be said, to create a set of qualified, self
Teliant scientists and this could not be done unless we 
:give opportunities of training tor our promising youths." 

HIS METHOD OF STUDY AND WORK 

The ques~ion may arise: how a con.,. 
'firmed inyalid or valetudinarian has been 
;able to do so much in so many differ
-ent spheres of activity. The answer lies in a 
'llutshell-Dr. Ray believes in doing one thing 
at a time and doing that. well-he has been 
heard to say that it is concentration of mind 
•that pays and not the number of hours devoted 
to study-he cannot read more than one hour 
at a stretch and that in the morning as his 
'brain gets easily fatigued-but he is an embodi
ment o£ order, method and punctuality. Dr. 
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•Ray' s appetite for chemical researches simply 

cgrows by what it feeds upon : he is author or 
joint-authf)r with his pupils of some eighty 

-contributions chiefly on the nitrites and it was 
in the fitness of things that Prof. Armstrong 
should style him "Ma"lter of Nitrites.'' Since 

_joining the College ot Science, h~ has commu
nicated to the Chemical Society of London 
. a number of papers revealing some striking 
·results of his researches in Chemical Science.· 

'India's work at the Laboratory is his supreme 
delight and so long as he is in~ide his 

. sanctum he forgets all about the outside 
world. 

We have in these pages dealt at length with 
Dr. Ray's chemical researches as it is pri
·marily on them that his place in the world of 
·science wm ultimately rest secure. Indeed, 
'his name is undoubtedly linked up with that of 
:Sir J. C. Bose as a distinguished scientist in 
.an epoch distinguished in many branches of 
learning. As the doyan of the Calcutta· Uni-
·versity and the founder of the Indian Institute 
of Science he has done meritorious service in 

-the realm of Chemistry and allied sciences. 
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Nor is his reputation unknown abroad: for· 

more than one University in Europe has" 
honoured, itself by showering on him· 

its academic honours. In India itself, he 
was appointed again and again . to the Pro-

fessorship of the Palit Trust " in the interest: 
of Chemistry." 

INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS 

Presiding over the Indian Science Congress-= 
in February 1920 he. abjured the youth of' 
the country to cultivate the scientific habit of' 
thought-not to take anything on trust but to-
pursue truth with the light of reason and 

pursue it diligently and persistently. He said: 

'While the study of science is essential to our material· 
advancement it has a special need and significance 
for the culture of Indian youth. A long period of-· 
intellectual stagnation, bas produced in us a habit 
of dependence on the authority of the Sbastras. 
Reason was bound to the wheel of faith and all reasoning 
proceeded on assumption and premises which it was not 
open to anybody to call in question or criticise. Intellec
tual progress was handicapped under these conditions and 
it is no wonder that India cannot point to any notable 
achievement in this line during the 1000 years that pre
ceded the advent of British Rule. Reason bas thus to be 
set free from the shackles and the function of science in 
achieving this end is indisputable. Science takes nothing 
on trust but applies to them all the methods of investi-· 
gation aud criticism. I look forward to the growth of this
scientific spirit in our country to liberalise our intellect. 
'fhere is no lack of capacity amongst our young men, 
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-what are wanted are patience and tenacity of purpose . 
. Science, as Huxley said, requires the virtue of self-sur
•. render. You mu8t patiently observe and interpret the 
,phenomena and ·events. There is no room for a prior 
.reasoning in the realm of science. 

A GREAT HUMANITARIAN 

. But apart from his eminent services to 
Chemistry Dr. Ray has been no less interested 

dn othe.r spheres of public work. we have re
fem;d to the burning patriotism of his yquth
,ful days which· has in no way abated in his 
·old age. Indeed he has grown more and ·more· 

· enthusiastic hi public service as age advances . 
. And many have wondered at his marvellous 
-energy and no less marvellous enthusiasm 
. for many a cause. And yet his love for 
-science is so absorbing that he would not 
;give up chemistry for politics. Asked to 
'·stand for election to the reformed Legislative 
•Council in August 1920 the distinguished 

I 

--chemist r~plied to an interviewer : 
When t!i'ere would be 30 chemists in India 1 will 

• consent to give up my work and enter politics. . , 
• . There are too many politicians in India. 

already more than we know what to do with- bnt 
• chemists are sadly needed In this country more than 
-.even politicians. We have not enough chemists. I am 
. deeply Interested in politics. I would like to pin the 
new Hindu widow marriage movement which you 

:have so nobly encouraged. I- would like to do many 
.otJ-er things. I am interested in so many directions but 
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every fraction ·of a second I give to other things iW· 
so much robbed from chemistry-and my "ork suffers. 

A GREAT HUMANITARIAN 

Yet the love_ of social work is great to
humanitarian spirits like Sir P. C. Ray .. 
During the disastrous famine in Khulna none
laboured more hard, none dared so greatly 
as the old chemi~ He ~ent to Khulna, .. 
iPspected the area, and set to work among 
the rescuers with the buoyancy of youth •. 
Day after day he devoted to the m.ixiistering 
of the famished poor and spared no pains· 
to alleviate their lot. It was there also that 
he came to realise the great potency of" 
Khadi of which he became such a stalwart
advocate, since then~ success of his• 
experiments with the charka in famished" 
Khulna proved to him the wisdom oF 
Mahatma Gandhi's devotion to the spinning: 
wheel and his great faith in its econo'mic value •. 

THE CHARKA 

But to realise the value of the charka ·. fS for· 

Dr. Ray to throw himself heart and soul into· 
the movement. He could do nothing · half
hearted. And he is to-day second to none· in• 
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his enthusiasm for the spinning-wheel<""fndeed 
besides actual work among the peasant~ of 
Bengal and Assam, he has spoken to i?.nu
merable audiences all over India on the
virtues of this great yet simple instrument of 
rural reconstructio~~~ounting his experi
ence of the Charka in famine areas Dr. Ray 
said at the Seva Sadan Samity in Octobe~ 
1921: 

Now the population of Bengal is about 45 millions or 
(~ croreM. Even If we have out of consideration 3% 
crores and pin our fate on ·one crore of able and willing 
workers (men and women), and if they earn only half
anna per day by spinning or Re. 1 per month, this would. 
yield us ooo crore per month or twelve crores of rupees. 
earning per year. There is no reason, however, why one 
abould not earn Rs, 2 per month in the above manner
This would add twenty-four crores of rupees to the 
income of the people. Political Economy tells us that 
one should not waste his time more profitably. But 
here you have to deal with a people who are notorious 
for their indolence and who have no alternative occupa
tion or industry to fall back upon in times of such dire• 
distress. And I am of opinion that the 'Charka' should. 
prove the salvation of such people. 

Such are the economics of the spinning 

wheel : and no wonder that with th~nviction 
of the potency of the charka~ Ray shares 
all the enthusiasm of Mahatma Gandhi 
himself in his exposition of the cult of the
Charka. 
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next to Mahatma Gandhi himselt 

there is none so thoroughly devoted to 
khadder, with such mastery over the details of 

:khadi production, or so completely inspired 

by it as Dr. Ray. He is even more eloquent 

and illuminat!ng on the charka than on the 
-chemical sciences in which yhas won· 
such universal distinction. \.2Peaking at the 

Khaddar Exhibition in Cocanada in Dec. 1924 

Dr. Ray pointed out that apart from spinning_ 
being a supplementary source of income to 

the peasant it is also the means of stimulating 
a host of other village industries : 

When an entire village takes to Charka, ·the weaving
loom also becomes brisk; side by side, the dyer, the 
-carpenter also find occupation. In fact, spinning may be 
regarded as the key industry of vil!ag.e life, the only 
home-industry par excellence and it goes far towards 
making the village self-contained in the matter of our 
indispensable requirements. The spirit of enterprise, and 
briskness and self-reliance that such an organisation con
not"s would soon bring new life into our village, and 
would prevent them from falling into the decay that is a~ 
present gradually overtaking them. · 

The economic value of the universal adoP.. 

tion of Khadi is well illustrated : 
Taking the population of India to be roughly thirty-two 

·crores, the total income, according to Lord Curzon 's com
·putation, would amount to nine hundred and sixt.y crorea 
·Of ntpees per year. Now if only one fourth of the popu
lation would spin 2 hours daily, then the national annual 
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·inco!Jle .will be increased by ninety crores. This is oi 
.account of spinning alone without taking into considera
. tion the increase due to weaving this yarn and also the 
additional income accruing to other professions, the car
penters and smiths, for supplying the accessories. And 
as a mere element in this stupendous whole, the annual 

. <!rain abroad of sixty to seventY crores of rupees on the 

. score of piece-goods would stop and would remain in our 
-country to enrich and nourish the life-blood of our half
starved peasantry. 

And then he tackles the question of . dis~ 
·tribution, which is no less important than 

production. Dr. Ray wisely observes that this 
work of distribution is automatically done by 

·the adoption of the Charka: 

No amount of human ingenuity can manage to distri
bute water <>ver the whole land as a shower of rain can. 
No irrigation department, no rules of precedence, no· 
inspection, and no water cess. Everything is done with 
an ease and gentleness that by their very perfection 
evaded notice. The spinning wheel, too, has got the 
same power of di•!ributing work and wealth in millions 

-of houses in the simplest way imaginable. 

HINDU-MUSLIM UNITY 

Dr. Ray carries the spirit of research 
into every branch of study. Early in life 
that spirit expressed itself in ·his interpre

·tal:on of certain transactions in British 
Indian history. Presiding over the convo-
cati~n of the Aligarh National University in· 

"March 1923 Dr. Ray gave a bit of Muslim 
·-history in India which is full of lessons to us 
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in these days of Hindu-Muslim controversies .. 

j:Jw'showed that the Hindu-Muslim fraternity 
is not a thing 'of yesterday but date~ back from 
the days of the Pathan rule. Indeed the· 
history of the progress of Islam in India is' 

the history of the Hindu-Muslim collabora

tion./ 
Some of the greatest generals, greatest financiers,. 

greatest ministers of the Muslim Kings and Emperors 
were Hindus. Those were not the days when what. 
was conceded in principle was denied in practice. After· 
a century and a half of British rule in India we were in 
ecstasies, why forsooth .because a solitary Lord Sinha. 
was installed on the gadi of an Indian Province ; but. 
how many such Sinhas: 1\Iau Sinha, Jasovanta Sinha, 
Jai Sinha, to mention only a few, were trusted with
positions far more exalted and far more oneroq.s ? 

This Hindu-Muslim unity, this fusion in the ideas, the·· 
st>ntiments, the traditions of the two great races of India,.: 
has not merely been confined to politics; it has filtered. 
down to the inmost recesses of the social structure, and_ 
has led to various social and religions reactions. GunL. 
Nanak, Kabir, Chaitanya-these were all the exponents 
of a ~religious movements due to the interaction of the 
two cultures. Perhaps it may appear strange that a. 
:Muslim King of Ben?al, Hussein Shah, should be ad-
dressed like this." · Be thou immortal, 0 Lord of the
Five Gours," by Vidyapati, the forllmost of the Benga
lee Vaishnava poets. But all this was a sign of the
times. The democratic spirit of Islam exerted a YVJ: · 
healthy influence in breaking down the age-long evils of 
the Hindu caste ·system and· infusing a catholic and en-
lightened spirit into the Hindu society itself. And the 
Vaishnava movement of Bengal was the direct outcom&
of the renaissance. Even to this day this mutual accept-
ance is so complete that the Hindus do not feel any hesi
tation in adopting the holy shrines ofl\luslim,· the dargas 
of the Pirs as their own sacred places, and going on: 
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pilgrimage there: nor do the Muslims hesitate 'to take-· 
part in the social festivities which are so happy ao 
feature of the Pujahs of the .Hindus. 

SOCIAL REFORM 

Dr. Ray has been a social reformer all his• 
life both by precept and by example. Wel
coming the delegates to the Hindu Maha· 
Sabha at Calcutta in April 1925 Dr. Rayr 
exhorted the Sabha to cpnfine its activities to· 
the reform of internal abuses and to the
consolidation of the different sections andt 
castes of the Hindu society. He similarly 

. , 
advised the Muslims, Christians, Sikhs and• 
others to have their own organizations an~ 
pursue their work of reform from within and. 
to work with other communities in a broad; 
liberal spirit, without hindering the growth ofi· 
a united India. 

A house divided against itself can not stand. 
Hinduism bas now degenerated into a hardened, DB)"' 
petrified conglomerate of unmeaning and often 
obnoxious social customs. I appeal to our Hindu 
brethren to ponder over these serious problems, there is. 
civil war in Hindu community-the Brahmin and the· 
non-Brahmin arrayed against eaclt other and the
Panchama against the Brahmin and the non-Brahmin 
combined. Two thousand years ago 1Esop foresaw the
mischief and depicted it in his famous parable of the
non-co-operation of the belly and other memberR of the 
body. How can we attain our politjcal emancipation ~~· 
long as we have all these warring elements amongst· 
ourselyes. It will not be possible for us to assert our 
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l}lOlitical rights at home or abroad when we are not pre
.;pared to concede the fundamental rights of humanity to 
·our own brethren our own kith and kin. 

ADDRESS TO THE MYSORE UNIVERSITY 

In November 1926 SirP.C. Ray was invited 
rto deliver the convocation address to the new 
:graduates of the Mysore University. Dr. Ray 
ihas always something striking and fresh to 

·say to the students and in this address he 
'pointed out that the problem of education, 
;here or elsewhere had not been handled 
-with that intelligence and sagacity which it 
·deserved. He spoke on the causes of intellec
'tual sterility in India : 

If we begin by clitically examining our methoda 
>.in India, the first outrage that we find committed was 
:in making a foreign lang>lage our vehicle of instruction. 
'It is surplising that this principal reason tor our intellectual 
;Stelility was not discovered till ve1·y recently and it is 
<In ore surplising to find that some of the well-known 
·.educationists of the time continue to regard this 
relegation of the English language to an inferior position 

;&S fraught with disastrous con~e<1nences! 

He showed what colossal waste of national 

intelligence we had allowed in the past by our 
·scheme of university education, and how 

111nqualified for the practical matters of life we 
·emerged out of this machinery. 

'fhe two universities of Calcutta and Madras, 
..have become two huge factories for mass production 
-of ~raduates I This inordinate, insane cra.:e-almos\ 
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a mania-for securing a degree has been working
infinite mischief-it has become almost a canker· 
eating into the very vitals of intellectullife and progress. 

A year hence, that is in December 1927, 
Dr. Ray discussed the same question from 
different points of view in the pages of THE' 
INDIAN REVIEW. He criticised our craze
for Western ideas ir:t education and deplored 
that the modern young educated man is· 
making a. laughing stock of the world, drifting·· 

he knows not whither. He pitied the poor
parents whose substance is wasted in giving
their sons a veneer of pseudo-education ill
suited to the needs of the country and utterly·· 
useless as a means of earning even the!r liveli
hood. He drew a very pathetic but true pic-
ture of the modern .college-bred, hostel-fed, 
youths ignorant alike of our Vedic heritage· 
and the practical knowledge of arts and crafts. 

If one is to ask what is the prospect of a. graduate of
one of our Universities I should say almost nil. The 
plight of an Indian graduate of the Badralog class 
(gentle folks) fs pitiable indeed, starvation staring him. 
in the face. The professions are over-congested and yet· 
they are swelling the ranks. 

The college-bred youths fight shy of entering any
trade or taking part fn commercial pursuit. Once he ha~ 
crossed the threshold of the· College, he is done for. He
wan til aoft jobs and rusts away all his life on· a bare
pittance_. Oh I the tragedy I 
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The educated young man is also reluctant · to go back 
-to his ancestral home in the village as he has lost all 
touch with his own kith and kin. He cannot accommo

·date himself to the amenities of rural lift:, because he 
sycophantly mimics the European costly mode of life. 

"This hybrid production-the educated young man-is 
omaking himself a laughing-stock.• • • * 

The educated man cannot strike a path of his own. He 
must move in the fixed groove though his head is cram

-:med, full of Shakespeare and 1\Iilton, Spencer and 1\Iill, 
.and this in the land which once produced a Sankara or 
-a Ramanuja. 

It is time we cried "halt" and adopted a mode 'of life 
-in harmony with our incomes and traditions. 

THE CHARKA AGAIN 

Dr. Ray again and again reverts to his 
'favourite charka, whether addressing 
·students or laymen. So inspired is he by 
-the music of the spinning wheel and so 

• 
>bored by the facile criticisms of fashionable 
-people that he expressed himself severely to 
.a Press representative in Bombay in 
-December 1928. Summarising his faith in 
:Khadi he observed :-

I am as firm a believer in the charka as ever. There 
,are 84 mills in Bombay, and nearly as many in Ahmeda
ibad. The number of labourers employed in the mill 
industry in these two cities will be between 300 and 400 
•akhs. Again, there are 84 jute mills on the banks of the 
Hughli and a number of mills in Cawnpore and other 
~~Places too. I believe altogether there are a million and 
half workers empluyed in mills all over the eountry. 

I am sick of the futile criticism of arm chair politi
-cians and their gossips under the electric "punkah." 
}'or Heaven's sake, do something practical and show by 
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;actual proof that yon have a better substitute for. the 
charka, which can be introduced in the millions of rural 
'homesteads. These gentlemen forget that India is not 
England, Sweden or any other European country. Here, 
we have unlimited and inexhaustible man-power lying 
absolutely idle during, on an average, five or six months 

iin the year. ,How are yon going to urbanise these 
teeming millions and transfer them to so many Bombays, 

•Calcnttas. and other cities ? · 

HIS CHARITY 

. Much has been written . ·of . Dr. Ray's 
-achievements in chemical science, of his 
-tireless labours on behalf of the country in 
·more than one field of beneficent service. 
We must say a word of 'himself, apart from his 
-character as chemist, or politician or reformer. 

Mr. Padmini Mohan Neogi, writing of him 
'in the INDIAN WORLD, speaks of his philan
-thropy in thesfi feeling words :-

We who have had occasions to kaow the influences 
-that are working upon young Bengal, can make bold 
to anticipate that his goodness, his charity and inspira
·tion If nothing else, will ever be a household topic from 
-the centre of the metropolis to the distant. corners of 
'Bengal where the benign torch of education has been 
carried. Uneventful as his life has been, free from the 

"bustle of the pompons follies of society, single in his 
1ite, his Is yet an eventful life--events not like the 
passing of a bill In a legislature, or the foundation of 
a memorial Institute, or a bountiful donation for a 
'Rai 'Bahadnrship, but simple tears of orphans, of 
aspirant but indie;ent youngmeo, of the high or the 
'iow or the warfare of an acid with a metal or the 
frieods'hip of an acid with a base. How often have 
we-eeea wretched youogmen, wretched on aceonnt of 
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poverty, going- np into his laboratory room where· they· 
laid bare their heavy bosoms, and he the father or
them all, fondling with all the affection as thongh 
they were his. own. We have hea1·d him say many a. 
time and oft that poverty is a rigid school and 
the sessions are long and bitter ; but the men. 
and women who graduate therein come forth with 
physical frames capable . of enduring fatigues, with. 
hearts habituated to disappointments, and fortified 
a:{ainst the rebuffs of fortune, with intellects trained 
by patient, laborious and unbending application. What 
an intolerable chain it binds around aspirant souls ?" 
And yet the world's greatest thinkers have felt this 
iron in their flesh and bursting the galling bonds, have 
carved their way to eminence and immortality. Though 
himself a prodigious man of charity (for which his. 
triends have sometimes taken him to task), his opinion 
regarding money-saving has been but simple. Of all 
charities, he often says, mere-money-giving is the least;, 
sympathy, kind words, gentle judgments, a friendly pres-· 
sure of weary hands, an encouraging smile will frequent
ly outweigh a mint of coin. Bear this in mind, we have 
often heard him say, selfishness is the real root of all theo 
evil in the world ; people are too isolated, too much 
wrapped up ia their individual rights,.interests and enjoy
ments. The first person singular is the God of the Age-. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Severely simple and ascetic in disposition,. 
Dr. Ray has given the best part of his life to-· 
build up character among his students and 
inspire them with the love of knowledge for its. 
own sake. He may have had his. disappoint
ments, but he has done more to inculeate the
wisdom of plain living and high thinking
than perhaps any other ma~ now living in 
Bengal. A few racks of books, a miserable-
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looking and antiquated bedstead, air 
eighteenth-century table, with a few old
fashioned chairs form all his earthly belong

ings ; and though he had been to England 
thrice, he ,had acquired none of the arts of grace 
and fashion of modern life. His dress is simple 
and his personal appearance . seems s<> 
neglected. It has been often embarrassing to· 
his visitors to recognise the man whose great
ness had induced them to catch a glimpse 
of him. The striking sketch of him by 
Mukul Chandra De is ·a n:arvellous pictoria) 
reproduction of the unpretentious scientist 
with eyes seeing deep into truth through all 
tlte veils of illusion and concealment. 

Dr. Ray, having. been single all his life, has: 
not had m!!!Y charges on his purse and n<> 
serious financial obligations to discharge. 
Almost all- that he earns as a professor or as 

profits from the Bengal Chemical and Pharma
ceutical Works, he spends· on poor boysr 
deserving institutions and charities. It is: 
difficult to spot out many poor boys, in the 
Calcutta colleges who do not receive some 
help or other from this philanthropic professor 

n 
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;and there are very few deserving charities 
·in Bengal that do not count him as their 
patron. Indeed, behind an unpretentious 
cand attenuated figure-Dr. Ray has been a 

·confirmed dyspeptic for over 55 rears-he 
-carries a heart as warm as the clim.1te ol his 
native)and. 

yAfuolutely Oriental in habits· and tastes; 
there are very few men in Bengal who have 
-drunk so deep of \V estern knowledge and 

who have been so strong and steadfast cham~ 
.pions of right thinking and right doing/ A 
-devoted and careful student of Mi'tf ·and 

Spencer, Dt. Rty ~ · rationalist to the very 

•Core of his he~ He seldom allow.i his emo

tions or the prejudices of his environment to 

·get the better of his judgment. He does not 
believe in caste or communal ideas and, 

though a member of the Brahmo Samaj, is far 

tfrom thinking that that church c.Jt claim any 

mofiopoly of any moral and spiritual wisdom. 

He hits as hard in private life against Hinda 

practices as against Brahmo prete~sions. 

:Some years aga he contributed t'l a vernacular 

periodical of Bengal an article in which he 
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tboldly came out with chapter and verse to 

1prove how the Bengali intellect, or, for the 
-m1tter of that, Indian intellect, had suffered 
·through foolish customs and abs!lrd religious 

.prejudices.* 

NATURE'S GENTLEMAN 

Prafulla Chandra Ray is not only one of 
:Bengal's greatest son<> but is also one of 
Nature's truest gentlemen-:!very inch of him. 

·Though a man of very strong convictions, ·I_!!y 
has hardly made an. enemy in his life;· ;"He 

>is an embodiment of Matthew Arnold's 
-culture and sw~et rea~onableriesyl' He 
·Cheri<>hes no jeaJou<>y, entertains no maJ~ce. 
Even whea he differs from anybQdy, he 
.tmputes no motives nor attempts to throw.~ny 
mud at his opponents. He is frankness and. 

-cordiality almost to everybody, and ne"ver 
plays with any cards in his sleeves.' '\Vhen he 
fights, he fights with gloves off. In· all his 

private and public dealings, he is most scrupu
~lously honest and above board. He believes 

* Jo'or full text ef the arth:le see " Essays and Dis-
-courses" of Dr. P. C. Ray. Rs. 3. G. A. Natesan & Co • 
. Madras. 
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in a clean and pure life and has himself livedl 
up to this ideal. Sparing as an eater, a speaker

and correspondent, he has not allowed many
distractions to disturb the even t~nor and· 

equanimity of his life. The work in the labora-
tory is certainly the most fascinating and 
engrossing work of Dr. Ray's life, but, besi~es. 
a scholar and savant, he has also many social 
attractions. He has a warm corner in his. 
heart for many friends to whose homes· he~ 
pays regular visits and with who~ he always

keeps himself in intimate touch. Not ve~ in-
frequently, he goes about begg.ing from the
house of one such friend or other for either

half· a piece o.f a cake or some home-mad~ 
sweets or some other delicacies, and the ladies~ 
of those houses take a special delight in pro

viding him with "good-grub." Among others,. 

with whom he has maintained life-long friend-· 
ship and in whose homes he is always received: 

with open arms, may be mentioned the names

of Sir J .. , C. Bose, Dr. Nilratan Sirca,
and others. There is another set of friends
with whom he makes a po.int ot passing-· 
about three hours every evening in the-
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•spacious maid an Hanking Chowringhee Road 
:{Calcutta). Being almost a lifelong victim to. 
-dyspepsia and a bad nervous system and being 
-~roubled with insomnia now and then, 
Dr. Ray has found life and he.alth and 

.recreation in the religiO'Os observance of this 

·evening programme. Every evening, i~ cold 
.and· heat, in rain and summer, Dr. Ray is 
found squatted on the grass of a quiet cor
•Aer in the maid an with a numqer of friends . 
. agreeably occupied in the pleasant pastime ·of 
-~•·chronicling -small beer." 

CONCLUSION 

Dr. Ray will rank in history as one of the' 
·greatest of those who have helped in building 
•Up the edifice of modern India. His name stands 
.along with those of Sir J. C. Bose and Sir C. V. 
•Raman as evidence of the genius of the 
Indian mind for scientific research. It is 
-.the most hopeful sign of our r:enaissance' 
>that it is not con£med to one or two aspects 
-of life only but is u.niversal and all embrac

·ing. The wa:ve of new life has pervaded 
every nerve, vein and muscle of the national 

•being. On :.the side of Science and Research, 
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the achievements of P. C. Ray, J. C. Bose and~ 
C. v:· Raman represent the high water-mark of! 
the nati<mal genius. Others have achfeve~ 

eminence in other fields. But to these belong •. 
in a special measure, the honour of living 1lp· 
in a materialistic age to the grand ideal ex
pressed in the words of one of them :- · 

Not in matter, but in tit ought, not in posses
sion or n•en in attainmmts but in i'deals are to. 
be found the seed of immortality. Not througlt

materidt acquisition but in generous diffusion o/ · 
ideas and ideals can the true empire of hunum-

ity be establish_ed. 



SIR C. V. RAMAN 

("'( )ROF. C. V. Raman, who was knightedl 
r on the King's birthday (3rd June 1929)· 
for his eminence in Scienc~of hum--

~e--ble parentage on th6.::-U~<wember 188 : 
..;IrlChinopoly in Southern India. His· fath~r,. 

Chandrasekhara Iyer, was a tPacher in a local 

institution. Soon aiter the birth of Raman,. 
the father had an offer from the Principal of 
Mrs. A. V.· N. College at Waltair, which he_
readily accepted. The journey from Trichi
nopoly to Waltair was not an easy thing in. 
those days of travel by country-cart. The inci· 
dent, we are told, brought out in vivid reliefs 
the courage of the father and the devotion and 
persistence of the mother-characteristics

which Mr. Raman has inherited in no negligi
ble degree, and which have stood him in good: 
stead in his long and steady pursuit of science. 

/Mr: Chandrasekhara Iyer was Professor of 
Mathematics arid Physics. He was a man; 
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<> f varied tastes. Mathematics and Physics 
.are so closely allied in the higher stages 

· <>f their study that they almost merge into each 
<>ther. Prof. Chandrasekhar had equal_ profi
-ciency in both the subjects .. He had also 
-studied Astronomy with great interest. He 

was also a lover of music. This was indeed the 

lfesult of his family connections. ~ wa~ 
•related. tocPandit Vaidyanatha=sa~~ the 
:great Violinist of South India. His interest 
.b.a~ also d.escended to his son. ~reat 
lfesearches of Dr. Raman in the field of Acous-
ttics and especially among the musical instru
ments of the Violin family, are indeed 

traceable to his father's love of the Violin. 
Raman proved himself a precocious child. 

Whether by inheritance or by sheer instinct. 
:he exhibited an aptitude for science, remark

.able for one of his age. 
EARLY INFLUENCES 

,/ 
)fhough the circumstances of his early life 

were conducive to scientific training, Raman 

wa~ utterly apathetic to religion/His parents 
we.re by no means very orthodox, and no 

wonder he was indifferent too. But the 
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.(rumpet voice otfi Besant who was just 
-then at the height of her influence over Hindu 
_.Society, soon won him over to religion and 
•reform/Raman was now twelve years old. 
Religion was as yet something strange to him . 
. It is no wonder then that the message of Dr. 

Besant made a profound impression on the 
•impressionable mind of the thoughtful youth 

.and came to him as a sudden revelation. 
The impression was so strong and deep as 

·to suppress for a time e~ his natural ardour 
for scientific study. &.Me was irresistibly drawn 
•into the general whirl of religious zeal. He 
rfell heart and soul into the study of religious 
literature. ·The study of Physics gave place to 
·the study of the Ramayana. The Mahabharata 
·usurped the place of the scientific apparatus . 
. Raman never did anything half-heartedly. 
He put his heart into everything he undertook. · 
His study of these religious books was so 

:zealous, so intelligent, so deep, and so thorough 
--that when, in the B. A. ,class at the Madras 
.Presidency College, he had to write aJ;J. essay 

on Epic Poetry, he chose the Indian Epics, and 
Ibis essay won the first prize. B\it his religious 
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zeal was short-live~s scientific ·ardour was• 
inborn. He was a born scientist. The study; 
of our sacred literature was the result of a• 
passing wave of religious enthusiasm. ~tUre
soon re-asserted her sovereignty, and scientific
study ' was resumed with renewed vigou~ 

AT THE PRESIDENCY COLLEGE 

In the year 1901, when the usual sessions of' 
the Madras Presidency College commenced, 
Prof. E. H. Elliot came into the combined sec-
tion of the B.A., class to teach English Poetry. 
He observed among his new students a bright-
eyed tittle lad who could not possibly be expec- · 
ted to belong to that class. He wa~ so short,. 
slim and small. "Do you belong to this class?"
asked the Profes~or. A loud and boisterouS' 
laugh greeted the question from the gallerie$. 

"Yes Sir, I do," was the reply. 
" What is your age ? "· 

~rteen." 
"Where did you study for your F. A;_ 

Examination? " 
"At Waltair." 
"Your name?" 
"C. V. Raman." 
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The bold. and ready replies combined with 
the interest evoked by his. extreme smallne~s, 
went home to the heart of the interrogator; 
Raman ever· afterwards remained the pet o~;:· 
the English Professor. 

Raman was strongly advised by a near · 
relative· and well-wisher of his family to ch?ose · 

History as his special subject, as · it would ' 
greatly help him in the Competitive Examina- · 
tion for the Superior Services in the Provincial'! 
Government. It was ·urged that there was no · 
Government servant in the family and that· 
"Venkatram should be one." •• No" was the· 
positive answer of the precocious lad. fiE> .. 
would choose that subject which he liked' 
most, and for which he had the keenest· 
aptitude. 

Raman soon became an object of special'i 
love and attention to all his. professors .. 
He had left his philosophical studies to take · 
care of themselves, and his religion did nott 

interfere with the serious study oftheSciences. 
He was· a very fast reader. Even to this day,. 
he has retained this· habit. If a slight fever · 
or a~y indisposition should £oniiEe .. him t&· 
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,-his bed, he would take up a novel of some 
,;modern author, and read through his four 
·or five hundred pag€s in a couple-of days. 

He had closely acquainted himseif with the 
-standard writings of the great authors on his 

-subje~t; and, with great ambition, hoped to 
, make his own ~xperiments in the College 
. laboratory. His Professor did not permit 

'him to. do any extra practical work in the 
..laboratory. But- soon an occasion offered 
•itself for the display of his scientific genius. 

BEGINNING OF HIS SCIENTIFIC CAREER 

The first epoch of Mr. Raman's scientific 
-career began. He had passed the B. A. 
Examination in the first class and won the 

~d Medal in Phy~ He was now 
..jn the M. A. class with Physics as the sub-. 
_ ject of his study. One . day Mr. V. Appa 
l~.ao, a friend and class-fellow, came upon 

-some anomalous observations while perform-
ing some acoustical experiments, and he 

~referred them to Prof. Jones, who seemed 
.at his wits' end, how to explain and account 
for them. The genius of Mr. Raman compre

&hended the whole arr~gement at one flash. 
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He performed the ·experiment himself, 
and after going home, read once more through-.. 
~d Raleigh's theory of sound and made out 
a calculation to his best satisfaction. It was. 
a new arrangement to perform Melde's Ex
periments. Mr. Raman was thoroughly 
convinced that " when properly performed,. 
its results easily surpass, in beauty and in- . 
terest, those obtained by the usual arrange- .. 
ments in Melde's Experimenv The 
modified form of Experiment suggested by 
Mr. Raman has since commended itself to all' 
thinkers in the 'scientific . world. [fc!lrd 
Raleigh himself lias not been slow in con-
gratulating Dr. Raman, and he sent him a· 
letter appreciating the scientific value of the 
sugge10tcd modificatio.J With the energy and~ 
optimism of youth, Dr. Raman at once wrote 
out a memoir of his investiga,tions and • 
presented it to Prqf. Jones• who promised to. 
look it over. It was past one month, two .. 
months and three. The youthful scientist . 
asked for his paper ; the Professor was still• 
looking it through. So, another quarter 
rolled on and Mr. Jones had not finished the· 
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-.perusal of the memoir. The impatience of the 
:-young researcher was , great. The Professor 
~was too slow a reader. At last, Mr. Raman 
-:tactfully managed to get back the memoir 

·under pretext of re-writing it. \Vhen he got 
-the paper ready for publication, he sent 

'it at once to the Editor of THE PHILOSOPHICAL 
~MAGAZINE, London, without informing Prof . 
. Jones about it. And it was not long before 

Mr. Raman received the proof-sheets of his 
. article. He was then a boy in his teens ! His 

- own heart beat with joy. He ran with the 
proof-sheets to his Professor. Mr. Jones read 

·-through the article (now quicker than \>efore), 

- and seemed half-pleased and half-annoyed. 
· "Why did you not show it to me before you . 

· sent it up? " he asked in a passionate tone. 

Mr. Raman replied, " I thought you had read 

-it through, and had no corrections to make. I 
-am sorry." The- professor was satisfied or 
· rather seemed so. How complex is human 

~psychology! How varied are the main-springs 
---of human passion! 

During the last year of his stay in the 
~Madras Presidency College, Mr. Raman had 
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1published another original paper in. that · 
•popular journal of natura] philosophy called 
NATURE, which is also issued from London . 

.v;n(s time it was n~t A~stics but Optics. 
The subject was, '~symmetrical Diffrac

·tion-Bands. due to a Rectangular Aperture." 
The field in which Dr. Raman was to carry 

·on his researches was clearly marked out for 
him even in his college-days. The two 

.memoirs which he had published as a studf:nt 
in the Madras Presidency College, were but 

-the beginning of a huge. ~ass of literature 
·which was to follow in succeeding years, 
descriptive of his investigations in the self

··salT'e field of Optics and Acoustics. Certainly, 
.if any great scientist fell into the proper track 
'from the very beginning, it was Dr. Raman. 

!N GOVERNMENT SERVICE 

Raman had· thus a brilliant career <!-t Col
' lege. When he got through his M.A. in the 
··Presidency College, no time was lost on the 

rpart of the Educational .authorities at Madras to 
capproach the Government, which readily 
.came forward, in deference to the strong 

•recommendation of Prof. Jones, to afford the 
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necessary facilities for a European training, to
Mr. Raman. Only one thing remained before
the young scientist could sail for Europe. 

That was the certificate of physical fitness'· 
Dr. Raman was naturally lean and feeble .. 
His frail frame was in striking contrast. to his: 
strong and energetic intellect. · It was feare& 

that he might collapse under the ·strain of a 
sudden climatic change. He was examined 
by an English I. M. S. Officer of the Madras 
Government, and was found to be too weak t(}· 
bear the incident dislocations of a change o-f 
climate. Hence the idea had to be abandoned .. 

Dr. Ramari was not to sail for Englal'ld . 

. The prospect of going to Europe,. having 
vanished, Mr. Raman looked out for a career in.· 

India. Neither teaching nor law had any attrac

tion for him. He was too deeply absorbed 
in his scientific studies to be swayed by 

considerations of social or pecuniary advan~ 

tage : and science is a jealous mistress. 

So, there was o~ly one alternative. Thatt 
was the only alternative to every intelligent 

young Iadian who set his eyes away from the-
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professions of the Lawyer and the T~acher. 
The All-India Finance Department afforded!· 
what were considered, and are even to-day 
looked upon, as brilliant prospects for any 
young man. Mr. Raman was ·advised on alf. 
sides to become a candidate for the Competi
tive Examination. He had just appeared at: 
theM. A. Examination of the University of 
Madras. Immediately after, he was asked to· 

appear at the Competitive Examination for 
Superior Service in-. the All-India Finance
Department. The Examination ~as con-· 
ducted by the Government of India._ Mr .. 
Raman's nomination for the examination• 
was arranged by Prof. Jones, through the
Madras University. So the young nominee
came to Calcutta to appear for the examina

tion. He had to study quite unfamiliar 
subjects. History, Mr. Raman never liked: 
from the very beginning. He had to study 
Political Economy and Sanskrit too. It 
was indeed a hard task. He was patiently 
plodding through his subject and did not. 
quite hope to be ready for the examination, at 
such a short notice. 

13 
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Just tefore the day of the commencement 
·of the examination, he received a telegraphic 
·message fromiMadras that he had not only 
·stood first in the whole University in the M.A. 
Examination in Physics but that he had passed 
•in the First class. He was the first First Class 

M.A. in Physics. in the whole annals of the 
lU niversity of Madras. This unique recogni
~ion of his genius, this brilliant result could 
·not but have a beneficent effect on his other 
;activities. It fired him with an enthusiasm to 

!become worthy of such an honour by as equal 
;a success in the Finance Examination. 

He was not less successful in the Com

•petitive Examin~ than in the M. A. 
Examination. Vie stood first in the whole 
country. Ho:: was still young. A lad who 
1had just passed his middle teens ! . He 
won the distinction of being the best 

•among the candidates. He was at ,once 
:appointed as a Deputy Accountant-General 

·Of the Finance Department ot the Govem

·ment of India. He belonged now to the 
llndian Imperial Service. He became a 
Gazetted Officer of the Indian Government. 
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'€ighteen years oB! Already an officer-in a 
•responsible branch of the Indian Administra
·tion! Cardinal Wolsey was called a Boy
-Griiduate. Certainly, Dr. Raman Wl\S aBoy
·Officer. There has never been a second in 

tthis country who had attained to such a 
distinction at such an early age. 

RAMAN'S MARRIAGE 

Mr. Raman was now above want. But he 

was faced with the stern realities of life. Till 

·now he was a boy. He was now to take up 
•the duties of manhood. His wife was· the 
·favourit~ daughter in an opulent family of 
:Southern India. She was the daughter .of the 

.late Mr. S. Krishnaswamy Iyer, Superintendent 

.of Sea-Customs at ~1adras. Her mother, 

'Rukmini Aroma!, saw the brilliant yoU'Ilg 
·" Venkatraman" and felt a presentiment that 

'he: was her destined son-in-law. But he 

·belonged to a different sub-sect of the Brahmin. 

•caste. The marriage would be contrary to 
·~ustom. The father of the bride was not quite 
anxious for the alliance. Perhaps the fact.that 
Mr. Raman was not rich had something to do 

~with this attitude. But there was another 
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reason for his conduct. Though a mail oir 
liberal views in his private life, he was extreme-
ly conservative on ceremonial occasions. He· 

was not prepared to break ..?cred customs and' 
time-honoured usages. 'fie was not anxious: 

" to.create whirlpools in calm w~~ But: 
the bride cut the Gordian knot !~he preferred 

genius in rags to stupidity in purp>. The
marriage was celebrated at Madras. It was
somewhat of a sensational event in those d~ys .. 
The most orthodox stood aloof. The late· 
Justice Subrahmanya Iyer and Justice Sadasiva• 
Iyer graced the occasion with their presence 
and eulogised the moral courage of the parties-· 
concerned. It was considered as a triumph of 

good sense and rationalism over the forces of· 
blind prejudice and meaningless custom. The· 

Theo!?ophists looked upon it as a success. 
to themselves. The marriage was the 

.first of its kind in Southern India. Miss' 
Triloka Sundari became Mrs. Raman and the 
young man was soon to take up the duties o{i-

a householder. ' 
His unprecedented success in the ~.A .. 

Examination was his first triumph; the result\. 
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·of the Competitive Examination recorded the 
-second ; his marriage marked the third. This 
>triple triumph marks _the close of his educa
•tional course and the beginning of his official 

-career. 

AT CALCUTTA 

'Mr. Raman was appointed as an officer in 
the Indian Finance Department of the Gov

-ernment of India. His· designation was 
"Deputy Accountant-General." His official 
-career may be divided into various periods 
· ~ach of which is remarkable for some notable 

·event which was_ closely connected with his 
·scientific activity and which furthered the pro
_gress of his scientific thought. His official life 
;began at Calcutta where he stayed fot nearly 

'three years. The responsibilities of office 
-could not alter the natural bent of his mind. 
;He had brilliant prospects in his official career. 
A lesser man would have left science to take 

-.care of itself. But Raman did not neglect his 
special mission even in circumstances appar

-ently adverse to scientific pursuit. 
His joy knew no bounds when one day, 

~hile he was going from Dalhousie Square to 
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Sealdah (where he was then putting up),~.he· 
caught sight of a sign-bo'ard with the inscription. 
" The Indian Associatio~ for the CultivatiQn, oft 
Science.". He saw, he looked, he wondered1 
W a~ it a reality or a mere dream ? Is there 
any . such Association in India ? said he to 
himseif. Not a minute was lost. Down he 
jumped from the tram-car, and soon founcJ. 
himself in the midst of the members who ,llad 
assembled there for a meeting and were j~st 
dispersing. Sir Asutosh ~ookerjee too was 
there. Many great notabilities of Calcutta; 
who evinced any interest in science, were. to
be found. there. Mr. Raman was directed to· 
the Honorary Secretary, Dr.~i;talal Si~ 
the·son of the great Mahendralal Sircar, who 
had given a life-time to popularize the i'dea o£ 
scientific education in this country. Mr. Raman. 
made an appointment with the Honorary Sec
retary to meet him at a convenient time the· 

next day. Then he showed him his forme!' 

publications in European Journals of Science 
and pointed out that there was much tet .be 
done in the subject. Dr. Sircar was struck. 
with the orginality of the young scientist, and: 
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at once proposed to afford every convenience
for the proper carrying on of Research work 
by Mr. Raman. The latter became a member 
without any further delay. His previous career· 

was appreciated and admired by all.· He was 
accorded special facilities. A mere accident! 
became an important incident. His ·heart
hunger was satisfied. His long-felt want was• 
supplied. He fell heart and soul into his
proper sphere of activity. Thus began Mr· 
Raman's c0nnection with. the Indian Science 
Association, which was providential though• 
accidental, and which had a profound influence· 
not only on the career of Mr. Raman himseJ{j 
but on that of the Association as well. Thus be

gan his acquaintance with the Vice-Chancel
lor of the University of Calcutta, which, in due 

course, brought them into closer touch which
increased their mutual friendship, appreciation 
and admiration, and finally changed the 'whole· 
course of Mr. Raman's life in after years. 

Mr. Raman wanted a laboratory. The
laboratory of the Association wanted a· greall 
scientist. Mr. Raman and the Indian Science

Association .had long wanted each other badly.:. 
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They suddenly met, joined hands and became 
united. The union was fraught with 

·great possibilities. Its immediate . effect 

-was the commencement of real scientific 
research work in the Association. It was 
·destin~:d to vindicate the· scientific greatness 
-of India. The achievements of Indian Science 
'have now acquired world-wide reputation. 
The Indian Association has spread its fame 
·throughout the world. 

Mr. Raman was now himself again. No
·thing now stood between him and Science. 
His whole leisure was now dedicated to the 

idol of his heart. The results of his research 
·were published in the form· of Bulletins 

through the Association. But this vigorous 
·work was not long to continue. It was only 

:three years that Raman could spend in 

Calcutta. During the period, he had establish· 

·ed his reputation in Calcutta. His great 
·genius, wonderful energy, and constant 

application to his work with single-hearted 

-devotion became a topic of common talk with 

persons interested in scientific studies. The 

Olate Sir Gurudas Banerjee took an active 
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1interest in Mr. Raman's work in the labora
·tory of the Association. 

While such were the happy circumstances 
,jn which Mr~ Raman was placed; he was 
·suddenly transferred to Rangocn. The transfer 
--deprived the Science Associc .. tion of Mr. 
Raman's service for a -time. But the seed 

•had already been sown, and it was bound to 
bear fruit in the long run. Mr. Raman left 

• Calcutta with a heavy heart. 

IN RANGOON 

A characteristic incident is recorded of Mr. 
!Raman's early days in Burma, how, after only 
. a couple of days' stay in Rangoon, he marched 
out on an expedition to a neighbouring station 

.at dead of night (leaving his wife in desperate 
loneliness) to see certain new scientific instru
ments that had arrived at the l11.boratory of 

·the lnsein School, and returned home in the ... ' 
early hours of the morning. The incident is 

·significant of the lure of science to men of 
Mr. Raman's single-minded devotion to it . 

. For the rest,' the young officer carried on his 
work in the usual course, exhibiting the same 

-,spirit of courage and steadfastness. 'fhe ~c-
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countant-General, his immediate superior.
recognized his qualities and respected him,. 

though with a sullenness and a temper that 
occasionally led to a rupture with the subordi~ 

nate, who was of a proud and independent 

spirit. But the coolness and dignity of Mr_ 
Raman soon won him.the regard of the .British• 

officer, and the, subsequent official life of Mr .. 
Raman at Rangoon ran smooth and unruffled. 

His brisk habits and almost · irrepressible·· 
energy must be felt by all who came into con
tact with him. Some years after, an Account

ant General, who went· round on a tour or 
inspection, was so much struck by Mr. Ra-
man's aggressive individuality that he asked· 

his superior, "How do you manage Raman ?" •. 
Dr. King of the Benares Hindu University,. 

being struck by the ma~vellous energy of Mr .. 
Raman's movemen,ts, was forced to remark,. 
"It is indeed a matter of grtat surprise that: 
flasks and tes.;t-tubes survive Mr. Raman's. 

handlfng in the laboratory." 

IN MADRAS AGAIN 

The stay of the young officer at Rangoon• 

was not)ong. About March 1910, hearing ofi 
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his father's demise, Mr. Raman took leave for 
six months and went to Madras. ' Thus his
official life was suspended for a time, but not. 
his scientific activity. The laboratory of the
Madras Presiden.:y College was open to him, 
and his whole time was spent at the altar o£. 
Science for nearly the entire ·period of .six..: 
months, till September 1910. 

MR. RAMAN AT NAGPUR 

We next find Mr. Raman at Nagpur as

Peputy Accountant-General. Just about this
time, the whole city was in the grip of a. 
deadly plague. There were deaths on every. 
side; the people were falling off like the· 
leaves of autumn. The Deputy Accountant--· 
General was very prompt and energetic ifl., 
his relief measures. There was a large· 
office-compound, where Mr. Raman ordered .. 
a number of tents to be pitched for the 
accommodation of his assistants: He too· 
resided in one ol the tents and was ever ready 

to respond to every call of distress. His almost~.. 
inexhaustible energy was taxed to the utmost· .. 
in his efforts to prevent the spread of the-· 

~pidemic. He personally argued • out the~ 
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-exigency of the situation, and the consequent 

• necessity of special measures with the chief 
of the Police Department at Nagpur. It was 
~with the greatest difficulty that Mr. Raman 
could manage to keep his whole staff of 

. assistants free from infection. 

\Vhen the plague had passed away, Mr. 

~Raman was faced with another kind of trouble. 
This time his enemy did not come from 

··without. The difficulty came from his own 
,-subordinates in the office. 

The predecessor of Mr. Raman had created 
. a bad custom in the office. · He had deputed 

· one or other of his European assistants with 
vmost of his important powers ; so that the 

•routine of the office work could go on without 

-his immediate supervision. Thus, as time 
went on, the European assistant usurped most 

-of the powers of h~s chief officer, and the 
, latter came to occupy a position not much 

·different from that of " the fifth wheel of the 
•coach ". He had become only the titular 
.. head of the office while the virtual administra
rtion was with his European assistant: It was, 

•when the affairs in the office were in such a 
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state, that Mr. Raman was posted as Deputy
Accountan;-General to Nagpur. · 

Soon after his arrival, Mr. Raman was• 
duly informed of the peculiar practices which 
obtained in his office. He carried on a silent·· 
and secret investigation into the way in which·· 
the office work was being carried on. He
found that discipline was lax; and there were 
very few even among the clerks who really 
tried to discharg-e their duties properly. At: 
once, he decided that such a state of affairs ' 
should not be allowed to continue. He · 
called for the file of office orders without any 
delay; revoked all those which conflicted·~ 

with the general practice; warned his immedi-
ate assistants against any further encroach
ment upon the powers of their ·chief; threaten--
ed with severe penalties any the least 
infringement of the rules and regulations of
the Civil Service, and· for all that was outward
ly known, sent a· tremour into the hearts of" 
his subordinates. The rule of ail imbecile
officer had ceased. A strong and vigorous
administration began with the advent of Mr .. 
Raman who was now barely two-and-twenty,. 
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:and his subsequent action in dealing with the 

-·recalcitrants in office led to a stor.,_ in the tea
'Pot. Mr; Raman took drastic steps to restore 
-discipline and the AMRITA BAZAAR PATRil{A 
-took up the cause of the victims. The con-

~spirasy of the whole staff against what was 
thought an young and inexperienced Indian 

•Officer was brought to the notice oi' the 
Headquarters in Simla. Luckily, the Account~ 

=ant-:;eneral thought that the measures taken 
'by Mr. Raman were exactly those which 
:.any competent officer would have taken, 
::and he expressed his satisfaction with 
Mr. Raman. At last, when the whole file 

·returned to the official-in-charge at Simla, he 

·could not help remarking that it was indeed a 
matter of great surprise, how Mr.· Raman, so 

·y(mng, could cope with a situation, so serious, 

'in a manner so brilliant ! He asked his 

personal congratulations to be communicated 
-to the young officer, who, he did not doubt, 

'had a glorious future before him. 
AT CALCUTTA AGAIN 

In November 1911, Mr. Raman was trans
>ferred to Calcutta, the scene ·. of his early 
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I labours, as Accountant-General of "Posts and 

"Telegraphs. He rejoiced at the prospect of 
-going back to his beloved city. " This city" 

l,he said, " is the only proper place for me. I 
•have livtd in innumerable cities and countries 

. of the world. I have worked in different 
llaboratories in Europe and America. But I 
-have always felt that Calcutta is the place for 
me and the Indian Association for the Cultiva

·tion of Science is my proper home." 
THE PALIT PJ:{OFESSORSHIP 

It was at this time that University educa

·tion in Bengal was d~a'ted by a masterful 
· personal!ty-the ~ Sir Asutosh Mookerji. 
·Sir Asutosh was not only a great educationist 

'but a~izer as well. · 
~he year 1915, the Calcutta University 

I 

'-Coll<!ge of Science was founded through the 
-exertions of Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, and with 
-the help of the princely donations of Sir Tarak-
•nath Palit and Dr. Rash Behari Ghose. The 
-opening of this institution inarks an in 
·.the history of Science in India . 

..Palit, " whose name will be handed down to 
,.posterity and will be gratefully mentioned by 
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all true lovers of education from generation. 
to generation, even long after the present-day 
notabilities-euphemistically so called-shaltr' 

have passed irito inevitable and well-merited 
oblivion, endowed the Calcutta University
with a fund for the creation of a chair in 

Physics.'' Thus money was forthcoming. 
Facilities \vere quickly being provided. But:· 
the men were w~nting. 

Sir Asutosh had tried many fresh graduates; 

from the University but in vain. It has
already been said that his attention was arrest-· 
ed by the work of Mr. Raman in the Indian. 
Association for th~ Cultivation of Science,_ 

His keen eye had not failed to observe his

genius. He had been struck by his (Mr. 
Raman's) scientific ardour and originality. 

He had closely followed his achievements' 

carried out under the most unfavourable
circumstances. He had watched with a per~ 

sonal interest and curiosity, the anxiety of a• 

Government Civil servant for scientific re
search and original · discoveries. ·He had,. 
therefore, unhesitatingly offered him the Chair· 
of Physics. The offer was first made in the-
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early months of 19l4, when Mr. Raman 

was not yet past five-and-twenty, and'· 
he accepted the post on his own 
terms. But there was yet another obstacle. 
The Palit Deed made it compulsory that the
Professor should be an England-returned 
gentleman. Though Mr. Raman had agreed' 
to this provision, he was sorely tried in heart. 
It was at this time that ~ir Guroodas, the
friend and admirer of Mr. Raman, came to his 

rescue. 
One day, soon after his appointment Mr .. 

Raman went to see Sir Guroodas Banerjee
at his residence. There reigned a luxurious 
after-tea atmosphere. The host was in his best 
spirits. His thought ran riot and his peculiar 

graces of speech and expression had great 
effect on his listeners. As soon as he saw Mr. 
Raman, he welcomed him with the utmost 

cordiality. There was mutual love and 
confidence between Raman and Guroodas. 
So there was a deeper speech between 

them than what words could express. 
Sir Guroodas fhad already heard of 
Mr. Raman's appointment. He was alsG 

u 
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.aware of the condition of European 
·traimng which attached to the appointment. 
So the first thing that he asked of Mr. Raman 
was, " Then, you are going to England, Mr. 
Raman ?'' "I am itot "going and I do not 
wish to. But "they insist on it." said Mr. 
Raman. In the twinkling of an eye, the 

:great old man saw that the aggressive personal
ity of the Bengal Tiger had done its work. At 
heart, Mr. Raman. did not like to go to Europe. 
Sir Asutosh Mookerjee had coerced him into 
.consent. " They tell me " said Mr. Raman 

that the Palit Trust Deed insists upon 

an European training for the Chair-holder. 
·•· I know not what to do." Thus when 

Mr. Raman opene~ his heart to Sir 
Guroodas, he came to his rescue by opposing 

the idea and pointing out its unfavo1lfable 
implications. " You should not go to 

Europe" exclaime<!Jbe grand old man with 

great emotion0fle condition is impliedly a 
disgrace to Indian talent. · ~es European 

training a condition precedent to the develo~ 
ment of original research in India. It per

petuates Indian dependence on European 
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.leadership. JV{hus defeats the noble object 

Jor which Sir Asutosh has so manfully fought 

-.the intellectual redemption of the Indian 

.nation. It would therefore almost amount to 

a suieidal policy. The author· of. the Trust 

·Deed did not fully foresee these deeper impli
-cations. The spirit of it is in your favour. Its 
·Jetter is immaterial.~ may therefore tell Sir 

Asutosh, point-blank, that you cannot under
.take a sea-voyage." Mr. Raman felt relieved 
.by the speech of Sir Guroodas, a clever jurist 
that he was. Sir A<mtosh fell in with.his idea. 

•He was not like any other Vice-Chancellor. 

His position in the Calcutta University was 

ilike that of a Dictator. His colleagues . under
stood his disinterested motives. He made him

·self understood. All knew that whatever 
he did was for the best interest of · the 

University. No one dared to question his 
-sovereignty. He was magnanimous to the 

-core. He saw that Mr. Raman was indispens-
.able. He accordingly tried to accommodate 
"him as far as he could. The preliminary 

-difficulties were thus overcome. Sir 

.Asutosh's joy knew_ no bounds. His heart was 
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fully satis,fied. Giving full vent to the "inmost~ 

feelings of his heart, while laying th,e founda
tion-stone of the University College or 
Science on the 27th of March 1924, he spoke· 
as follows :-

For the chair of Physics e~eated by Sir TaraknatJ., 
Palit, we have been fortunate enough to secure the · 
services of l\lr. Chandrasekhar V enkataraman, who bas . 
greatly distinguished himself and aequired a Eu~opean.
fame. by his brilliant researches in the domain of Physical 
Science, assiduously carried on under the most adverse· 
circumstances amidst the dist.raction of pressing official
duties. I rejoice to think that many of these valuable 
researches have been carried on in the laboratory of 'tile · 
Indian Association for the Cultivation oi Science, founded. 
by our late illustrious collea,.o-ue, Dr. Mahendralal Sircar, 
who devoted a life-time to the foundation of an institu- · 
tion for the cultivation aud advancement of science in· 
this country. I shall fail in my duty if I were to restrain 
myself in my expression of the genuine admiration J. 
feel for the courage and spirit of self-sacrifice with which 
Mr. Raman has decided to exchang-e a lucrative official 
appointment for a University Professorship, which, I· 
regret to say, does not carry even liberal emoluments. 
This one instance encourages me to entertain the hope· 
that there will be uo lack of seekers after truth in the· 
Temple of Knowledge, which it is our ambition to erect. 

Thus did Mr. Raman gracefully put on the· 
mantle of Professorship. His work was fully· 

appreciated and highly admired. The . Vice
Chancellor seldom blundered in the selection 

of .the College staff. Mr. Raman chose his' 
right profession and Sir Asutosh chose the .. 
right professor ; and neither had any cause-· 

• 
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·to·regret the choice. ~fte-Chancellor 
·was ~ver generous in the tribute of praise he 
paid .to recognized merit, and took every ' 

·opportunity of expressing his heart-felt 
.admiration for Mr. Raman's genius and 
character, and holding him up as an ideal to 

the rising generation of young men in the 
~University. 

But even his professorship was not alto
gether smooth sailing for one of Mr. Raman's 

·strong individuality. especially when it is pitted 
.against' another individuality equally strong. 
The mutual admiration of the Vice-Chancellor 

.and the Professor was not long to continue 
•uninterrupted. A ripple of a misunderstand
ing arose out of the management of finances 

·during Sir Asutosh's absence on the Calcutta: 
University Commission. Scientific apparatus 

.and instruments had to be purchased locally 

.at heavy price by the Professors without wait
·ing for sanction from duly constituted author
·•ities. Mr. Raman insisted on the .right of 
the· Professor to act in the manner. he 
1had· done, while Sir Asutosh on his return 
,jnsi~ted oil sanction through the proper chan-
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nel· in the -interest ot discipline. The· 
shadow of a misunderstanding had crept in

which well nigh tried the Professor to the
breaking point. But Sir Asutosh magnani
mously made peace, and the rupture which
had begun at the first meeting was made up-
at the second. · 

D'R. RAMAN A~"D HIS PUPILS 

As a teacher, Dr. Raman (who was made an 
honorary D.Sc. of the Calcutta University· 
in 1921) has endeared himself to his stu..:. 
dents and inspired them with hiS' own zeal ·for: 
knowledge. Indeed, under his guidance, the' 

Department of Physics, in the Calcutta Uni-· 
versity, has become a striking institution off 
its kind in the world. Like Sir P. C. Ray· and· 

Sir J. C. Bose, Dr. Raman too can boast of a' 
host of student scientists who carry on the 

work of the master with distinction. From hiS>· 
Research School have come Dr. S. K. Baner-
jee, Dr. Ramanathan, and Dr. B. N. Banerjee,. 
the first fruits of Dr. Raman's teaching. These

have since been invited to hold high and res
ponsible posts in the Meteorological Depart:... 

ment of the Government of India. Prof_ 
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Phanindranath Ghosh has made a substantial 
contribution on the theory o( vision through. 

optical instruments. Many German scientific 

journals have referred to his work in Applied 
Optics, under Prof. Raman's guidance with 

great praise. Prof. S. K. Mitra has distin

guished himself by his remarkable theo'Y 
of the heliometer, and is Professor of Physics; 

at Khaira. He has organised the wireless. 

department of the Science College. Dr_ 
N. K. Sathi, now of the. Benares Hindu; 

University, has published several very useful 
and important papers on the theory of White: 
Light. Mr. N. K. Sur is another very import

ant name. He has published the first experi
mental verification.of the new theory of the· 

Thermal Jonisation. From his laboratory at 
Allahabad have appeared a.number of Spec-· 

troscopic papers of great value which have 

been frequently referred to in the German

Han·\book of Physics. Mr. R. N. Ghosh, who
received excellent instruction in the field of 

Acoustics under Dr. Raman is n'lw con.tinu-· 

ing his research;-s further into the field of musi

cal instruments such as the Pianoforte. Dr. 
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Bidhu Bhusan Ray, whose brilliant work on 
IDiffraction Halloes, submitted for the degree 

·Of Doctorate in Science, was so highly 
·Commented upon by such great scholars· 

.and experts as Dr. Simpson and Sir G. 
\Valker, and who had received a scholar

·ship for stu'dy abroad, was one of the 

·early students of Dr. Raman. Mr. Chinmaya
nandana w:ts one of the first of those young 
'men who took the guidance of Dr. Raman in 

.Scientific research. His work was very highly 
appreciated, and he was given a Government 

.appointment. Much was expected from him ; 

'but death cut short his life. The list given 

:above is neither representative nor complete. 

Dr. Raman had in his laboratory ·students 
·coming from all the provinces of India and be
Tlonging to the different universities. His fame 

'has attracted scholars to Calcutta. The famous 
-saying of Principal Archibald comes b::tck to 

·our memory. " Fine buildings do not consti
·tute a University; but it is an assembly of 

-scholars which constitutes a University." In 

the truest sense of the word, Dr. Raman and 
bis students have made up the Physics Section 
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·Of the University of Calcutta. "Dr. Raman is 
·still young and full of. life and activity, and 
-unlike some of his brother Professors at 
Calcutta, devotes his whole energy to his 

·subject. Let us hope that lie will live long 
enough to make the Indian Science Association 
equal in reputation to the Davy-Faraday 

;l<tboratory of London." · 

DR. RAMAN. AS !>- SCIENTIST 

We must now come back to Dr. Raman • 
'himself. \Ve shall have to say a great deal 
of his researches in Science, but we must 

'begin with the picturesque side of his research 
work.~r. Raman has a passionate longing 

,for the observation and enjoyment of natural 
phenomeny\'Vhile on board the steamer 

lbound f6r Great Britain, he did not lock 
himself in his cabin and keep pouring over 
books of science, but he went out into the 

-open air to watch the changing· hues of the 
sky and also the flakes and spumes of the sea .. 

~explanation ·of ·the colour of the sky 
.and the Blue of the Mediterranean had such an 

origin. They were not subjects which suggest
.ed themselves to him in his study or in his 
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elaborate Experiment-rooms .. They were the 

direct outcome of his. free and undisturbed 
communion with Nature. 

It is again 1]-eedless to exaggerate the
importance of science and the necessity of

scientific research in India. It is only a 
scientist that can sp,eak on the subject with 
authority. Therefore we refer the reader to· 
Dr. Raman's remarks, during his Convocation 

• Address at Benares, in 1926. 
We live to-day not in an age of the Vedas and the· 

Upanishads; we live in a modern age; we live in an 
age of research; a period of intense striving to create" 
new realms of thought, to penetrate the mystery o£ 
nature, by the use of all intellectual and material forces 
under human command. During the last one hundred. 
years, vast fields of new knowledge have been discussed 
aud cultivated and everything points to an inqreasingly; 
vigorous advance into regions as yet unknown. \Vein. 
India, as a people, cannot afford merely to stand aside
and be merely passive spectators of this remarkable out-· 
burst of human activity. To stand aside would btl to .. 
confess ourselves an effete and worn-out people, fit only· 
to be laid on the shelf and suffer !lConomic and politicaL 
extinction. L,' 

· In these words, Dr. Raman has not only 

. struck a note of warning to help us in 

our conduct for the future, but has also· 

given a lesson we have to learn from our 
past experiency-' It · was our past aloof

ness, that dug the grave of Indian in-
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dependence. It was our indifference to· 

what was going on around and in the rest ofs 
the world that;.has been the main cause of our· 

political subjection. Greater contact with; . 
the outside world, greater interest in inter-

national activities, deeper insight into· the.· 

general course of the world-progress, are: 
indispensable not only to our fuller life and1 

speedier growth but also to our economic and; 
political redemption. These virtues are equally 
indispensable to the . cultural growth of a·• 
nation as well. 

""'hat is Research?" asks Dr. Raman and his answer· 
is, "It is only seeking after knowledge and must there-
fore be of the most fundamental significance in all" 
schemes of education. You must remember that knowledge· 
at the present day is not a dead knowledge enshiined in 
books but a living and growing knowledge with which· 
we are all concerned. Can you imagine for a moment· 
that living knowledge can be procured, can be obtained· 
merely by the study of books, by turning your teachers 
and students into mere book-worms? No I your teachers 
and students will have to tak" part in that stream off 
human activity, which I have referred to. A University 
is not a universrty if this is not understood, if this is not• 
daily practised. It is in the attempt 1to discover 'new 
facts and new relations between known facts, which we
call research, that a true insight into the new and grow
ing body of knowledge is obtained. You must be one of' 
the seekers, or else you will be left behind." 

Dr. Raman has always insisted on Science· 

for its ow~ sake and for its possible utility to• 
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· the race at large. He warned scientists 
against the temptation to self-advertisement, 

-" I would warn my young friends" said he : 

very specially against regarding research as a path
way to self-advertisement and self-glorification. Self

- advertisement, for whatever reason it may he pursued,_ 
-soon becomes an end in itself and its results are most 

·-evil when seemingly it is most successfnl. The man of 
'·-Science who habitually indulges in it soon comes to 

believe in his own perfection and infallibility and loses 
· ·that clearness ot vision and rigid self-criticism, essential 
:-to an investigator. Self-praise is scientific suicide, 

HIS GREAT WORLD TOUR 

After Dr. Raman _ was presented with a 
! Fellowship of the Royal Society of London, 

f.·he received invitations from various \Vestern 

Scientific Associations and Research Institutes. 

·Chief :~;mong them were those of the British 

.Association for the Advancement of Science 
'at Canada, and the Managing _Committee for 
'the Celebration of the Centenary of the Kelvin 
•Institute at London. · As a representative of 
>the scientific genius of India, Dr. Raman was 

'-the recipient o~ the most cordial and unique 

~eception not only from the above centres of 
~scientific research but also from the various 

•>institution~ which he had to visit, on invitation, 
.-during his long tour of nearly ten months. 
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Immediately after leaving India, Dr. Raman,, 

proceeded to London to attend the meeting-· 
of the Royal Society. He was formally admit-
ted as a Feliow, and he took an active part in 
the deliberations of the meeting. He spent·· 
three weeks in England, most of the time 
working in the Davy-Faraday Lai;>Oratory of

the Royal Institute testing one of his new
theories in X-ray scattering. Soon after, l1e 

attended the Kelvin Centenary held in• 
London. Then without further delay, he left 
for Canada, to take part in the meeting of the· 
British Association for the Advancement of
Science. Originally, he had been asked to 

read a paper relating to his work. But when 
he was actually in Toronto, he was agreeably 
surprised to find that he had been put down to · 
open a discussion on his spedal subject, and· 
had thus the privilege of addressing the Associ-. 
ation for one hour on the subject of Molecular · 
Scattering ofLight. 

It was while he was leaving the hall that Dr. 
Raman made the acquaintance, and at once
the friendship of one of the greatest physicists 

in the world. " Prof: Raman", said a gentle--
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"Physics, an t e most active and distinguished 
-of American Physicists in modern times. He 

.. at once expressed a desire that Dr. Raman 
-should visi.t his institution at Pasadena, and 
-lecture to the group of Physicists which he had 
,gathered together at his Norman Bridge Labo
.ratory, where in previous years, some of the 
,.most distinguished European physici~ts such 

. as Einstein and Lorentz had held the position 

--of Research Associates. Dr. Raman too was 
.. offered the same position for that session 

because, Prof. Millikan said, he would greatly 
value the privilege of having a physicist from 

.Asia to expound his view and put his work 
.before the staff of the Institute. Dr. Raman 

.accepted the invitation. 

Simultaneously with the meeting of the 

British Association, Dr. Raman had to attend 
·the meeting of the International Ceimgress of 

Mathematicians, at which he had to represent 
··the University of Calcutta. He was asked to 

;preside over the section of Mathematical 
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physics. There he made the aquaintance of 
:Several great mathematicians from all over the 
world and received a pressing invitation from 
the Russian Representatives, to visit their· 
.country and lecture before their Academy. 

\Vhen the meetings were over, Dr. Raman 
was invited to take part in pleasant excursion 
across Canada by a special train. On the 
way, he visited several Canadian Universities, 
and a great many of the attractions 
of Canadian natural scenery such as lakes, 
glaciers and mountains in . national parks. 
The three weeks thus spent by Dr. Raman 
in the company of the most distinguished 
physicists and mathematicians of the world 

was an exceedingly pleasant and profit
able time. He enjoyed many interesting and 
instructive discourses, in particular with Prof. 
Edington of Cambridge, regarding the most 
recent development in the Theory of 
Relativity and of" Stellar Evolution " with 
Sir William Bragg on " Crystal Structure " 
and Atomic Physics ; with Sir Richard 

Paget on his Latest Investigation, "The Natut:e 
{)(Speech", and with a great many others of 
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equal merit and of less renown. Dr. Ramatl" 

had many interesting and wonderful experi

ences during this journey. Suffice it here to
say that he had special opportunities of" 
making observations on the colour of the ice· 

in glaciers and of water in mountain-lakes. 

He had originally planned to make this study· 
in Switzerland, but as good luck would have 

. it, he was able to achieve his object during hiso 
Canadian tour. ·When he visited 'the 
Iuisillewet Glacier on the Rocky Mountains

and climbed up the mass of ice, he _was struck 
at the wonderful greenish blue colour it had· 

exhibited. Dr. Raman hewed down a block 
of ice, and when he held it in his hand, he saw

that it was a perfectly transparent and colour-· 
less crystal. He at once put forward tenta·· 

tively the theory that the- colour was due to· 
the selective scattering of the blue end of the· 

solar spectrum where light traverses a mass 

~of ice. Prof. H. T. Barnes of the McGrill' 

University of Montreal, who has made a speciat 

study of Icebergs and Gt;ciers in Canada· 
and Greenland, refers in the following-

words to Dr. Raman's view, in a book recently-
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published by him on this subject. · " It seems' 
more than probable that Prof. Raman is. 
correct and that the colour of ice is due to 
large group molecules." During his tour in• 
Canada, Dr. Raman, as we have already 
said, als'J visited and boated upon ao 
great many of the Cam.dian fresh watt;r· 

lakes. These sheets of water which are situat-· 
ed in the more rocky and inaccessible parts of 
the mountains showed wonderfully intense 
colour ranging from green in some cases to· 
deep-blue in others. The cause of this color
ation was due, according to Dr. Raman, to the 
absorption of light in water combined with the 
scattering of light in traversing the water by 
the molecules of the liquid, as well as, in many 
cases, by the innumerable particles brought. 
down by the glaciers and held in suspension 
in the la'kes. 

Returning after th_ose excursions, Dr. Raman 
had a brief rest at Toronto. Then he went to. 
Philadelphia to attend the Centenary of the 
Franklin Institute. Here he met Professors: 
Mich.elson, Zeeman, Fabray, and 
physicists of international fame. 

' 15 

other 
At the 
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.celebration of the Centenary, he present~d the 
greetings of the Calcutta University and the 
Indian Association for the Cultivation of 
Science, which were vociferously applauded. 
There he also found Prof. Millikan with' an 
-official letter appointing Dr. Raman as a 

I 

Research Associate of his Institute at 
Pasadena. 

Leaving Canada, Dr. Raman went down 
~o the United States and visited by invita
tion the chief Scientific Institutions at 

Washington, Chicago, Philadelphia and Iowa. 

He spent an extremely good time with Prof. 

Nicholas of Chicago, and visited a field of ten 
miles outside the city, where the one-mile-long 
pipe-lines were being laid down. At Iowa, 

Dr. Raman was -received with the greatest 

cordiality. He delivered a public lecture to a 

.crowded audience. Then he was al'so spe

·cially requested to advise the members of the 
Physics staff on the research problems they 

bad on hand. Then he went across the United 

States to Southern California and visited the 
famous Lowell Observatory at Fagstaff and 

also the Grand Canyon of Colarado River, in 
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:Arizona. The latter is one of the greatest 
-woriders of the world. 

Thence without further delay, Dr. Raman 

proceeded to Pasadena. He was warmly 

... velcomed' by Prof.· Millikan and his brilliant 
group of men. There were Ebstime, Tolman 
Noyes·, ·and Bateman. 'There were besides; 

·numerous other notabilities who had gathered 
•·together at the California Institute during the 
whole period of his stay, and he· was over-

whelmed by the hospitality with which he was 

'-treated by the Institute and the citizens of 

·Pasadena. He lectured regularly on "Thermo

E>ynamics and Light Scattering" to the staff 
. .and the Graduate students. Many of the dis
;tinguished members of the Institute and of the 

Solar Observatory of Mount Wilson, were 
. .among the audience. Dr. Raman spent several· 
we'ekerids1:ouring among the mountain-valleys, 
beaches and •the desert-lands of that wonderful' 

. country which has a charm of its own. There 
'he had the privilege of having the great 100-' 
inch reflector of Mt. Wilson of the Mt. Wilson 
..Observatory, practically to himself for two 

<nights•in successiou. It is decidedly the largest 
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t:elescope in the whole world. Dr. Raman~ 
appreciated the wonderf~l engineering skill thatt 
is exhibited in the construction and handling 
of this giant instrument. The al'm:ost wonderful' 
light-gathering power of the instrument makes 
it possible to reach by direct vision, the most
outlying parts of manifested creation.. Objects 
whose structure could previously be deter
~ined only by prolonge-d photographic ex~
posures, can now be seen visib-ly-by this 100-
inch reflector. Dr. Raman was deeply impress-
ed with the ~pectacle which the gaseous and· 

planetary nebulae presented in this instrument •. 
He said, " Altogether, what I saw in Mt. 

Wilson would alone have justified my journey
from India to the other side of the earth". 

Dr. Raman also delivered several popular-· 

lectures upon the ancient educational systems 
of India and the . glories of the Indian civili
zation. These lectures were heard by crowd-

ed listeners, who were so anxious to learn of 
the contributions of Ancient India to the 

civilization of the world. Their enthusiasm. 
was ev4;1enced by the innumerable letters ofi 

appreciation which were J>ubli.shed, and the" 
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•resolutions which were passed. Many a time, 
Ur. Raman was the guest of honour at the 
.most exclusive clubs in the city and spoke on 
.a variety of subjects. 

Dr. Raman was profoundly impressetcluring 
Lhis stay at Fasadena with the attention paid 

to the military training of students. He says, 

Rarely a day passed in which I did not see in the 
.. compass of the institute, at all hours, groups of students, 
marchJng, drilling, learning to shoot, and perform the 

; 'duties of the soldier. Indeed, it might bave seemed that 
•the students were training to become professional soldiers, 
and not, as in reality they were, elect.rical engineers. The 
·conviction was borne in upon me that nothing helps a 
~young man, to ac'luire physical stamina, discipline and a 
right outlook on life, so much as military training. I 
.regard military training as an essential part of any scheme 
·Of e.d'\lcation in a University. 

After spending tliree months at Pasadena, 
Dr. Raman left, but reluctantly, for Northern 

·California, spending the X-mas holidays amidst 

•the beauties of the Sierra Nevada mountain 
vall.eys. Whence, he visited the lovely 
University of Palo-Alto, founded by Prof. 
Leyland Stanford, where he lectured to the· 

·shi<:Jents and staff on his new' discoveries. To 
·describe closely the story of this most interest
•ing travel will undoubtedly swell these pages 

.into a big volume. To make a· long account 
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~hort; Dr. Raman travelled through Atne.rica~ 

paying visits, and lecturing to the innumerable· 

State Universities of that country which· LordJ 
Bryce has truly characterized as the latest :of 

time, but some of which Dr. Raman has •des

cribed with equal truth as youthful giants. In• 
New York, and Schenectady, he saw, by specia~ 

invitation, research laboratories ot the Western 
Electric Company, and the General EleCtric

Company. Here he was greatly impressed by
the immense amount of attention' paid. to· 

scientific researches. A great deal ·of them

were purely of academic interest ; but were 

largely financed by industrial organizations· 
and wealthy private individuals on purely 
business lines. 

Dr. Raman left Ameril:a with regret for: 

England. He had now but two weeks to spare,:.. 
which he wanted to spend in a continued tour. 

First, he sailed for Norway landing ab 
Bergen to med his friend Prof. Bjerknees, the
world-famous meteorologist. The beautiful> 
situation . of the city and its inland harbour· 
have left a very pleasant impression upon ·Dr .. 
Raman's mind. 
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Then, theie were flying visits paid to
Oslova, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Berlin· and 

Paris, where he met the leading workers in· 
cognate subjects. His most memorable ex
perience was the day he spent as the guest of 

Prof. Neils Bohr who t0-daystandsundoubted
ly as the most romantic figure in the world of 
science. A comparatively young man, his 

ideas have captured the attention of phy~idsts 
and chemists all the world over. He practi
cally dominates the scientihc thou,ght of to-day. 
At the Bohr laboratory, Dr. Raman met his 
former pupil, and a distinguished alumnus of 
the Calcutta University, Dr. Bidhu Bhusan Ray._ 

Among other eminent scientists that he 
met during this short but highly interesting; 
teur were Prof. Storrrier of Aurora Borealis' 
fame, Prof. Svedbrg, the most distinguished 
Coll\Jid Chemist now living, Prof. Arrhenius,. 
Direc~or of the Nobel Institute at Stockholm,. 
Goldchindt of the Mineralogical Institute, and. 
Nernst of Berlin, Prof. Brillowin of the Col
lege of France. 

Then Dr. Raman left for India and landed· 

on its shores on the_l8th .of March, 1925, after 
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.an absence of nearly ten months, with pleasant 
;recollections and indelible impressions of the 
·most brilliant minds of the scientific world and 
-the most varied types of country and civili~ 

:sation. 

A few months after, he left India in res
·ponse to an invitation from the Russian 

.Academy of Science on the occasion of their 
Bicentenary Celebration, 

SOAP BUBBLES 

Prof. Raman has not been content to rest on 
·the laurels he has already won. His subs~ 
-quent discoveries have been no less remark~ 
.able. He made an interesting discovery r~ 
-garding the construction ·of soap bubbles. 
He has described it thus :-

As a soap bubble grows thinner by gradual, draining 
-oft of the water in it, a stage is reached when at the top 
-of the bubble appears a round black spot; this continually 
dilates till it liecomes sometimes more than half or three

-quarters of an inch in breadth before the bubble bursts. 
'This "black spot" represents a film of e:'ttreme tenuity, 
and an immense amount of research bas been devoted by 
physicists for 50 years to the task of determining its 

-exact thickness and physical natnre. The thickness of 
the black spot has been measured by various phy~icists 
who have found that the film is only about a five 
millionth part of an inch in thickness, indicating that it is 
mt a molecule or two thick. 
~ A soap bubble of sufficient thinness is not an ordinary 
.liquid, but a litluid crystal, and should behave optically 
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'in the same way as a section o! _ apstalline rock or 
·mineral does under the microscr 

Prof. ~ has shown this to be actually 
the case. A soap bubble is blown to such a 

·thinness that it ceases to exhibit vivid colours 

and is just full whiteyThis is the stage just 
prior to the develo"Pment of the ''black 5pots", 
The bubble is placed between two lat:ge Nicols, 
or polarizing prisms of ice-land spar, and 

·examined under the intense illumination pro
vided by a quartz mercury vapour lamp. 
When the Nicols are suitably turned with 

:respect to each other, two hyperbol!rrcs of 
-darkness appear on the bubble./'fhese arcs 
.are dark when the bubble is freshly blown, but 
.as the startification develops, they light up, 
-showing the transformation of the soap-film 
from an ordinary liquid into a liquid crystal. 
'The edge of the black spot at the top of t~ 
•bubble becomes at the same time intensely 
.luminous. 

THE RAMAN EFFECT 

But by far the most notable contribution of 

Dr. Raman to the world of science is what is 
lkriown after his own name.-The Raman effect. 
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Physicists throughout the world are deeply

interested in this discovery of a new radiation 
effect. The Raman-effect, is the most dis
cussed question in physics to-day. Numerous
paper;; and reports dealing with it have already

appeared in the scientific journals and the: 
foremost centres of research in E1,1rope hav~ 

taken up the study of the new phenomenon. 

The discovery made by Prof. Raman is that 
when light fails upon molecules of matter ancf 
is scattered by them, a remarkable change
occurs, which is most readily perceived by
observing the scattered light through a. 

prismatic spectroscope. 

EFFECT EXPLAINED 

For the purpose of these experiments, it_~ con
venient to uae as source of light, CJR!lt~ury_,_yapour--lamp. 
This gives a very inte_2se Jb.ite_llgh.t which, when; 
examined through a pnsm, appears resolved into a 
spectntm containing a few bright lines of dift'erent colours, 
a bright indigo line, a blue line, a -green line and two· 
yellow lines. 'Vhen the light from such a lamp passes
through a transparent liquid or solid such. as water or
ice, the -light SC_!t!_~rec:l_w,!!_l!jn the substances when 
observe<I tlll-ougl!_a prisrn.J:Lfo~Qwalit\'!!_ber of 
new-tfneL_noL_present in the light of_ the mercury a_IC.--

. itselr.-- -- ------ ----

This--strange phenomenon is exhibited by all transpa
rent bodies, the position and the r.umber of the new lines. 
being different for dift'erent substances. 
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As regards the field of research :ope, ned. up.· 
by this discovery, a writer points out .in the .. 

columns of a leading newspaper in Calcutta • 

Apart from the fnndamental interest of the radiation-· 
process revealed by the discovery of the Raman-effectr
the study of the new spectra thus produced opens up a 
wonderful field of research for th9 investigation of the· 
constitution of molecules and of matter generally, and of· 
its optical properties. So great is this field that Prof. 
R. ·w. Wood, a very distinguished Foreign l\Iember olio 
the Royal Society of London, in cabling to the Editor of 
Nat11re confirming the Raman-effect, characterizes it "as a 
sur~~.sh~~nd brilliant discovery with immense potential.; 
itiesy -~ 

~~t years, says -another writer, ~~s
experimenters have succeeded in showi!'Jg that. 
the electrons under certain circumstances: 
behave like waves n.ot unlike those of light. 

, Heretofore, however, they had been con--
sidered as very minute particles of negative 
electricity whose charge and mass had been-. 
measured. Exactly parallel to th.is situation 
was that of the nature of light. For many
years, '~e had known that light also behaved• 
in a dual fashion: that is to say, under certain 
conditions, it behaved as if it were a wave
motion, and under other circumstances, we

found it to possess a corpuscular nature. Our· 
dilemma is now complete regarding the· 
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:•nature of two fundamentals of nature-the 
· electron and light. 

It is very interesting to note that the Raman effect; 
· whi1·h is a phenomenon that concerns light, also has a 
!,parallel in the domain of electronics. In the Raman 
· eftect what is believed to happen is that a large part of 
•the energy which disappears from the incident beam is 

scattered as Tyndall radiation and a small part is emitted 
-as Raman radiation of longer wave-length. Similarly, 

when electrons of a given velocity are allowed to im
' ·pinge on gas molecules, a larger proportion of them 

scatter, maintaining the same initial velocity, and a small 
traction go forth possessing a definite velocity which is 

t.lower than the original. 

· . THE COMPTON EFFECT 

L Raman effect also has a counterpart in 

~g~-rays, which is known as the 
~ In the Compton effect, we 
.. observe that when X-rays are passed through 

. a gas, they are scattered and a new radiation is 

·emitted in addition, which is of a longer wave

· length, similar to the Raman Radiation. 
But the distinctioa lies in the fact that additional high 

·speed electrons are liberated in the Compton etl'ect, 
which are absent in the case of the Raman effect. Corres

' ponding to the energy used to liberate these electrons in 
T the former case, we have ill the latter, according to 
Raman'~ view, the atoms ill the molecule set in vibration. 

· Thus from the observe~!! radiation, it will be possi
ble, on the basis of ~1..-tlt\lory, to draw conclusions 
regarding the molecular structure of substances. Herein, 

-a new tool has been discovered by means of which spec
' troscopists all over the world are now busily engaged in 

further investigations to explain the behaviour of mole-
• cules and to decipher their t'Onstitution. 
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As soon as the discovery was announced'1 

from Calcutta, many Physicists in Europe set 

to work to verify Prof. Raman's result, and·'' 
their researches have afforded complete· 
co-nfirmation of the discovery and ~f its" 

explanation given by Prof. Rama~. Prof. 
~P'i{~ghheim of the Berlin University with his·

students, has been investigating t~e Raman. 

effect, and his report, thereiore, carries great . 

weight. In his article in a German Scientific· 

J ou~I!..~1J.t_~j.!!!_~ uces several .B~W. .. WQr._ds, such,, 
ac.:..&!!.m!ln-.s,p~:t~a" arid "Rao;J,!!-~·, as
very convenient for use in describing the 
results in this new field of research. Prof.. 
Pringhheim's report-concludes with the signi

ftcant passage.-" Upon one point, no doubt: 

can exist, that through his discovery, Raman. 
has opened up a great and completely new
region in Spectroscopy." 

ELECTRICAL FLUID IN METALS 

The name of Prof. Raman has been popu-

larly associated with his remarkable discove. 

ries in the field of Light. But his researches~ 

comprise all sections of physics and some very

promising disco\•eries about the electrical;! 
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-conductivity of metals are foreshadowed by a 
,recent interview obtained from the Professor. 

It is a very natural assumption to make, Sir C. V. 
IRaman declared, ' that in the electrical conductors, the 
. ultimate particles of electricity, namely, the electrons, are 
mobile -and free to change their positions, while in elec
trical · insulators, they are anchored more or less firmly 

·-to the atoms of the solid, and therefore in a position to 
•;resist the electric stress. This view, though so apparent
ly plausible, presents some serious difficulties. Why are 
·only some of the electrons in a metal mobile,. and how 
>is the evident fluidity of part of the electricity to be 
•.reconciled with the solidity of the rest of the electrical 
, structure of the metal ? Physicists have been seeking a 
·-way out of this, and other mm·e recondite difficulties, by 
.endowing the electric fluid with l'trange new properties 
,-such as would be possessed by ordinary atoms and 
molecules only at the absolute zero or nadir of tempara

--tm·e. Here, the question may be asked : Is there any 
·evidence, apart ft•om electrical conductivity, for the 
presence of electrical particles whose behaviour is dift'er

. ent from that of the rest form~· g the crystalline arrange
ments ot atoms in the metal S'r C. V. Raman hopes 

·that a direct answet· to this q stion will be fmihcoming 
on a careful examination of metallic powders and crystals 

·by the X-ray methods. Some vet-y interesting X-ray 
, photographs obtained by Mr.· Krishnamurthl with 
powdered graphite witich is also a conductor of electri-

. city, indeed seems to furnish visible evidence of the 
presence of an electric fluid distinct from the rest of the 

.. crystalline stmcture of the substance. W'hile the solid 
atoms give sharply defined rings in the X-ray patterns, 

· the mobile electric fluid gives rise to sets of ditfuse haloes 
·bounded by these rings. The sille of the particles of 
. graphite appears, remat·kably enough, to influence the 
~distribution ofthe electric fluid within them, as shown 
·by these X-ray patterns. It is to be hoped that when 
·these results are extended to the case of other substances· 
·:the existence of an electric fluid in metals will become a 
-demonstrated fact of observation, and not merely a 
:mathematical hypothesis." • 
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INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS 

No wonder with these discoveries 
'to his credit, Dr. Raman was invited 'to 

.preside over the sixteenth session of the 

•Indian Scie~~e _5.gngress held at Madras in 

January 192Y. ~~ might be expected, Dr, 
Raman devoted his presidential address to a 
.purely Scientific topic-:-the problems of the 

-radiation of light-and to the exposition of the 

-nature and significance of the new phenomenon 

recently discovered in his own laboratory at 
·Calcutta. This developed from the two 
·distinct theories reached in the na.ture of light 
.and the impossibility of accepting the wave and 

·the quantum theories of radiation as simultane~ 
·ously true. The new phenomenon that he 

·discovered may be regarded as the twin 

•brother to the Compton effect. He also 

, -explained how he worked on his new 

-theory. 
He then dwelt on some of the applications 

.-of the new effect and pointed out that its 

potential value was perhaps greatest in the field 
.of chemistry, helping in the mapping of the 

·infra-red spectra of chemical compounds. The 
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method opens up an illimitable field of
research in organic chemistry. 

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF GASES 

Dr. Raman has. alsoQI;~~y~r~d a new and' 
extremely sensitive apparatus by which th~
feebly magnetic properties of gases and' 
vapours may be accurately measured. The 
apparatus is so delicate that small quantities: 
of the gas or vapour under study will suffice,. 
~d with its help, it ·is readily demonstrated 
that the rare gases of the Argon type are· 
actually: repelled by a magnet.( The measure

ments made with the apparatus suggest that,.. 
in certain cases, there is a noticeable increase 

in the strength of the magnetic ~roperties of a 
molecule when it passes from the condition of" 
liquid to that of vapou!] A large and very· 

, powerful electro-magnet has been specially· 
constructed in the laboratory for researches in' 
molecular magnetism. ' \Vith its aid and' 
au.xiliary optical apparatus:, it is pos!'ible to· 

demonstrate in a visible manner J that the
molecules of a_liq~id _when plac~<J- Jn a strong: 
-;;agnetic field ten<J._~().~~r.n_r.ol1n~_an<i_!!_rrange 
th~~selves parallel to o~e another. /The· 
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effect is very strong i~ some liquids, such as 
benzene and carbon-di-sulphide, but is relative• 
ly very weak in others such as water, ether ott 
alcohol. In papers appearing in subsequent 
publications of the Royal Society and of the 
French Academy, Dr. Raman h~s shown that 
the magnetic character of a molecule determin
ed in such observations can be definitely con
nected with its chemical structure. 

LECTURES IN MADRAS 

In the autumn of 1928, Dr. Raman visited 
Madras, where, under the auspices of the Indian 

Cultural Association, he discoursed on X-rays 
and his recent discoveries. He said that 

X-Rays formed a powerful weapon of research in 
the hands of the physicist for one reason. The ordinary 
microscope was no doubt of great practical use 
to science. By its aid, it had been possible to get at 
the bottom of a great wealth of pheno1nena on a small 
scale. But limits were set to the microscope by the very 
nature of light whose wave-length was about 15,000th o!
an Inch. lf it was possible to use a microscope, in con
junction with X-Ray11--whose wave-length was 10,00() 
times smaller than that of ordinary light·· ·they would 
have a powerful aid to observation and research. 

The Professor thcim demonstrated by a series 
-of lantern slides how 'the_ peculiar molecular 
combinations of different crystals and liquids 

could be actually determined ~by sending the 
16 
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X-Rays through the object and photographing 

the refracted rays. Finally, the Professor said 
that there were great possibilities in the use of 

X-Rays which was only one of several such 

divergent optical phenom-ena of light like the 

1he Gamma ray, the cosmic radiation and the 
·ultra-violet ray . 

.ANDHRA UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION ADDRESS 

Dr. Raman was honoured by the Andhra 

·university by an invitation to deliver the Con-

vocation· Address. His address was marked 

by some practical counsel to the organizers 

.and the people of Andhradesa which deserves 

to be quoted:-
1 think it is essential that all colleges which are per

mitted to undertake degree work should agree to come 
.undeor University control to a greater extent than at pre
~ent. In their case, University affiliation should be replaced 
·by University management exercised through the inter
mediary ot a semi-independent Governing Body in which 
·the University Executive is represented, and whose 
proceedings come up to the Syndicate for review. While 

.such a constitution will leave a reasonable amount. ot 
;independe'!ce to the colleges, it would serve to ensure 
that their atl'airs are regulated in a manner more in ac
•Cordance with University ideals than is the case at; 
present. 

The creation of a centre of University teaching as on~ 
"lined above will certainly be expensive, but I can not see 
1.hat. it can possibly be put olf or avoided. A capital 
expenditure ot 30 lakhs and an annual recurring ex
!Penditure of 6lakhs would be a reasonable estimate ot the 
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.. cost, considering the range of subjects to be covered and 
>the extent of the population whose needs have to be met 
•·by the University. With a little judicious pressure from 
Your Excellency on the Finance Department of the Local 
Government and upon the wealthy aristocracy of Andhra, 

>the money will, I have no doubt, be forthcoming. · 

Dr. Raman also urged a dose lin~ing up 
.of the colleges and the University and passed 
-on to observe that 

It i~ a matter of most serious concern to every one 
.. connecte<l with the Andhra University that no facilities of 
~my kind exist at present in its jurisdiction for higher 

'scientific, technological and literary studies. It is a most 
pressing duty of the University to organise such studies, 

, and it may rightly be cltimed that Your Excellency's· 
Govenment is under an obligation to provide funds on 

"the most generous scale for this much-needed expansion. 

From University organization to University 
aims and ideals is but a short step and Dr. 

•Raman discoursed eloquently on the aims of 

tJ niversity teaching. 

The aim of University teaching should be to stimulate 
, and guide the student on the right path, to help him io 
acquire habits of study and work, and to encourage him 

•to enrcise an independent judgment on problems present
ed to him. Such training is only possible by bring

'ing the student into personal contact with teachers who 
themselves possess ·great independence of outlook and 

"'ive a life of strenuous intellectual activity. 'fo deprive 
.. our alumni of opportunities of contact with such teachers 
and to place them under men of inferior merit is to 
poison the wells of leaming. A University or College 
which converts its'alumni into mere passive absorbers of 
~knowledge is doing incalculable harm to the rising 
;£'eneration. 
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KNIGHTED 

Dr. Raman's distinguished services to the
cause of Science, alike by his new discov~d~s; 
and by the inspiration of his teaching could 

• ·' -t 

hardly escape the notice of the high bfficials: 
of the Government of India. And whe'~ o'n'. 
the 3rd June 1929, (the King'~ birthday),· 'ois·. 

name.' appeared among the new Knights; ·•it· 
was u-niv~r~ally felt as a fitting and due:r.~co~t: 
nition 'of undoubted talents and . meritorious: 

seryices. Sir C. V. Raman was soon after· 
e~tertained by the South India Club of 

Calcutta in honour of his Knighthood. Reply

ing to the .. congratulatory address, he acknow-

ledged, the honour with a modesty. truly
becoming the real scientist :. 

"In this address you have chosen to refer to my contri-
butions -to science. I wish to repeat what I said a few 
months. ago · as the President of the Indian Science 
Congress.· I say I am just beginning my career, as a 
man of Science. That is the point of view "hich I hold. 
and I fe&l that the man of Science who looks forward to-
honolirs 'or rewards for his work must consider that his 
days are· finished. That is the spirit in which a man ot 
Scienc' should view his labours." 

. . "· . . .... 
· ·It is in that spirit that Sir C. V. Raman· has_ 

liveg and laboured. He holds that a_,t~.a'(i orr· 
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:Science should .have no· ulterior moti:ve ·and 
thatsci~nce is its own reward·:,-

·The man of Science who seeks for -any· reward • or· · re~ 
...(lognition, who seeks for anything except just the pleasure 

1 ot doin~ his work, is one who seeks a Will-0'-the-Wisp. 
'Science yields her richest fruits, her nohlest rewards, 
.and her most coveted prizes to the man who seeks Science 
.·and. nothing else. Honours, praises, rewards, .these are 
mere incidents in the life of a true man of Science, and. 
~he ·passes over these without notice. If an occasion 
ari,es for !lis friends, as for example, this assembly, to 
·take notice of it, there is just t.his human satisfaction that 
· otl)qrs are pleased at the rewards and recognition of the 
cr~cipient. As for myself I look forward to my work. 

CONCLUSION 

Yes ; it is this single-minded devotiox\ to 
·wor~ that has been the marked feature of. his 
lif~. That was the real cause of his brilliant' 

·Cl_\reer at. college ; ·that again has s~stained 

•him throughout his subsequent career.. In 
private life, Dr. Raman is distinguished· by 

his gentle disposition and his amiable 
manners. A brilliant conversationalist, he 

<ho}!ls forth with equal interest on a variety of 
topics, though his forte is, of course, science. 
And it is the poetic aspect of nature that 

.appeals to· him so powetfully. To him as to a 
poet the rainbow in the sky and the flakes of 

tthe sea are charged with profound meaning. 
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Thus to the: critical mind of the trained Scien-, 

tist he adds ·the graces of the imag~ative

mind of the poet. The result is a happy com
bination of the critical and creative faculties,
which has proved' so fruitful in recent years .. . . . , 
Dr. Raman is yet in the prime of life and. in: 
the full vigour of his mind. He is compara .... 
tively young (being barely 41) and already he_ 
has achieved renown as a great scientist .. _ He
has yet many more year~ of active intelle~tuat" 
life before him and we have no doubt he will' 
still further enrich the field Qf researches and'! 
prove to the world that modem India, no lesi, 
than the ancient, has her own contributions~ 

to add to the advancement of human know;. 

ledge. 



PROF. RAMACHANDRA" 

EARLY YEARS 

l1.}ROF. RAMACHANDRA, the subject of 
r this sketch was born in 1821 at Panipet,.

1 
the famous battle-place,_about fifty miles from 
Delhi. His. father was a Hindu Kaeth and · 

a native of Delhi and was employed at Panipet 
·under the Collector· of Revenue. After some· 
education in Private schools, :Rarnachandra. 

entered the English Government School au 
Delhi where he remained six years. That 
school does not appear to have paid any 
special attention to Mathematics, but shortly· 
before leaving it, Ramachandra deyeloped· 
a taste for that subject and studied at home
with such books as he could procure. After· 
leaving school, he was employed as a• 

writer for two or three years. In 1841, the· 
Educational Depar$ment of the Bengal Presi
dency was re-organised and the school at Delhr 
was raised •o a College, and Ramachandra 
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obtained hy/ competition a senior scholarship 
of Rs. 30 ~ month. His academic course was 
brilliant from the first, and he thp~ maintained 
himself by winning scholarships and prizes . 
.Starting from a respectable family sunk m 
>poverty, owing to the death of his father, his 
·own studies so rapidly progressed that he 

•'became Professor of Mathematics in the 
·College at a very early age. 

A TEACHER OF YOUTH 

It was in 1844 he was appointed a teacher 

-of ~~opean Science in the Oriental Depart
ment of the College through the medium of 

·the vernacular. A Vernacular Translation 
.Society was instituted, and under its auspiCes, 
. Ramachandra translated .or compiled works in 
Urdu on Algebra, Trigo·nometry, etc. About 
·these translations, Ramachandra writes as . . 
follows :-" These · translations were intrOoo 

-duced into the Oriental Department as class· 
•books so that in two or three years, many 
students 'in the Arabic and Persian Depart. 
-ments were, to a certain extent, acquainted 
with English Science, and the doctrines of the 

;ancient philosophy taught through the medium 
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·of Arabic were cast into the shade b~fore· the 
r:nore· reasonable and experil;nental. theories of 

:modern Science." But the significance of 
-the new learnin~ was .f~r-,r~a~hing and by no 
means confined to the technics of the Science. 
The social and spiritual impoit ·of ·Western 
.Science was tremendous in its consequences. 
The old dogma,· for instance, 

"that the e&rth is the fixer! centre of the Universe, w&S 
4('enera.lly laughed at by the higher students of the 
{)riental, as well as by those of the English Department. 
-of the Delhi College. But the learned men, who lived 
in the city, did not like this innovation on their much
loved theories of the ancient Greek Philosophy, which 
.had been cultivated among them for many· centuries 
llaSt." 

Ramachandra goes on to write a further 
account of the first open conflicts of the New_ 
Learning with the Old. 

"We commenced," he says, "a monthly magazine at 
the cheap rate of four pence a month in which notices of 
English Science were given. Not only were thE) dogmas 
-of 8ncient philosophy exposed, but many of the Hindu 
superstitions were openly attacked. The result of this 
was, that many of our countJ-ymen condemned us as 
anfidels and Irreligious." · · · -

In 1850, Ramacliandra published in 
C!llcutta his mathematical work on Problems~ 

.tJf .hfaxima and lvlinima which won - him 
immediate recognition in the universities of 
:Europe: It also brought hiin to" the notice of 
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the Court of Directors whose help and en
couragement was, as we shall show in the
following pages, of material advantage to him~ 

HIS CONVERSION 

But before discussing his contribution to 
mathematical studies, it is necessary to refer 
to one or two salient features of his life. The 
first in importance was, of cour~e, his conver
sion t<? the Christian faith. We are told that.
before his conversion, he was, like many of his. 
educated countrymen, simply a Deist, looking· 
down with contempt on all religions-Hindu .. 
Mahomedan or Christian-which based their 
teachings on any written book. Idle curiosity,. 
however, took him to the Church onP day ; 
he was struck by the piety and devotion 
of some European friends for whom 

he had great respect. And then he
took to the study of the Bible in earnest,. 
followed by a comparative study of the sacred 
books of other religions. As the result of 
these investigations, he became, in the words. 
of his biographer " fully .convinced of the
truth of the Christian religion.'' In fact, the-
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introduction ot the study of English, as Mr. 
Andrews has pointed out in his LIFE OF ZAK.&. 

ULLAH, did actually lead at first to a :wide-· 

spread unsettlement in the minds of the
young, with regard to the orthodox religions. 
It was long before any student openly embrac
ed the Christian Faitli ; bu~ it was known at a,. 

very early date that many of the ablest among 

them were inclining that way, " and this led. 

to a consternation in homes where . conl)erva
tive piety had hitherto held undivided sway."· 
And as Ramachandra was by far the mostr 
advanced in English studies, it was inevitable.·. 
that ftis name should be held up for a warningr 

as to what results might happen if the English. 

language were allowed to be taught to the
young. But openly to embrace an alien faith, 

was by no means easy. There were difficul-
ties which had to be overcome. He knew he 

should have to leave his mother, wife, childrelll 
and brothers, and meet: with ·great oppoc;ition, 

from his castemen. But he braved it all in. 
the fervour of his new faith, and entered the

fold of Christ's Church by publicly receiving! 
baptism on the 11th March 1852. 
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. ·Like all ri.ew converts,.Ramachandca was a 
zealous evangelist." " He professed openly that 
he believed the · Christian religiop : to be true 
and Hinddsm to be false." He continued to. 
teach iri the. old Delhi College, but he devoted 
his spare time to religious studies and to con
veisations on spiri~al subjects. The influence 

·he was thus able to exercise on the higher 
.Classes could hardly have been negligible., 

MUTINY DAYS 

'· ~ut the times. were somewhat out of joint. 

:The Great Mutiny broke out in 1858, and 
' :Native Christians were at a discount. Hindu 

.an,.d M~slim vengea~ce. alike . turned orf the 

-conv:erts to the ·"European " . religion and 
•many innocent Indian Christians fell a victim 
,to the fury of the mutineers. It was n,o doubt 
'true that most , Christians, identified them

selves with Europeans, ' and discrimination 
• was out of the question in a time or' chaos and 
confusion. Prof. Ramachandra was himself 

1.in some·danger, but his Hind11 brothers con

·~ealed him io their house, "and when he could 
\ 

on,o.l(lnger stay there, he left the city in disguise 
..and eventually' after" many hair-breadth eg... 
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capes, reached the English force whiCh. was-• 
then encamped before Delhi ". 

Mr. Andrews gives a charmirig account of 
the affect-ion and devotiOn· of the· te~chet and: 
his pupils, and his account of Ramachandra's
plig~t at the time of the Mutiny' partkularl.f· 
his relations w;th Zaka Ullah arid · other dis
ciples is of great interest. He says : 

'fhe rumour had somehow got abr~ad that Rama-
clumdra's owli favourite pupil, Zaka Ullah, was about tO..· 
follow' his tutor's lead and openly profess himself' a .. 
Christian ; but this was never remotely likely to have 
taken place. It revealed a· complete misunderstanding · 
of the. situation. Their friendship was of the intellect
ual type, common among scholars who are solely devoted· 
to learning aud engaged in the same search 1 after scien
tific truth ; for, to both Ramachandra and his young · 
companion, the first approach to Western science and 
mathematics was full of 11n intense interest . 
approadting to awe and wonder. It did not mean in 
this instance spiritual discipleship, although questions of · 
religion must have been discussed between them. At the 
aamc time, it Is clear that this early and intimate com
panionship with Professor Ramachandra at the old Delhi 
College broadened his views of religion and gave to him, 
from his youth onwards, that width of vision and spirit or 
tolerance which made his character so beautiful in its 
powerij of symp11thy in later years. 

Professor Ramachandra was a man of fearless sincerity· 
and very strong convictions. The fact that he had been 
obliged to break with· all his Hindu relations and to. 
uudergo much persecution when he became a Christian 
bad made him somewhat stern and abrupt in manner, .. 
and often hat·shly controversial towa1·ds others; but he-. 
had a deeply afl'ectionate heart and was upright in his. 
actions. 
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But ~he disciple's love of the master was no
Uess marked. The story of Ramachandra's 
-escape from the Mtltineers deserves to· b~ told 
in Mr. Andrews' . own words. \-Vhe~ the 
·city fell for a time_ into the hands of tlie Muti- · 
neers, Ptof. Raoiachandr"'-'s life, as a Christ
ian convert, was in the greatest possible 
. .danger. 

Dr. Chiman Lal, a fellow Christian, a man of sincere 
piety and given to good works, had been at once killed 
"by the soldiers. A search was then made for Professor 
Ramachandra. Rai-Piyare La! Sahib, of Delhi, one of the 
wery few survivors, has told me how on the morning that 
Delhi was occupied by the mutineers from Mllerut, ai; 
about ten ,o'clock, he met Zaka Ullah hurrying towards 
1;he Delhi College, at the imminent risk of his own life, 
'in order to endeavour by some means to save Professor 
Ramchandra. He reached the College, but found that thts 
Professor had already been warned beforehand by another 
·of his pupils. Zaka Ullah himself was able ~ render 
further aid at this critical moment. Professor Ramachandra 
'remaining for some days in hiding, in the heart of the 
·city, managed at las1, by the help of his own students, to 
escape in disguise to the open country and thus got safely 
away. He had endured in the interval the most terrible 
.anxiety and suffering. 

After the Mutiny had subsided, he was 
appointed in 1858 Teacher of Mathematics in 
the Government Engineering College at Rurki, 
and about the end of the same year, Head
master of the newly established Government 
school at Delhi. He was also able to return 
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:some of the kindness of his young · friend and 

,pupil, who had helped to save his life by his 
IC:imelv warning. He obtained military pass
ports both for him and for his family, which 
-eoabled them to come back into the city. He 
.also did him many other acts of service. 

IN PATIALA 

Five years hence, a new sphere of useful
'lless opened out ·to him. He was appointed 
tutor to H. H. the late Maharaja of Patiala, a 
<luty which he performed with such credit 
.and distinction that he was call~d again and 
again to do the offices o( a Prince's teacher in 
'the same State. He was in Patiala for fi.ve 

years from 1863, after which he returned to 
Delhi to publish his second book of mathe
matics. A year and a half hence, he was re
-called to Patiala where the late Maharaja, on 
his installation to the gadi gave him a khillat 
and a jagir in recognition of his valuable 
services and also appointed him Director of 
the newly established Department of Public 
Instruction of his State. As Director, Prof. 
Ramachandra was able to do a good deal , of 
:spade work in the cause of educ~tion. He 
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laid the foundations of a sound and efficient 
syst~m of , education.. Though · he was ill' 

persona grata with the Maharaja, the position 
of a Christiari scholar in high office in a Hindu 
Stale was beset in those days with ·peculiar· 
difficultitts, But Ramachandra' s innate sense. 
of propriety, his loyalty and high character 
coupled with his zeal in the cause of education· 
tided over the anomalies of his position and he
was able to show ·a 'good record work. In 
1815, he left Patiala having served the State
and the Maharaja faithfully for well over a

decade. 
But his connection with · Patiala was not 

to be snapped easily. For, on the death of the. 
Maharaja, &e was called back to Patiala as tutor 
to the next in throne. And he continued to· 
serve the State faithfully and well, until, in 
1879,. an attack of paralysis obliged him· 
finally to retire frem service. He returned 
from Patiala very weak in health, and he lay in• 

bed fGr fall five weeks .. His last days were
marked by much physical suffering, but he· 
bore it with meekness and fortitude. " At his
request n says a chronicler, ·~ portions of the-
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Scripture were often read ·out to him, andi 
prayer offered by his ·bed-side.· Twice, the
Holy Communion was administered to him· 
from which he appeared to receive great com-· 
fort."· He thus lingered· on for a week· and< 
'.'fell asle,ep in Jesus," on the 11th August: 
1880 .. 

LAST DAYS 

Such in brief outline is the life story of 
Prof. Ramachandra, who, for a period of some· 
thirty years, gave of his best to his contempora
ries.· A pious Christian he served the cause of 
truth according to his light "by pen and purse· 
and tongue". w i-iting and preaching, he en gag-· 
ed himself in ceaseless controversies for the· 
propagati<?n of the Faith which gave him 
anchor. His charity was abundant. For, 
b~sides many nameless, unremembered acts of 
kindnesses and love, he was sending the Bishop· 
QfLahore annually Rs.·l,OOO .for benevo1ent: 
purposes. · Nor was his· charity confined to· 
members of his own ·community. He was· 
known all over ·the neighbourhood for his 
piety· and benevolence ·as he led a blameless. 
llfe of thought ancl good works. But th~ 

17 
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fame . of his mathematical researches soon 

·outstripped his reputation for_ missionary and 
philanthropic activities. Indeed, in the blaze 

·of his achievements in mathematical scholar
-ship, .his other activities have almost faded 
'from the . memory of his countrymen; 
:Prof. Ramachandra remains to us a great 

·mathematician and an original and forceful 
>thinker. 

A GREAT MATHEMATICIAN 

It is th~refore in the fitaess of things that we 
-sh~uld sh1dy Prof. Ram~chandra in his charac

ter as mathematician. And we make no apo

llogy for dra\Ving lar~ely from an article from 

the pen of Prof. P. V. Seshu. Aiyar who de

-scribes Ramachandra's mathematical achieve

ments at somt: lengthin the pages of J'HE 
INDIAN REVIEW.* 

We have said that Ramachandra's work on 
the Problems of Maxima and Minima was 

published in 1850. " When I composed my 
work •on the · Problems of · Ma.-rima anti 
Minima,'' said Ramachandra, in a letter, "I 

*May1927. 
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lbuilt many castles in the air, but the Calcutta 

•reviewers destroyed these empty phantasms 
-of my brain." Help and recognition, how
ever, came to him from some other quarter . 
. Dr. Sprengar, who was formerly Principal· of 
·.the Delhi College, introduced him to the 

Hon'ble J. E. Drinkwater-Bethune of the 
Supreme Council who very kindly · received 
(from him 36 copies of his work and paid him 
tRs. 200 as donation. Also. the Hon'ble 

.D. Bethune sent to England a number . of 
-copies with directions to present copies to 
··various persons and among others to Augustus 
IDe Morgan, one of the most famous English 
'Mathematicians of the )9th century. On 
· examining the work~e Morgan saw in it, 
·" not merely merit worthy of encouragement, 
but merit of a peculiar kind, the encourage
ment of which was likely to promote native effort 

. towards the restoration o./ the native mind in 
Jndia." Having taken f11rthei: time t; think, 

De Morgan determined to call the attention 

·of the Court of Directors to Ramachandra's .-
·work in the hope that it would lead to acknow-
iledgement of his deserts. After considerable 
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con:esponde~ce b~tween the authorities. at~ 

llome lll,ld in India Dr. Morgan himself was. 
invited . ~q suggest c the . means of bringing: 
~amachandra to: the , notice· of scientific
mf:!n ·in Eu~ope. In his reply. (March 18th• 
1858),. a~suming . distinctly the question 
to be; not merely how-.Ra.q:J.aehandra could be
rewarded, but how his ,work might be made· 
u:,.ost effective in the. development of Hindu· 
talent~e recou:,.mende~ the circulation of the· 
work in Europ~with a:distinct account of the· 
gro'llnds on wh1ch the step was taken. He also 
entered. ~t f>Ome length into his own view of' 
t~ose grol?-nds and offered to draw up the 
statem~t which should accompany the pub-
licat~on~ .. A(ter some correspondence on de
t~ils,. *e C~urt, expressing entire sati!jfaction · 
with his. views. and characterising them as: I' . . . . . 

:;. deserving of the most attentive c;onsideration · 
by all-who are . charged with . the superin
tendence . of education in India in its higher
grades,')ccepted his offer to · superintend' 
the reprint of the work in England for

c~rculation in Europe .and in India. ·Thus• 
cfJ,me about the London Edition . of Rama-· 
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...chandra' s work on· Probl~ms oj llfa~ima and 
.Minima. Also the Honourable· Members 'of 

:...the CourL..a.l_ Directors ~ere pleased· ~o sanc
.tion~,-khitlztddress of honour). of fi~e pieces 

......._ _...-/ ' . ' '·' .... , 
·--to be presented to him and also ~-reward of 
Rs. 2,ooyThis is what, Ramachandr~ write~ 

-about the honour conferred· on him : "I am 
much thankful to the English Government 
that they are so bent upon encouraging science 
and knowledge among the natives of this 

·country, as to take notice of a :poor native of 
Delhi like myself." 

DE MORGAN's PREFACE TO HIS ,:\OOK 

Now coming to the intrinsic wo:rth of the 
work on Maxima and 111inima, the following 

-extracts taken from De Morgan's ·preface· t~ 
the London Edition will speak for tht;mselv:es;: 

"The history of England, as well as of other conn-
· tries having impressed me with a strong conviction 
.that pure speculation is a powerful instrument ·in 

· ~he progress of a nation and my own birth (De· Morgan 
was born in Madura) and descent having always ·given 

>me a lively interest in all that relates to India; I took 
up the work of Ramacbandra with a mingled -feeling . of 

. satisfaction and cu?!ity; a few minutes of ·perusal 

.added much to both. I found in this dawn ·of the revival 
-e>f Hindu speculation o points of character· belonging 
. peculiarly to the Greek inind, as distinguished from the 
Hindu ; one of which may have been fostered by t~ 
. author's European tjlachers, but certainly not the other.') 
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"The first point is leaning towards Geometry. * *' 
The greatness of Hindu invention is in Algebra ; the
greatness of Greek invention is in Geometry. But_ 

'Ramachandra has a much stronger leaning towards 
Geometry than could have been expected by a person 
acquainted with the Vija Ganita of Bhaskara)." * * 

"The second point is yet more remarkable. Greek. 
Geometry, as all who have read Euclid may guess, gaineltt 
its strength by striving against self-imposed difficulties"' 
* * "Definite limitation of means was imposed as a· 
condition of thought, and it was sternly required, 
that every feat of progress should be achieved 
by those. means and no more." * • " The remains of 
the Hindu Algebra and Ge(l11letry show to us no 
vestige of any attempt to gain force of . thought by.
struggling against limitation of means." • • But we 
have here a native of India who turns aside at no . 
suggestion but that of his own mind, and applies hi111r 
self to a problem which has hitherto been assigned to the 
Differential Calculus under the condition that none but:. 
purely Algebraic process shall be used. He did not 
learn this course of proceeding from his European · 
guides, whose aim it has long been to push their 
readers into the Differential Calculus with injurious-. 
speed and. who often allow their pupils to read Euclid 
with his eyes shut to his limitations. Ramachandra. 
proposed to himself a problem which a beginner in the 
Ditl'erential Calculus masters with a few strokes of the 
pen in a month's study, but which might have been• 
thought hardly within the possibilities of pure Algebra. 
His victory over the theory of the difficulty is com-
plete. Many mathematicians of sufficient power to have
done as much would have told him, when he first began, . 
that the end proposed was pe!"haps unattainable by any· 
amount of thought; next, that when attained, it would be 
of no use. But he found in the demands of his own spirit 
and impulse towards speculatiOn of a character more 
fitted to the state of his own community than the import-· 
ed science of his teachers. He applied to the branch of; 
mathematics which is indigenous in India, the mode of 
thought under which science made ita greatest advanc!ls--
in G1·eece." * • • 
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"Ramachandra's problem-and I think it ought to go• 
by that name, for I cannot find that it was ever current as. 
an exe1·cise of ingenuity in Europe-is to find the val~e 
of a variable which will make an algebraic function a 
maximum or a minimum under the following conditions. 
Not only is the Differential Calculus to be excluded, but-. 
~ven that germ of, it which, as given by Fermat in his 
treatment of this very problem, made some think that he 
was entitled to claim the invention. The values f (x) 
and f (x+2) are not to be compared; ·and no process. 
is to be allowed which immediately points out the relation 
of f (x) to the derived function · f' (x). A mathemati-· 
clan, to whom I stated the conditioned problem, made 
It, very naturally, his fit·st remat·k, that he · couldl 
not see how on earth I was to find out when ·it would 
be biggest, it I would not let it grow. . The mathe
matician will at last see that the question resolves ilself' 
into the following :-Required a constant, r, such that-. 
f (x)-r shall have a pair of equal roots, without assuming· 
the development of f (x+2), or any of its consequences." 

The above extracts clearly show what a 
vigorous imd original thinker Ramachandra. 

was, and how well he was appreciate~ by the· 
illustrious De Morgan. 

RAMACHANDRA'S SECOND BOOK 
I 

Encouraged by such appreciation, Rama-
chandra published in 1~61 his second mathe
matic&.! work on v'f New Method of thr 
Differential Calculus. 

There were in those days four different
methods in use according to which mathema-' 

ticians treated of the Differential Calculus, vi;;., 
the method o.t' ~ions; of infinitesimals; of 'V'UJ\ . '-""" 
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-)iritits and· the calculus of functions. There 

were difficulties experienced in, and objection~ 
.raised against, eac.h of .these methods. These 
-objections were . stated by . the advocate~ 
·of each of those methods against the 
others and even sometimes confessed by 

:them in their .methods. Of .course, each 
-of , the methods had its .own adv'aP,ta_ges~ 

Ramachandra fully realised these difficulties, 
·objections and advantages, and set to work 
·to find out a new method of the Differential 

·Calculus which may avoid · all that is ob.:. 

jectionable in the. four in~thods ~nd whlch 
may at the same time combine all their ad van~ 

·tages. Though this new method of his is not 
.as satisfa..:tory as he claims it to he, yet this . 

·venture on his part to critically ex~ni.ine all 
-the existing methods and devise a new method 

-of his own, ~ows his grasp· of the funda.:. 

mentals of mathematics and his logical frame 

-of mind, and thirst for rigour in MathematiC, 

:a quality which is not largely found even 

;amongst the Indian mathematicans of to-day~ 
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INTR,ODUCTION · 

·q) EVIEWING the. ~ks • · of . Srinivasa 
-fi Ramanujan~the famous Mathematical 
·genius-the LONDON TIMES truly :observed 
·that " there is something peculiarly sad in the 
·spectacle of genius dying yourig, dying with 
·the ·first swe~ts· of :recognition and success 
·tasted, but before .the full realisation of the 
. powers that lie latent within".·. Such indeed 
·was Ramanujan, who, in his all too brief 
,Jife, typified "young Lycidas", who " ha~h 
, not left his peer." We are familiar with the 
, names. :of youthful geniuses cut off in the 
, prime of ljfe before the full tide of accomplish,. 
ment .. wt"fhatterton .and Keats and Shelley 
leap up before out minds as stars of unful
filled renown in the.world' of letters.· And in 

Science, it was left for Rama.nujan · before the 
a~e of 27 to develop theories of which 
f~Srof. Hardy could write : 
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~11ufficiently marvellous that he should have even" 
dream~ of problems such as these, problems which it has
taken the finest mathematicians of Europe a hundred 

_..Jfflars to solve, and of which the solution is incomplete tD-
the pre&ent day. · 

EARLY STRUGGLES , 

Ramanujan was born in Decembe@t-
..Erode in Southern India, and was educated at: 
theJ<)wn High School, Kumbakonam. He 
came of a Brahmin family in poor circum-
stances, his father and grandfather having 
served as petty accountants to cloth· 
merchants. His mother was the daughter of a 
bailiff in a local court of justice. Hence he · 
practically owed nothing to heredity so far as' 
his aptitude for mathematics was concerned· 
At school, he was observed to be remarkably
quiet and meditative while the subtle 
mathematical problems with which he was~ 
wrestling had hardly any meaning to those 
around him. His parents as well as his, 
school-fellows were utt~rly innocent of them ' 
---a circumstance to which his biographers' 
draw pointed attention. Here is a man, they 
say, "who rises out of obscurity with extra
ordinary gifts and· struggles to evolve himself 
and shines out like a self-luminous body." 
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AN UNCONSCIOUS GENIUS 

{ii_is said that genius is unconscious and1 

that Ramanujan was absolutely unconscious oC 
his geniu~ This unconsciousness was per- · 
haps · the distinguishing feature of his life,. 
coupled with unassuming simplicity of man
ners. His natural reserve and his mental! 
pre-occupations deterred him from expressing<> 
himself on matters concerning his private
life : and but for the labours of his patrons,. 

we could have known. nothing of the circum
stances of his life or his great achievements .. 
In what may be called the Memorial edition*' 
of Ramanujan's works published by the Cam~
bridge University Press in 1928, there· 
appeared for the first time some intimate

biographical and appreciativt; 1_!9tices by three
mathematicians of repute-'f>ewan Bahadur
Ramachandra Row, Mr. P. V. Seshu Ayyar · 
and Mr. G. H. Hardy~ It is to these 
that· we owe not only the discovery of Ram a-· 
nujan himself but also the details of his. 

"' Published by the munificence of the University of"" 
Madras, the Royal Society of London and Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge, each of which bodies has contributed a.. 
share towards the expenses of printing. 
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extraordinary life : and we make. no apology 
for drawing copiously from their biographical 
notices. 

AN INFANT PRODIGY · • 
/ When quitt a boy at school, we are tol:!, he 
displayed', great curiosity concerning Mathe:.. 
·matics, but his amazing powers were not dis
covered until a far more advanced student lent 
him Loney's Trigono~e~\.J\'f"twelve, to 
'he astonishment of his teachers, he was :able 
to ~very problem' in the book unaided. 
~ee years later, he borrowed Carr's Synopsis 
of Pure Matketnatzi:s; and Ramanujari "·went 
ranging. with delight through the new world 
thus opened to him." He worked problems 
in sleep, and he himself believed that his 
patron goddess, ~~inspired him in 
his dreams. At the age of seventeen, h.e 

· won a scholarship at the Government College, 
Kumbakonam, bu_}he lost it " owing to ~eak
ness in Engli~V' In fact, he did not care for 

. any subject other than Mathematics, and this, 

. coupled with the need for eking out a livel~

. hpod, cut .short his College career. At nine
·-teen, he attempted in vain to enter the Univer-
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1iity and thereupon continued his mathematicalc 
researche~ in priv~t~ for three years. . 

THE DISCOVERY 01!' RAMANUJAN 

Those were hard days· for him, troubled as.. 

he was by " chill penury' and he. sought a 
t,emporary job in a far-away mofussil station. 
ijut , it never represse9 his noble rage. It 
was at this time that he luckily came in contact 
with men who were destined , to play a strik- · 

ing part in the subsequent career of this ' 
mathematical genius. We must now quote 
from. Mr. Ramachandra · Rao's dramatic ac-. . 

count of the first interview with Ramanujan :. 
Seviral years ago, a nephew of mine, perfectly. innocent 

of mathematical knowledge, said to me: "Uncle; I have a 
visitor who talks of mathematics; I do not understand 
him ; can you see if thire is anything in his talk?" And 
in the plenitude of my mathematical '1'\'isdom, :I c&n•: . 
descended to permit Ramanujan to walk into my pre
seno:e. A short, uncouth figure, stout, unshaved,· nt>t' .. 
overclean, with one conspicuous feature-shining eyes 
-walked in with a frayed· note-book under his arm. 
He was miserably poor. He had run awp.y from Kumba
konam to get 'leisure in Madras to pursue his studies. 
He never craved for p.ny distinction.. He wanted leisure, 
in other words, that simple food should be provided for
him without exertion on his part and that he should be" 
allowed to dream .on, . 

Be opened this book and began to .explain some o~·· 
his discoveries., I saw quite . at once that there was. 
something out of the way; but my knowledge did not . 
permit me to judge whether he talked sense or nonsense. 
Suspending judgment, I asked him to come over again,. 
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.and he did. And then he had gauged my ignorance and 

.showed me some of his simpler results. These tran
scended existing books, and I had no doubt that he was a 
remarkable man. Then, step by step, he led me to elliptic 
integrals and hyper-geometric series, and at last his 
theory of divergent series not yet announced to the world, 

-converted me. I aslted him what he wanted. He said 
he wanted a pittance to live· on so that he might_ pursue 
this studies. 

Thereupon, Mr. Ramachandra Rao, who 
·was then in Nellore, sent Ramanujan to 
Madras and induced Sir Francis Spring, the 
Chairman of the Port Trust, to take an interest 
:in him~e rightly held that it would be 
-cruel to- let such a genius waste itself in a 

·suburban office./'About this time, Dr. G. T. 
Walker, F.R.S./' Director-General of Obser
·vatories, Simla, and formerly Fellow of Trinity 
College, Cambridge, happened to visit Madr~s 
and Sir F. Spring took the opportunity 
to bring some of Ramanujan's works to 
Dr. Walker's notice. As a result, Dr. \Valker 

addressed, on the 26th February, 1913, the 
ofollowing letter to the Registrar of the Univer

sity ot Madras :-
I have the honour to draw your attention to the case 

-of S. Ramanujan, a clerk in the Accounts Department of 
-the Madras Port Tmst. I have not seen him, but was 
:yesterday shown some of his works in the presence of 
:Sir Francis Spring. He is, I am told, 22 years of age, 
.and the character ot the work that I saw impressed me 
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. aa comparable in originality with thai of a maiaematical 
}'ell ow In Cambridge College. It was ·perfectly clear io 
me that the University would be "justified in enabling 
S. Ramanujan for a few years at least to spend the whole 
of his time on Mathematics, without any anxiety as io 
~livelihood. · 

This brought him a scholarship of Rs. 75 
per month from the University-an award 
which left him free to pursue his natural 
•inclinations without the bother of labouring 
·for bread. It was then on the suggestion ofMr 
;Seshu Aiyar and others that Ramanujan began 
·to correspond with Mr. G. H. Hardy, then 
Fellow of the Trinity' College, Cambridge. 

'The first letter which is dated. 16th January 
1913 contained the following passages : 

I had no university education, but I have undergone. 
the ordinary school course. After leaving school, I have 
been employing the spare time at my disposal to wo1·k at 
Mathematics······ ···I have made a special investigation of 
divergent series············Very recently, I came across a 
tract published by ~Ot1_v:l3tyled " Orders of Infinity" in 
page 36 of which; \,Vffnd a statement thai no definite 
expression has yet been found for the number of prime 
numbers less than any given number. I ilan found an 
expression which very nearly approximates to the real 
number, the error being negligible. I would request you 
io go through the enclosed. papers. Being poor, if you 
are convinced thai there is anything of value, I would 
like to have my theorems pUblished·················· 

Ramanujan was so weak in English that 
Hardy doubts if he could have penned the letter 
·llimself. Doubtless, he was aided in his com-
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positions by his two · distingUished ~riends in> 
Madras. · But the papers that he had sent to
Mr. Hardy, which w:ere his own, contained the· 
enunciations of a hundred or more · mathe
m~tical theo~ems,' all of su-fficient interest to

merit the esteem of a Cambridge mathe
matician. Mr. Hardy was struck by the
extraordinary natiue of the solutions that: 
Ramanujan had adumbr.ated, and his reply 
was couched in ternis of sympathy and· 
encouragement. Ramanujan followed it up
with a second letter on the 27th February· 
1913": 

I have found a friend in you who view!! my lab01U'S· 
aympailie~cally. This is already some 1lncouragement to 
me to proceed. To. preserve my brains, I want food, and' 
this is now my first consideration. Any sympathetic letter 
from. you will be helpful to me . here to· get· _a . scholar-' 
ship~. , ••••. _...... , . . . _ ·_· · ·. . . ' 

' In the meanwhile, Mr. Hardy was already
neg9tiaung with·. the,· aqthocitie~ 'ill London· 
and ~ith the students~ Advisory" Committee iii· 
Ma~ra3 to provide .for Ramanujan the benefitSi 

' ; . . ''i ·. ' . . . ' . . . 
of a Cambndge education. But Ramanujan· 
would not gQ owing· to caste prejudices. 
This was a great disappointment to Mr. Hardy
as he f&lt that Ramantijan only needed a 
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'touch of modern culture and up-to-dateness to 
' . . 

his mathematical eq11ipment to enable him to 
. contribute his due share to the advancement 

-of mathematical. knowledge,. 
In the meanwhile, relieved of the drudgery 

. of the clerical post and of the need for labour
ing for daily bread, Ramanujan elllployed -his 

.. ample leisure in furthering his mathematical 

researches, and· from 1st May 1913, he was 
. able to devote himself exclusively to mathe
matics. And in accordance with the condi-

. tions of the· scholarship·, he submitted to · the 

Board of Studies three quarterly reports o~ his 
.researches on the 5th August 1913, 7th 
November 1913 and 9th March 1914. 

CAMBRIDGE DAYS. 

Early in 1914, Mr. E. H. Neville, M:A., Fel-
•low of the Trinity College, Cambridge; came to 
India to deliver a course of lectures in Madras. 

Mr. Hardy had instructed Mr. Neville to see 
Ramanujan and persuade him to go to Cam
bridge. Ramanujan himself by this time had 

--eome to realise the need for Cambridge educa-
·<tion to complete his studies, and he consented. 

Mr. Neville thereupon sent a memorandum to 
18 
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the authorities of the University of Madras "On 
the 28th-January 1914. It ran as follows:-'--.· 
/.The discovery of the genius of S. Ramanujan ofr 
Madra~:~ .promises to be the most interesting of events of·· 
our time in the mathematical world .••••.••• The impor
tance, of securing to Ramanujan a training in the require--
ments -of modern methods and a contact with men wh~ 
know what ranges of ideas have been explored and what·
have not, cannot be over-estimated. -

/1 see no reason to doubt that Ramanujan himself wm · 
fully respond to the stimulus which contact with Western 
mathematicians of the highest class will afford him. In; 
that case, his name will become one of the greatest in the 
llistory of mathematics, and the University and the City oft
Madras. will be proud to have assisted in his passage-
from obscurity to fame. . 

With a further scholarship from the U niver
sity of £250 a year tenable for two years in

Enghmd, Raman.ujan sailed for England on· 
. I 

the. 17th March 1914 and was admitted to the-
University College, Cambridge, which sup
plemented his scholarship by an award of" 
£ 60. Here ~nd~r. the guidance of Mr. Hardy 
and Mr. Littlewood, he developed rapidly. On 
the 11th November, 1915, Mr. Hardy wrote to· 
the.R:egistrar of the Madras University:-

Ramanujan has been much handicapped by the War • 
. 11-Ii-.. h,ittlewood, who would 11aturally have shared his
teaching-with me, has been awa~, d one teacher is not 
enough for so fertiie a p8:pil· .. •·•·· · e is beyonyuestion 
the. best Indian. mathe1natician o odern times ... He 
will lie' al~ays· rather eceentric in his choice o subjects-
~d methods of dealing with them .......... Jiut of his extra~ 
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-ordinary gifts there can be no question. .In .some ways" 
.he is the most remarkable mathematician I have .ever 
known. 

, But the climate ofEngl1md _to which .he was 

.a stranger and what was thought his ecce11tric, 

diet began to tell on his health~ And 
t}le contracted ·an incurable d_isease· (tuber-, 

culosis) for which he was placed in a nursing 

hop1e. In those days of submarine warfare, 
it ·was not safe .to risk a sea voyage, ·and 

Ramanujan continued to try different sanatoria 

iin England until the autumn of 1918, when he, 

showed decided symptoms of improvement. 

A FELLOW OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY 

Meanwhile, the world of Science was appris

·ed of the great mathematical researches- of 
·Ramanujan, and on the 28th February 1918, 

.in his 31st year, he was elected a Fellow of the 

1Royal Society-thet_rst Indi<!;.!l to obtain th\) 

--distinctionj · 
Stimulated by this, he resumed work, in 

~pite of ill health, and some of his most beauti
•ful theorems, it is said, were discovered about 
·this time. On the 13th October of the same 
·year, he was elected a Fellow of .the Trinity 

.College, Cambridge-a prize fellowship worth 
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about £250 a year with no d"':lties or con-
ditions. In announcing this election, Mr. Hardy
wrote to· the Registrar _of the University 
ofMadras:-

7He ,will return to India with a scientific standing and! 
reputation such as. no Indian has enjoyed before, and I am•. 
confident that India will regard him as the treasure he is._ 

RETURN TO INDIA AND DEATH 

Ramanujan left England soon after, landing·· 
I 

in Bombay on the 27th March 1919. His. 
health at the time was precarious, and arrange
ments were made for careful nursing. But it-: 
was all of no avail and he succumbed on the· 
26th April1920 at Chetput in Madras. 

HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO MATHEMATICS 

{s;r Ramanujan's mathematical achievements, 
it is difficult to writ0for they were highly
technic;\.) His papers include " a large num
ber of mathematical formulae involving infinite· 
series, integrals, continued fractions and also· 
results in the theory of numbers." These 
gi.ve a clear indication of the peculiarity of 
Ranianujan's mathematical thought, which had' 
an individuality all its own. 

While by sheer force of inspiration, he· 
scaled the heights of science his methods o£-
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proof were somewhat antiquated. , 
The limitations of his lmowl~dge were as startling as

'its profundity. Here was a man who could work out 
modular equations, and theorems of complex multiplica
tion, to orders unheard of, whose mastery of continued 
fractions was, on the formal side at any rate, beyond that -
of any mathematician in the world, who had found for 
himself the functional equation of the Zeta-function, . 
and the dominant tc1·ms 9f many of the most famous · 
p~oblems in the analytic the01-y of numbers ; and he had ' 
never heard of a doubly periodic function or of Cauchy's · 
Theorem, and had indeed, bnt the vaguest idea of what a . 
function of a complex variable was. His ideas as to.· 

;(vhat constituted a mathematical proof were of the most ' 
shadowy description. All his results, new or old, right . 
or wrong, had been arrived at by a process of mingled ' 
argument, intuition, and induction, of which he was : 
entirely unable to give an;y: coherent account. 

But these drawbacks tended to disappear · 
after the Cambridge course, and, under the· 
genial influence' of Prof. Hardy, he acquired in 
a couple of years" a fair knowledge of the
theory of functi0ns and the analy.tic theory on• 
numbers", and his writings began to take · 
distinctly fruitful directions. 

The writer of these pages has no pretensions : 
to a knowledge of the technics of Ramanujan' s 
wonderful researches, and he must content: 
himself, therefore, with drawing largely on • 
.the observations of " A Professor of 1\fathe-
matics" who has given some indications oft.-' 
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··the sublect ·matter of the more important 
,,papers ofRamanujan. 

The paper on "Modular Equations and Approximations 
>.to Pi" contains a se ·es of remarkable algebraic approxi
mations to Pi, th ratio of the circumference to the dia~ 
met~r of a circle. uer Ramanujan'~.,results had· 

f<been anticipated Y. . er and ~_nee~ but apart 
trom •hese, Ramanujan gives many new?ormulre. Pro!' 
Mordell gives an interesting historical account of the 

. subject-matter of this paper in Appendix I, which contains 

. .also several other important notes on Ramanujan's papers 
likely to be of great use to future investigators. The 

,.paper on "Highly Composhe Numbers" is the first long· 
memoir that Ramanujan published on the theory of 

•.numbers, and it is a very characteristic piece of work; 
The idea ofhighly composite numbers-numbers, which, 

· in some ways, may be regarded as the exact opposite of 
. primes-is entirely new, and the skill with which 
Ramanujan investigates their properties by purely ele
mentary methods is very remarkable. This paper and 
his later papers on partitions give an idea of his love 

·()f numbers for their own sake, a quality which evoked 
the remark (quoted by Prof. H~>rdy) that "every 

. positive integer was one of his personal tnends." Rama

. nujan's work on highly composite n11mbers stands some
-what apart from the main current of research in the 

-analytic theory of numbers; but there i~ one place where 
it is likely to be of capital importance. Tht> idea of 

:superior highly composite numbers, whi•h he introduces 
in the latter part of the paper, has a close relation to the 
~determination of the maximum order of the number of 
..divisors of a number, and this relation in its turn depends 
· on the hypothesis of Riemann concerning the zeros of the 
:Zeta-function. The next papers to which attention may 
<>be called are those entitled "On Certai.n Arithmetical 
"}'unctions," "On Certain T1igonometrical Sums and their 

. applications in the Theory of Numbers" and a few shon 
notes on partitions and modular relations. These con

··stitute Ramannjan's masterpieces, and contain the fullest 
•. expression of those characteristics, which were peculiarly 
rhis. · 
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The tribute which Prof. Hardy pays to these
qualities is worth quoting: 

"It was his insight into algebraical formulre, trans
formations of infinite series and so forth that was most· 
amazing, On this side most certainly, I have never met·. 
his equal, and I can compare him only with Euler or
Jacobi. He worked, far more than the majority of
modern matheRlaticians, by induction from numerical 
examples; all of his congrnence properties of partitions, .. 
for example, were discovered in this way. But with his
memory, his patience and his power of calculation, he 
combined a power of generalisation, a feeling for form, .. 
and a capacity for rapid modification of his hypothesis, .. 
that were often really startling and made him, in his own-. 
peculiar field, without a rival in his day". 

Professors of Mathematics have drawn 
attention to the influence of Ramanujan's
writings apart· from ~he sheer inspiration 
of his work. But what is of striking impor
tance is that he was· profoundly orlginal. "It·· 
is often said" writes Mr. Hardy, 

That it is much more difficult now for a mathe!J_latician, 
to be original than it was in the great days when the-
foundations of modern analysis were laid; and no doubtr. 
in a measure it is true. Opinions may ditier as to the 
importance of Ramannjan's work,. the kind of standard 
by which it should be judged, and the influence which• 
it is likely to have on the mathematics of the future. 
It bas not the simplicity and the inevitableness of the-' 
very greatest work; it would be greater if it were less • 
strange. One gift it has which no one can deny, pro
found and Invincible originality. 

RAMANUJAN, THE MAN & HIS ~HARACTER 

Those who have known Ramanujan in'timate-
ly bear witness to the fact that he was utterly.-
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·'devoid of any vanity or assumption. In a letter 

· of date 26th ·November 1918, i.e., ·after 
·Ramanujan had been honoured . by being 

··elected a Fellow of the Royal Society and a 

Fellow of Trinity, Mr. Hardy wrote:-
His natural si~plicity has never been. affected in the 

·least by his success; indeed all that is wanted is to get 
·"him to realise that he is really a success. 

Mr. Hardy tells us that Ramanujan had very 
little interest outside -Mathematics, aiid he 

. could hardly distinguish good from bad art. 
On his return from England, we are told, he 

was very thin, pale and emaciated. 
But his intellect was never dimmed, and till about four 

. days before he died, he was engaged in work. All his 
work on "Mock Theta functions" of which only rough 

·indications survive, was done on his death-bed. 

Ramanujan had definite religious views. 

He was tenacious in his orthodoxy. He ob
. served the caste rules with a puncti

liousness most unusual · among Indians in 

· England : " but his religion was a matter qf 

. observance but not of intelleCtual convictiom/j 
He believed in the existence of a Supreme Being a.nd 

"in the attainment of Godhood by men by proper methods 
. of service and realisation of oneness with the Deity. He 
~had settled convictions about the problem of life and 

after, even the certain approach of death did not unsettle 
· his faculties or spirits~ 

·-1st Edn. 1,600. Jnly 1929. G. A. Natesan & Co., Madras. 
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Cloth bound Rs. Thre9. To Rllhl of "I.R." Rs. 2-8. 

G. A, N ateaan & Co., Publiahers. George Town, Hadraa. 



SPEECHES AND WRITINGS 
OF , 

SWJ\MI VIVfK'BNtiN D:z\ ' . 
A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION 

WITH A SKETCH OF HlS LIFE AND TEACHINGS 

·~HIS publication i• the first of its kind. It i• the 
<!!.4,\b moat exhaustive and comprehensive collection· 
of the worka of Swami Vivekananda hitherto published. 
It contains, among others, hia eloquent character
aketch of "My Master"; his celebrated lecture at the 
great Parliament of Religion• at Chicago ; all the im
portant and valuable speeches, addresses and dia
coarses delivered in England, America and In.dia on. 
Cfflana Yoga, Bhakti Yoga, 'Karma Yoga, Vedanta. 
and Hinduism; aelectiona from the eloquent stirring 
and inspiring apeeches he gave in reply to addre11ea 
of welcome that were presented to him at different 
&own1 and citie1 in India· during hi1 historic journey 
from Colombo to Almora, on hia return from America;.' 
a choice collection of the contributions of the Swami : 
to various papers and ·periodicalN hitherto not availabl~ 
in book-form; aome of bia private lettera to friends ;. 
and a selection from the beautiful poetry that he wrote 
in the true' apirit of the seer. Six editions of Swami 
Vlvekananda'• Speeohea and Writings have already 
run out of stock and· in this, the seventh edition, no
effort bas been a pared to include a number of contri
bution• in prose and. verse, since discovered and an 
appendix containing a~t~reciations of the Swami anct 
hia work by his celebrated diaciple Siater Nivedita." 

Seveotb Editioo, 
Wit" Twa Portnito aad Appreclatioaa. 

Price Rs. 3. To Sub1cribera of" I.R." Rs. 2-8 • 

.,. BookB are given at conc~ssion rates only to subs
cribers of " The /ndinn Review.'' Any one who wishe& 
eo buy books at concession rates must remit Rs. i, 
one year's aubsr.ription .t" tl>e Review itS ad111111Ce. 

G. A. N ateaan & Co., Publishers, George Town, Madra-. 



THE BHAGAVAD GITA 
WITH THE TEXT IN D.&VANAGARI AND AN 

ENGLISH. TRANSLATION . 

BY ANNIE BES~T 

#;Q.MQNG the priceleaa teaching• that may be found 
~ in the great Hindu Epic of the Mahabharata 

1here· i1 none 10 rare and precious aa thii-The 
Ehagavad Gita. Innumerable tranalationa of thil great 
·clauio have appeared since the daya of Warren 
Huting1, but Dr. Beaant'a rendering is ·designed to 
pl'elerve the apirit of the original, eapecially ita 
·deeply devotional tone, while at the aame time U· 
.gives an accurate translation reflecting the strength 
a.Bd teraenesa., of the Sanekrit. Nearly a lakh of 
eopiea of this sacred Scripture of the Hindua 
·have already been eold and now another 
ten thouaand copiea of this aatoniahingly 

-eheap edition are . issued for the benefit of the 
<public. The text of the aiokae is p.rinted in Devanagari. 

' . 
Price Per copy,Aaoaa Four. (Poreiga 6 d.) 

frice of a aiog!e copy by V.P.P. ia 7 (SaveD) as. 
Two c.opies, I Z ••· Tloree copies, Re, l,r 1 aa, 

Four copiea. Ra. 1-6. 

·184 INDIA.N TALES 
0.1!' 

FUN, FOLLY AND FOLK-LORE 
A COLLECTION' OF 

Tale• of Tenali Raman, Mariada Raman, Raja
iBirhl, and of. KomaU Wit and Wiedom, The Son
-in-law Abroad, New Indian Talea, Tales of Raya and 
.Appaji, and Folklore of the Telugus. lll4 Talea in all. 

WEight booklets in one volume."'>:l 
·Price Re. 1-4. aa. To Suba. of the 1. R. Re. One. 

.O.A. N ateaan & Co., Publish era, George Town, Madraa. 



:RAJA RAM MO.HUN._ROY 
HIS LIFE, WRITINGS AND SPEECHES 

WITH A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
Jf::1 HIS is the firat attempt to collect under one 'cover 
~~~ the voluminoy.s writings ·of Ram Mohu11.: Roy. 
They deal with religion, social reform, politica, educa-

, tion, law and administration-to the discu11ion of 
•which he brought a mind trained in the best cultural of 
the East and Weat. The Volume opens with a lengthy 

>biographical aketch recounting the story of hia life 
and achievement• and in part~cular the eatabliahment 
of the Brahmo Samaj of which he was the founder. It 

• enda with his own modest' autobiography which he 
wrote at the request of an· English friend . 

.Contents :-Biographical Sketch; Suttee-: The 
· Burning of Widows; The Character, of Hindu 
·Women: Suttee' and the Shaatras; Addresa to Lord 
William Beotinck; Petition to the House of Com
mona; The Right• of Women; Freedom of the Preaa; 
Memorial to the Supreme Court; Appeal to the King-

' in-Council; English Education in India; Religion• 
Toleration ; Prospects of Christianity in India; Right• 

·-of a Hindu over Anceatral Property according to. 
Law ; The ltevenue Syatem of India; The Indian Pea-.' 

•llantry; The Judicial Syatem of India; Settlement jn 
India by Europe ana; Regula tiona III of l'l20. Addresa 
to British Unitarians; Autobiographical Sketch. 

Cloth Bound. Ra. 3. Th Subs, of "I. R.'' Rs. 2-8. 

LEADERS OF THE BRAHMO SAMAJ 
BEING A RECORD OF THE LIVES .\ND .\CHIEVE- · 

'MENTS OF THE PIONEERS OF THE BRAHMO ,MOVEMENT 
CONTENTS :-Raja Ram Mohun Roy, Maharahi 

Devendranath Tagore, Keeav Chandra Sen, Pratap
ohandra Mazumdar, Saeipada Banerji. Ananda Mohan 
Boae and Pundit Sivanath Saetri. 

Witla SaveD Porlraita. 
Firat Edn. Price Re. 1-8. To Suba. of "I.R •. " Re.l-4. 

• Cr. A. N' atenn & Co., Publiahers, George Town, Madra•. 



EMiNENT· MUSSALMANS:. 
iHIS book .is a welcome addition to the biographi

cal literature now extant in India touching the 
. live• and achievement• of many Musaalman patriot• 

who have in recent years contributed to the intelleo
tual and social advancement of their countrymen.. 
Am!>ng such leader• have been reformel'll, atate•men, 
judges, educationists, lawyers and politicians. Com·· 
mencing from Sir Hyed Ahmad, the atory i1 brought 
down to thi1 day. 

CONTENTS 
Among the sketche• in this volume are ;-Sir Syed 

Ahmed, Sir Salar .Tung, Nawab Mohsin-ul-Mulk,. 
Badruddin Tyabji, Rahimtulla Mahomed Sayani, .. 
Syed Mahmood, Syed Ami.r Ali, The Aga Khan, Sir 
Muhammad Shafi, Sir Ali Imam, Syed Haaan Imam, 
Hakim Ajmal Khan, Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola. 
Sahibzada AftabAhmad Khan, Syed Huaain Bilgrami, 
Justice Shah Din, Sir M:abomed Iqbal, Sir Muhammad 
Habibullah, Sir Abbas Ali Baig, Mahomed Ali Jinnah,. 
Sir AbdUl; Rahim, Mr. Hydari, and The Ali. Brothers. 

With the Portraits of all 
Rs. 3. To Suba. of "Indian Review.'' R1. Z-8 11, 

Temples, Churches and Mosques •. 
BY MR. Y AKUB HASAN 

~@N thi1 remarkable volume Mr. Yakub Hasan ha ... 
~ attempted to give a kaleidoscopic view of the 
world's architecture. Every style of Temple, Church·' 
or Mosque architecture is described at length to the 
accGmpaniment of no leal than 68 illustrations. th.,.. 
masterpieces of the world'• architecture. A valuable 
1tudy in comparative Religion. 

Swaraiya : A u1eful companion to the lay reader. 
New India A very remarkable production. 
Telegraph: Hilrhly interesting and richly informing. 

Price Re. 1-8. To Subs. of "I. R." Re. 1-4. 

-G.A. Natesan & Co., Publiahera, George Town, Madra ..... 



INDIAN '.STATESMEN 
DEWANS AND. PRIME' MINISTERS. . 

.GfiOW that the question of the future of Indian 

..,.b't States and their place in the Constitution of the·· 
Country are being widely discua•ed, this volume of·· 
Indian Statesmen is of more than ordinary interest te· 
politician• and laymen alike. In. thia new publicatioD· 
we have a ketches of Eminent Indian Statesmen, nota
bly thoae who have been Dewans or Prime Ministel'll· 
of well-known Indian States. Beaides being a record. 
of the live• and achievements of these atateamen and 
administrator• who have distinguished themaelvec• 
both in British India and. in the territoriea of the
Ruling Princea and Chiefs, the book offers an inatruo· 
tive study in the evolution of Indian States; 

CONTENTS 
Sir Salar Jung, Maharajah Jang Bahadur, .. 

'Rajah Sir Dinkar Rao, Dewan · C. Ranga
charlu, Sir K. Seahadri Iyer, Mr. V. P. Madhava. 
Rao, Rajah Sir T. Madhava Rao, Kazi Shaba
buddin, Lakahman Jagannath, Romeah Chunder
Dutt, Sir .Seshiah Saatri, Sir M. Viaveawaraya, Mr. 
Samaldas Parmananda11, Dewan Raghoonath Rao,. 
Gourishanker Oodeshanker, Maharajah .Sir Pzatap 
Singh, and Maharajah Sir Kiahen Perahad- · 

With 17 Portraita. 
Price Ra. Thwae. To Suba. of "I.R.'' Ra. 2-8-8. 

&rBooka are given at conceasion rate• only to aubli
criberl of the" Indian Review.~· Any one who wiahea• 
to buy boob at concesaion rates must remit Rs. 5,.. 
(Five inland), Ra:7-8 (foreign) one year's aubscrip
tion to the Review in advance. If you have not 
already aeen .. The Indian Review " lend pcatage• 
atampa for annal four only for a free specimen copy. 

-o. A. N ateaan & Co., Publiabers, George Town, Madraa •. 



HINDU RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHl 
~ lChaita11ya to Vivekaaaada• ~ketches of the Lives 

.,,& Teachings of the Saints of Bengal. With 5 Por• 
~rait1. Price. Ra. 1.8. To Sub1. "I.R," Re. 1·4. 
Rama~aad to Ram Tirath, Recounts the lives 

and teachiliga af the Saints of Northern India in
·-cluding the Sikh Guru•. Re. 1-8. To Sub•. "I.R." Re.1·4. 

Hiadu Etbies, Principles of Hindu Religio-Social 
Regeneration. By Babu Govioda Da1. With an In

... ~roduction by Babu Bbagavan Daa and a foreword by 
Dr. Ganganath Jha. R•. Two. To Subs. "I.R." Rs.1-8. 

Speeehes and Writings of Swami Vivekanaada. 
:An exhauative and comprehen1ive collection. Seventh 

· edition. Price Rs." 3. To Subs. "I.R." R~ 2·8. 
'The Missioa "' Our Mastar. Esaaya aad Dis

··~OU~ses by the Eastern and Western disciples of 
Ramakriahna-Vivekananda. Price Ra. 3. To Suba. 
Of the "I.R.." Rs. 2-8. • · 

The Bhagavad-Gita with text in Devanagari and 
an Engliah translation by Annie Besant. Price 4 u. 

Hiuduism by Balm Govinda Daa, Cloth bound 450 
·pages, Price Ra. 3. To Sub11. "l.R," Rs. 2-8. 

Temples, Churehes and Mo•quea. By Mr. Yakub 
•Hasan. With 68 illustrations. ll'e.l-8 To Buba.of"l.R." 
Re.l-4. · 

Leaders af the Brahmo Samoj. With Seven Por
. traits and Sketches. ;Re. 1-8. To bubs. of "l.R." Re.1-4. 

·Sri Kriahaa's Messages and Revelatioas. By Baba 
·. Bharati. 8 AI To Subt. of" Indian ReYiew," Aa. 6, 

Light oa Life. By the same author. Second Edition. 
·Price Re. One. To Subs. of "I.R." :As. l't. 

The Three Great Aeharyas. Sanlara, Ramanuja 
and Madhwa. A 1tudy oftheir lives and their Philo

, sopby. In one volume Ra. 2. To Suba. of "I.R." Re. 1-8. 
Aspeeta of the Vedanta. By various writers. 4th 

Edition. Re. 1. To Subs. "Indian Review," AI. U. 
Sri Saakaracharya'a Seleet Works. With the ten 

· in Sanskrit and an En~~:Iiah Tran•lation. By S. 
·venkatramanan. B.a.. Ra. 2. To Sub•, "I.R." Re.l-8. 

My ladiaa Remiaiseeeces. By Dr. Paul Deunen. 
·"Re. 1-4. To Subaoribers of "1. R." Re. 1. 
· · J:s.eatial of Hiodaism. A symposium by leading 

.' Hindua. Price As. 12. To Subs. of" I,R." Aa. 10. 

,G. A. Nate1an & Co., Publiahers George Town, Madra1, 



'THE MISSION. OF OUR .. "MASTER 
' •, . 

ESSAYS AND DISCOURSES 
BY THE EASTERN AND WESTERN .DISCIPLES 

OF RAMAKRISHNA-VIVEKANANDA. 
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. 

·.VIVEKANANDA cs BRAHMANANDA 
ABHF.DANANDA ~ S ARADANANDA 
T R '1 G U NAT ITA ~ T U RYAN AN DA · 
BODHANANDA ~ KRIPANA'NDA. co 
VIRAJANANDA ~ SHARVA.NANDA 

.. NIVEDITA ii DEVAMATA 
MISS WALDO ;::2 PARAMANANDA 

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS. 
Historical;Evolution of India; The Common Basis 

·of All Religions: Pre-Existence and· Immortality; 
Self-Mastery of a Saint; Poetry· of the Veda•; Mil· 

'1ionaries in India; Christian and Hindu; The Indian 
. Epics; Guru; Sankaracbarya ; The Ethical Ideas of 
·'the Hindua; The Great World-Teacher•; Zoroaater; 
1 Did Christ Teaoh a new Religion ; Syntheais of 
-Hinduism: Confucius and his Philosophy; Lord 
Buddha; Relation of Buddhism to Hinduism; etc. etc. 

Price Ra, 3, To Suba. of "LR. Rs. 2-8 as. 

Eminent Orientalists. 
· INDIAN. ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERYIAN AND AMERICAN 
Among the Orienta lists Studied are: Sir William Jones, 

Sir. Charles Wilkins, Colebrooke, Horace Wilson, 
··George Tournour, Fergusson, Rajendralal Mitra, 
Telang, Bhau Daji and Indraji, Dr . .Buhler, Monier 
Williams, Max-Muller, Sir John Fleet, F.dwin Arnold, 
Nivedita,Griffith, Whitney, Vincent Smith, Bal Ganga-

. dbar ·riJak, Anundoram Barooah, Bhandarkar, Mac
donne!, R.B. Keith, Paul Deu81en and Sylvain Levi, 

Among the contributors to the Volume· are: Prof. P. 
Seshadri, Prof. Radhakriahnan, Dr. S. Krishnaswami 
IyengAr, Prof. P. P. S. Sastri, Mr. Shumbu Chunder 
·Dey, Prof. Suryanarayana, Mr. Vasant Naik, Mr. 
K. S. Ramas.,arui s .. etri, Prof.· M. S. Ramaawami 
Iyengar, Prof. Surya Kumar Bhuyan, Prof. Srinivaaa· 
ohari, and Mr. D. W. Wickramarachi. 

Price Ra. 2. (Two). To Subs. of "I. R." Rtt. 1-11. 

G. A.. N a tea an & Co., Publiahera, George "Town,l4adraa.l 



S1ti Krishna's 
MESS.JJJES AN.D REVELATIONS 

BY BABA BHARATI 

~HIS book of " Messages and Revelation• ... 
is published at the request of an Amet'ican disciple 

of the Baba. In the words of the Baba, " This ill th&
pureat Nectar of Spiritual Love. Let the reader open 
his heart to it and I am sure it will fill it with Acatasy, 
The soulful reader will thrill with joyous vibration• 
of every sentence of the " Messages and Revelations.' ... 

Price Eight Aaaea, 
To Subacr1bers of the India11 Review, AL 6 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR 

Light on Life 
.(QIX Spiritual Diacourses with an autobiographiee.t' 
.:9 sketch. Contents : The Real Real Life : Have 
you Loved? Do We Love ? Thought Force ; Sages,. 
Saints and Sona of God.-" An inspiring book." 

Price Re. One. To Subs. of·· I. R." 12 as. 

MY INDIAN REMINISCENCES •. 
BY DR. PA\JL DEUSSEN. 

The language in which Dr. Deunen descl'ibea the· 
eultoms. ceremonies, manners. traits and traditions of 
the Indian. people-notwithstanding the shortne•• of 
his atay in India-shows his profound admiratioa and 
love for the land which, to use his own words, .. had· 
for yeara become a kind of spiritual mother-country"· 
to him. A book of Slll"pas•ing interest to all readers, 

Price Re. 1-4. To Subs. of "I. R." Re. One. 

Books are given at concession ratea only to subs
criber• of "The Indian Review." Any one who wisbea· 
&o buy bookl at concession rates must remis Ra. Five. 
one year's subscription to the Review in advance, 

G.A. N atesan 4t Co" Publishers, George Town, Madras, 



.·Hind §waraj 
OR INDIAN HOME RULE 

JIY 

MAHATMA GANDHI • 
. "In my opinion it is a book which can be put into the 

1handa of a child. H teaches the gospel of.love in the 
place of that of bate. It replaces violence with self
•aacrifioe. It pits aoul force against brute force. n 
·has gone through aeveral edition• and I commend it 
•>to those who would care to read it. "-Mr. Gandhi. 

A New Popular Edition. Price Aa. 8. (Eight.) 
To Subscribers of the "Indian Review," .Aa. 6. 

THE INDIAN PROBLEM 
Bv C. F. ANDREWS. 

OoiiHNTS :-Indian Independence. India and the 
•Empire. Non-Co-operation. Bwadeahi Movement. 
National Education. Drink and Opium Evil. eto. etc. 

Modern .Review:-'~ It baa a hand•ome frontispiece, 
and givea, in a handy form, and at a cheap price, the 
-writer'a viewa on the many queatio01 now engaging 
*he aUention of the country. Of all Mr. A.ndrewa• 
-view1, thole on Independence deserve the first place, 
&I they are the moai outapoken and sincere expres1ioa 

·of a magnanimous soul saturated with aympathy." 
Re. One. To Subs. of" I.R." .As. 12. 

'BUREAUCRATIC GOVERNMENT 
A STUDY IN INDIAN POLITY 

BY BERNARD HOUGHTON, I,cs. (Retd). 
This ia a book of great topical intereat. 

Prire lie 1-8 aa. To Saba. oF "1. R." R•. I"".: .. 

..G.A.:Nateaaa & Co., Publiabera, George Towo, Madru. 



Dr. BESANT'S SPEECHES & WRITINGS., 
This is the first attempt to pnblish in one volume

a comprehensive and exhaustive collection of Dr• 
· Beaam's 1peeche1 and writings on Indian Queation1. 
The subjects dealt with cover a wide field-educa
tion, religion; 11ocial reform and politica. Her lec
ture• on· 'Theoaophy. the Depresaed Classea, her· 
Congress Pre1idential Address and thole on Self- .. 
Government in India are also included in this volume.·. 

·With 11 Sketch of her life&: Portrait. 
Pr\ce Rs. Three. 6 (six) E>hillings post free. 

57.\QOJINI N~IDU· 
HER LIFE. SPEECHES AND WRlTINGS 

.@N this volume an attempt is made to present onder
~ o:oe cover an exhaustive ccllection of the Spee
ches and writings of Mn. Sar"jini Naidu. ·TJ;tis (the· 
third) edition practically brings the collection up-to
date, including as it· doea, her speeches in East and·· 
South Africa and in the Congress at Belgaum. The· 
subjects treated cover a wide field-politics, education.. 
social reform, Hindu-Muslim Unity, Non-Co-opera. 
tion, and the po1ition of Indians abroad. . . · 

Third Edition. Cloth. Bound. Rs. Three only. 
To Subscribers of •· I. R.; Ra. 2-8-0. 

MISS MAYO'S 

MOTHER INDIA 
.A REJOINDER 

BY MR. K. NATARAJAN 
Editor, Indian Social Refermer. 

~ITH AN INTRODUCTION 

BY THR: HON. MR. G. A. NATESAN. 
Editor of the "Indian Review." 

· THlS i11 acathinll expo11ure of the many menda.eioua·· 
· allegations of Miss lofayo against the character 
and aspirations of the Indian people, and their· aocial: 
inatitution. Tbe criticisms of Mis1 Mayo's book by 
Dr. Margaret Balfour, Lala Lajpat Rai, Sir C. P. 
Rama1wmi 4iyer,. Re~. Popley, Sirl Rabindranat~·
Tagore. Dr. 'i Mnie Beaant, and· Mahatma Gandhi" 
from valuable appendioea to this n11eful book. 

Price .Aa. 12. To Suba of •• I. R ". A11. 10. 
lllh. 6 d. poet free. · 

• G. A. Nateaan & Co., Publiaber11, George Towu, Madra•• 



THREE GREAT ACHARYAS, 
• SANKARA, RAMANUJA, AND MADHWA 

~@, N attempt to bring under one cover critical1ketch
~ es ofthe life and times of the1e. great religion• . 
leader• and an• exposition of their re1pective systema _: 
of thought and philosophy. ·. 

CONTRIBUTORS .TO THE VOLUME. 
Pandit Tatvabushan, Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, _ 

Prof. M. Rangacharya, Mr. C. N. Kria4~aswamy 
Aiyar, Prof. Rajagopalachari, and Prof. Subba Rau. 

Rupee. Two. To Subs. of" I. R." Re. 1-8 as. 

SANKARA'S SELECT WORKS' 
With Sanskrit Text ana English Translation . . 

By Mr. S. VENKATARAMANAN. 

Contents.-Hymn to Hari; The Ten-Veued Hymn 
Hymn' to Dakshinamurti; Direct .Re~lizatiorl; The .. 
Century of Verses; Knowledg~ of· Self; Commentary 
on the Text ; , Definition of one's own 1elf. 

The main object of this invaluable publication is to . 
present, itt •imple'Englisb', 'lome of the work! of. Sri 
Sankaracharya in which he tried to expound, in a 
popular atyle, the philosophy of the non-dualistic 
Vedanta of which he was the well-known foun~er. 

Ra. ~. To Subs. of" I. R." Re. 1.8 as. 

The V aishnavite Reformers of. India . 
SKETCHES OF THEIR LIVES AND WRITINGS 

BY PROF, T. RAJAGOPALA CHARIAR. 

CONTENTS:-Nathamuni; Pui:rttiLrikaksha; Yamuna~ 
'L . , 

chary a; Sri Ramanujacharya; ~ri,o Vedanta De1ika; 
Manavala Maha Muni: and ChaitabyaJ.. 

Re. One. To Suba. of "Indian Revie;.: .. As. 12. 

· G.A: Nate1an &Co., Publiaheu, Gel!rgeTown,Madraa, 



EMINENT INDIANS- §ERIE§. 
Biographical and critical 1ketche1 of Eminent 

Indian• and friends of India; including those of States
men. CongreRI Preaident• and Politician,._ Brahmo 

<Leader• and Social Reformers, Eminent Musaalmana 
and Parsees, Indian Judge•, Scientiats, and Poets. 

·' Handy Uniform Vqlumes with Portraits 
Dadabhai Naoroji Sa~ipada Banerii 
·Surendr,.nath Banerjee Keehab Chundra Sen 
Romesh C. Dutt Pratap Ch. Muzumdar 
Sir N. G. Chandavarkar J. N. Tata 

·Sir Dinshaw Wacha .Prof. Karve 
G. K. Gokhale Rauade 
Sir Rash Behari Ghose Vidvaaagar 
Madan Mohan Malaviya .Nawab Moh•in·ul-Mulk 
•R. N. Mudholkar Dewan C. Raogacharlu 
Lord Sinha R. Ragunatha Rao 
Motilal Neliru Ghalib . 
Lala Lajpat Rai Rabiodranath Tagore 
-Syed Haaan Imam Bankim Chllotterjee 
flal!:im Ajmal Khan Toru.Dutt · · · 
Chiplunker Michml M:adltusudan Dutt 
M. K. Gandhi ,Mrs. Sarojini N\loidu 
Aurobindo Ghose Sir J. C. B01e 
·Bai Gaogadhar Tilak Sir T. Muthuswami Iyer 
·Rt. Hon. V. S. Sa~tri Sir Y.. Bashyam Iyengar 
'The Ali Brothers • Sir A1utosh Muk:erjee 

Debendranath Tagore 
Price FOuR AN~US EACH. 

FRIEND§ OJF • INDIA §ERIE§ 
Annie Be1ant A. 0. Hunte 
Lord Minto Sir Henry Catton 
Bradlaugh Nivedita 
Rev. Dr. Miller Henry Fawcett 

Price FOUR ANNAS EACH • 

. THE §AINT§ OlF JINDJIA §ERIE§ 
~ HES.E lives are all based on the original aooounta 

• 4Q;, and biographies in the eenral Indian lauguaF:el. 
Each book al•o containll' a special account of the 
peouliar religiou• doctrine• which each saint taught. 
l>ayaneawar · Ekanatl~_ · • N amdev 
Vallabhacharya Nanda Vivekananda 
Ram Tirath Appar Nammalwar 

Price ANNAS FOUR EACH. 

-G,A. N ateaan & ~o., Publi1her1, Gorge TGwn, MadraL 




